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PART I.
LEA3T 3SJARE3.
CNAPTER I .
METN0D. 0P LEA3T 3GUARE3.
1. INTR0DUCTI0N. Turn method has for its object the finding of the
best or most probable values, for a set of unknown quantities depending
upon physical. measurement, which can be obtained from a given set of
observations;and to find the degree of confidence which can be placed
in the results, as determined from the agreement of the observations among themselves. This agreement may be very misleading as to the ac
tual accuracy, of the results unless the circimstances under which the
observations were taken are known.
The observations are subject to several classes of errors as follows:
1st. Constant errors .or those which under the same circumstances, and
in the measures of the same quantity, have the same value: or those in
which the value caci be made to depend upon the circumstances by some
definite law. They are usually subdivided into: theoretical. such as re
fraction and curvature in leveling, etc. .whose effects, when their causes
are once thoroughly understood, can be computed in advance, and hence thay
cease to exist as errors; instrumental .such as the line of collimation
of a level not beipg horizontal when the bubble is in the center, etc. ,
which are discovered by an examination of the instruments ;or of the ob
servations made with them and may be removed, when their causes are under-,
stood, either by a proper method of using the instruments or by subse quent computation; personal, such as always setting a tar.get a little
too high, etc., and which depend upon the peculiarities of the observer.
These latter are often the subject of special investigation under the
name of 'personal equation"; while not strictly constant they are near
ly so with trained observers.
These errors are sought out and eliminated or corrections applied as
far as possible
2nd. Mistakes or abnormal errors .such as reading a circle a degree
out of the way.the slipping of a clamp. the sighting at a wrong object,
etc.
3rd. Accidental errors, or the necessary inaccuracies rhich cannot be
computed in advance from the circumstances of the observations and elim
inated.
The limit of the first class is fixed by the limit of knowledge of in
struments and of physical phenomena.
The limit of the second class can only be approximately fixed.as there
are no means of distinguishing between inSosuracies and small mistakes.
In what follows the third class should be understood .unless otherwise
stated.
The following may be assumed as axioms:
1. 3mall errors occur more frequently, or are more probable than large
ones.
2. Positive and negative errors of the same magnitude are eoially prob
able. and in a large number of observations are equally frequent.
3. iCery large errors do not occur.
2. MEAN-3GUARB ERR0R. The square root of the average square of the er
rors. is called the mean-square error. denoted by
m.s.e. ort. It is
used in comparing different sets of observations.
Thus if Api,,..^,, be the true errors committed in a series of n equal
ly good observations,
„|x. l.In 3radmessung in 0stpceussea the excess over 180° plus the spher
ical excess. is given in seconds for the measured ankles in 22 triangles
as follors:
*The square Brackets are used to denote summation.

LEA3T 3QUARE3.
AFot. 5.3. 249
Pot 10.855
I + .35 + .130
+1.76
3.093 13 -1.36
1.850 19 +1.37 X7S5
2 + .93 + .885
+3.92
+.845 14 +1.85
+ 3."t*o !20 -0.72 0.513
3 - .51 + .250
+ .56
+.314 15 -0.42
+ .176 il 1.35 1.822
4 -1.46 +2. 132
.00
.000 16 + 1.33
+ 2.822 22 -0.98 0.960
5 - .95 ti.902
.K348 :)7 + 1.62- + 2.624
- .59
6 ^1.40 +1.950
.00 + .000 13 +1.62
+ 2.624
2.249
10.855
24.HII
3 0 *"00
.". the m.s.e.,t=v'ao.:i-oo/n. =
LAf OP PBOPOGATION OP ERROR.
Lot * -a^ia^i .... ^ ^
w
irtere a
are constants unaffected by error, and M, ,«\
!n .are observed independent quantities wjth the m.s.e*3.,t1iet,...t
If H,, iv",er„
Kv.-°rn.*s,.ii« .are the errors for different ob
served values of
,«2
the errors in the corresponding values
of x will be. . ». -^
„
„. ,
.

No
7
3
9
10
11
12

3quaring each, line and adding,

(VJ,

Positive and negative errors of the sane magnitude being eaually li
able to occur, by axiom 2,%1, the products
12 a^gl^cQ-iZaj ajA,iO---±2a3 t,t^O
will tend to foot up zero (approaching it nearer the greater the nun ber of observed values)and may be neglected.
.-.dividing (b) by n,and remembering the definition of n.s.e.,<}2.
z
In the general case,

Cf +

an Wt

(3)

(4)
/There f ( ) denotes any function. —
If the different observed values be substituted for the true values
of the observed quantities, we shall have

expanding the second members by- Taylor's theorem, and supposing the ob
servations accurate enough so that the squares products and higher poll
ers of the A's may be neglected?

1^

|» -VC^ ,v-W-vcV a. me^ -place. --2..
V*. T-"r.«.Y9-o."ieA .Vr-^V.
««i.,VV.>=^

- !^k-+ fs-vw + 13 v + . . .

3imilarly we nay extend to 3 or more variables, as assumed above.

80.8.)
ARITHMETIC MEAN.
These correspond to (a), .. from (4),

8x. 1. Pind the m.s.e. ia the length of a city block 500 ft. long meas
ured with a 100 ft. tape having a m.s.e. in its length of. 01 ft.
Ans.O. O3 ft.
Bx. 2 Pind the m.s.e. in the length of a city block 500 feet long meas
ured with 5 100-ft. tapes each with a m.s.e. of .01 ft.
Ans. 0.03 ft.
Sx.3.ft.;
In the
AC or
= 1050
ft. 1"with
' A<0.1
A = triangle
50° with AEC.
£.,.=- IT
(in b arc.
=10 sin
);. t, =
x
B = 64° rith «.,= 10", Pind the m.s.e. for EC. or a.
(4) reduces to a = b sin A = 933.44 ft.
s-id B
df . da
dlf, db sin"B"*T
p
M. . M . i_£21-* = a cot A s /758
dMx dA
sin B
'
-dt .-da»^ sin A cos Bv= - a
B = - 441
dMj dB
sin1 B
(3ubstituting in (5)
O- = a2ey0* a2cot8 At*,+ azcot2 BtJ
° (.85 * .if* (441 w TO * .00000435)*+ (758 x 10 x.00000485)1= .0072 + .0005 + .0013 = .009
t»=
ft.
4. MR OP .095
PROPOGATION
OP ERROR, h.- In ( b) of 33 it may be noted that
in summing the products of the A's. .one of the factors. A .may contain
constant error, or otherwise differ from the accidental errors of observae
tion included in class 3,41, and the sum of the products if ill still ap
proximate 2ero,so that the value -efjjjiill be given by (3) or (5).
Ex. .1 If the m.s.e. in placing a 50-ft. tape length is .02 ft., and"
the m.s.e. in the lensth is .01 ft. ; find that in a 1500-ft. line meas ured with the tape, due to both causes.
Prom the first cause by (3).
{£= (.02)* + (.02)* +.
for 1500/50 = 30 terms; (leach meas
urement giving an 10. Ot,
t-^= .02 \JW = .1 ft.
From the second cause, by (3),
O 1500/50 . 01, = .3_C3u
Prom both together,
t^vTTi? + (.3)1 = .32 ft.
* 3educing the m.s.e. from the first source to one-half its yalue would
only reduce the final m.s.e. to. 3 ft., while reducing that from the sec
ond source to one-half would reduce the final m.s.e. to .13 ft.
It is thus seen that but little is gained in accuracy by radaniag one
source of error when there is another much larger one unnoticed; the great;
gaia comes from reducing the large source.
9. THE 3IMPLE ARITHMETIC MEA3. ifhen a number of equally good .direct,
and independent observations are taken for the value of an unknown quan
tity, the arithmetic mean is always taken for the best or most probable
value, there being no reason for giving more influence to one than to
another of the observations.
Thus if the observed values are M.* ,M- , ... M a the most probable
value,
v M)/w
(e)
This can be written
1/a. Jlj + 1/n M£ + 1/n M3

4
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(3B.Pig. 1,
so that if t= m.s.e.for an observed M and tc= the m.s.e.for i .re have
frow(3). (t/n)v + (t/n)x + to n terms-. =n(t/n)%
°CS° tVn
(7)
£..£.. the j.^.e.- of the arithmetic mean decreases as the square root of
~
'
the nam per ofobservations increases.
The difference between the arithmetic mean and the different observed
values are called residuals.
If ihey be denoted by v, ,vv ...,and the error of the arithmetic
oean by 3, we shall have,
Residuals,
v.J- VVl'1.^""
True errors.
(1,1$ ) - M,. Av= (x0*<T ) - «v. . .
or 4i = wj i f,
vg if
squaring and adding.
Ctf> [r<] ilS[vl + n«2
.(6) can be written,
Cx-01
- M,) + fx0 - M,)
=0
c + (x0 1 MJ...
0
or Lv] = 0
( 8)
3ubstituting and dividing by n,
t*" tyi] /n +Sv
The most probable value of£, the error of 2 .is usually assumed to
be the a.s.e. of the mean itself. or £c -UJa- 3ubstituting,
£* = [vwy n + £Vn
£>= O*]/ (n-1)
(9)
Prom (7),
t£* [y<] AjKn-l»
(10)
Ex. 1. The following values are given in Pri. Tri. t). 3.Lake 3urvey, p.
895, for the observed difference in longitude between Detroit and Cam bridge.
—j *v
vi.
June 21
47™ 41.154 . 040
. 0016
* 22
41.171 .057
.0030
23
41.133 . 024
. 0008
* 34
41.110
.004 . 0000
" 29 -_
40.995
.,U9 .0142
mean, 1.
0 47 41. 114 . 123 .123 .0194
t. =fM /(n(n-l» = s/.O194/S0 " ft 031
6. THE WEIfflTBD ARITHMETIC MEAN. An observation is said to have the
•eight w.when its m. s.e. is equal to that of the mean of w observations
of weight, unity. If then £- is the m. s.e. of an observation of weight uoity.and
£^....,are the m.s.e's.for weights w, ,wt..we have from (7),
£,v= fyw„
€> t-Vw,.
or.
«./ww
("*
i.e., the weights are inversely as the squares of the m.s.e's.
If the different values of a quantity. 1^ ,Mg .», have the weights
w1»*-P ,n-s
each value being supposed to be the mean of w values
of. weight unity, the sum of the original values can be found by multi plying each mean by the number and adding; the average can then be
found by dividing by the total number. I.e. .the arithmetic mean,
x0 HMj*j + M2«2 + ws 'g-VOr-L*
V° "WW (12)
The u.s. 9. of the mean,
£. = £A/5?i
(13)
(12) can be written,
(x„Ml," HXK+ (ww... =0, i.e.,[°w] = 0 (14)
If each eaiation be squared, then multiplied by its corresponding w and
added,
^
v
"
[to'l =Tw v9i
vj +S[w3
(a)

gq.13.)
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5
The observations with weights w give errors Ci; the corresponding er
rors for weight anity would <oost probably beaflr, froi the relation ( 11)
between reights and m.s.e's.
[w^Jis.".the sum of the squares of the errors for weights unity, = nC'bj OV
By $5.
=t-/v6~5
< isl
3ubstituting in (a),
nc*= [w w*) + Cx
if
ySI/(n-l)
(15)
£*• £w v*I/|jO(n-l))
(16)
Ex. 1. The following values* are given in Pri.Tri. U.3. Lake 3urvey. p.
395, for the observed difference in longitude bet-ieen Detroit and Cam t
bridge.
WV
13 & it" 41? 163 8.5 - .117 -.059 .00634
40.936
0.5
23
+ .030
.00320
41.033
.A
+ .003 m .0300=
41.030 1:8 + .016 +.016 .00026
4
41.084 1.0 - .033 -.033 .00144
11
41-012 1.0 + .034 +.034 .00116
llean«0 47
41.04S
3ums
+.001 .01296
8*033.
?a=\/.01393/£5
7. CONTROL3.
3imple Arith
c Mean.
3ince v,
«, < ^ = i.- «v. v, =
.and n x» =[jQ,
&U» n aj- 2 x.M+p!*]
Or.
tv»] = [M9-[lOx/ n
\
(17)
Also. from (8). W - 0
J
Weighted Arithmetic Mean.
3ince v, = x,- M,. vx :x»- i^, 7% » x0- M, , and by tlZ). H «; *[« «],
C" »3 --•JH "
Hi +
[w vw]
-fe
w
\
(13)
Als0.from (14), £y iQ = 0
J
It may be noted that .the left hand places as far as they agifee may be
left off from the values of M.or any constand s.ubtracted,whenever it -filli
simplify the numerical computation for (17) or (13).
In Bx. l.S3, we -have for the different values of M .subtracting 41 from
each; ,154, .171,. 138,. 110.-. 005.
Squaring and adding,
iddin^and~sqC1SfTng.
,0841
WlV n =
.0645
L"3-[(rAn=
.019O nearly checking [r*].
The mean x, when multiplied by 5 is +.002 greater than [M)so that \f\
should »+.0O2 instead of 0.
'.
Ex. 2.. In Ex.'1,66, subtracting 40 from- each «,
[w Hx} -5. 48041
yf^M * 5.43744
0.01297, checking [w v2]
8. CLO3BNB33 OP CONPUTATION. If- the most prooable value x as computed
by a rigorous method, have the errors
...,,the valne x ± c.comr
puted W an approximate method, sill have the errorsi, A.-tCjAj-tc,^**.,..
Bence
If we aliow the difference between
and f^to be 0.01tS, i.e., aliow the
e.s.e. to be increased 1% by inaccuracy in computation, which would ap-
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(*9.Hg.l
pear sate. then
.01 = oV3t; .or c = 14tw.
(19)
or, the error of computation can be 14* of the t.s.e. without sensibly in
creasing the inaccuracy of the result.
8s. 1. In a i-place log table the error in the last place will vary from
0 to .5 ,all values within these limits occurring with equal frequency.
The m.s.e. for this method of distribution of error is aAfj .jrhere -a -tv»°greatest error. This woold. give, m.s.e. = -5 /V3" = *29 in the 7th. place.
An interpolated value, expressed as Mj +(Mg- ■j)m, where 11^ and l!g are
the adjacent tabular quantities and m the percentage interval between
the corresponding numbers, wosld have the following m.s.e's.for differ
ent values of m,the 7th place only being retained in the interpolation
I,
,.- TT
BJ.SO... r^*,r.h,ol faMM tv.Vimil.
•
1
ni
1/2 1/3 1/4 J/5 i/a 177 1/3 1/9 1/10
.27 ,5? .33 .39 .39 .39
E.s.e. - =.29 .41 .35
The average m.s.e.
nill thus be well within 0.4. In eeadslic noci.
a m.s.e. of .3 second Is about the minimum value for Horizontal angles.
A triangulation nill be most exact, or the test most severe, when the an
gles of each triangle = 60°. The change in log sin 60" for a change of
.1" is 12.2 in the 7th. place so that the m.s.e due to inaccuracy of
measurement = .8 + 12.2 - 3. 7; i. e., c/t,. = .4/3. 7 = ll$,instead of the 14*
allowed by (19).
Again a m.s.e. of 1 : 1,000,000 is excellent base line rcork. The log
of 1.000,000 is changed 4.3 in the 7th. place by a change of unity in
the number so that c/t>= .4/ 4.3 =9%, instead of the 14 allooed by (19).
are thus ample, for the best geodetic ,Tork.
are ample for, ( 19
C^.4/.14 = i.9; 1.9/1.22 • 2.4" in angle,
w-«/ .43 = 7
in 1,000,000 in distance,
or for the best city aork.
5- place logs are ample for,
24" in angle,
7 in 100,000 in distance
or for the best railroad, or ordinary first-class field sork.
4- place logs are ample for,
£40", or say 4'. in angle,
7 in 10,000 in distance,
or for the best chain and compass .tork.and much of the stadia ,tork.
Kith suitable tables, like ?.ega,7-place; Bremiker g-place; Gauss- 5- place;
Encke says the times required for the same computation are as 3,2,1, re
spectively. He also says, 3 places are sufficient for mimutes and 1:4000
in sides; 5 places for 5" and 1 : 40,000; 8 places for 1/2T; and 7 places
for 1/20". limits not as conservative as the above.
9. IilD&P3NDEHT 0B3ER7.ATI0N3 3P0H INDEPE3DENT OJANTITI83. In the general
case of indirect observations let the equations be of the form,
f'.(X.Y.Z
)
Mj = 0 rsight w j
(.20)
rtl.1,2.
.) 7 Bg =0 weighVwg
in irhich the number n of the observed Quantities M, ,i .... is greater
than m, that of the required ones. l',f Z.
The observations being imperfect.no set of values caa be „
. for the
found
unknots *hich will not leave residuals, so that (20) woald be
more cor.
rectly written,
f'(
7, Z. .) - »,
(21)
f"( X,v,z ,.
- M2 ='2
ntiici are sometimes called error or residual equations.
We first find approximate values, by partial solution or othernise for
X'lf'Z
30 that * = \ **. 1 ' 1q 4y
(x,y
being so
small that terms containing the squares, products and higher cowers n>°w
be neglecteo without sensille error), then expand by Taylor 'HheoreS
as in i 3; ( d) tho3 becomes
"
bl»
+1.

3q.33.)

C0NT90L.N0RHAL EQUATION3.
. ', V.(, (33)
a2x
2 + bgy
e + cpZ
c + .... +lp2 = vz
+I3 = v3 J
asx +b27 + cgz + .
ihere a = df/dX,. b w df/dY. . c = df/dZ.,
= constsnts.
L = f( X ,Y-, ...) - M.
The most probable ralues for the corrections, x,y\z, ... ,{it will be proved
later) nill be those which rill make Qw vl3 = minimum.
fcHence since x,y, z, .... are independent,
d[w v*J/dx = 0, d[w v^/d y = 0, d[w vtyd z = 0..
or'wlvl ^
2 + w2v2 *i
+ .... =
(a)
w jy 1 d v< / dy + rg v g dva /dy +
3ubstituting"the values of t from (32),
[r alJ
+ jr a y3 ° 0 \
a1] a + [it a b] y + [ir
[w a q) 2 +
[w a b) x+
bx]y + \n b c] z +
+ 5 b Q = 0 J.
^.ac]x+|<bcly + ^c*]z +
.
+ {r c lJ = 0 J
These are called aermal equations, or better final equations.
They can be more briefly written by substituting in (3) the values of
the differential coefficients from (22).
(24)
^wya} =0, \yvb\ =0, \wvcj =0,,..
Jf the weights are equal or unity ,jill disappear as a factor, giving
[a*] 3n..§b]H+tao] z*.... +[al] =0
tab] x +1^3 7 * [b* + . . . . + Dbli =0
The solution of ( 23), ( 24), or (25) .will give definite values for x,y,z,..
which applied to the approximate values X0,Y0Z0,... will give the most
probable ones thich can be found from the given equations or observations.
Linear equations can be arranged in the form of ( ?2) without approxi mate values whenever it will lessen the numerical work, the loss of bight
er poiers occurring in the reduction to linear form, and not in the later
work.
10. C03T30L, NO3MAL EQUATIONS-. If in ( 22) we place
a1 + b1 + c1 + ... l j = si
lw = 32
a2 + b2 + °2 +
and treat s similarly to l, i.e., multiply each by its w a, and add the
products; each by its w b and add; etc.-;the terms of the first members
will be the coefficients of the normal equations and the second members
ckeck terms for them, as below:
[« a1] i[« a 6j +[i 1 qj +
+ \w a I) »!j a sfA
[wab] + jy bl] + |w be] +
+ [w b
= (w b s] V (36)
[wacj +\w b c] + (j clJ +
+
a l] •[w c s} )
Ex. l.Jordan, . 7ermessungskun.de, I, p. 35, gives barometer readings, as the
means of IJT years meteorological observations, at 9 stations, as follows:
1. Eruc1jsal,- h = 120T2 8 = 751?18 6. Heiden
49;?. 4 B=713.13
2. Cannstatt
225.1
742.37 7. Is<vt
709.1 700.43
3. 3tuttgart
270.6
733.50 3. Preuden
733.5 697,6,4
4- Calw
347.6
731.27 9 3chop.
733.9 595.23
5. Preidrich
406.7
726.99
Plotting these valaes with height h above sea level and barometer read
ing E as coordinates, the curve will be nearly or quite a straight line
On this account Jordan assumes,
B = Ji + VI. or J * hi 1? B ' 7
(♦he theoretic function is a logarithmic one).Assume lQ = 750-"-m , Yo = - .03, and to equalize coefficients, pcv
h/ 100 ( lOOy) » hV. Then

1
z
3
4
5
5
7
S
9

a.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
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Table for Porcing the .lormal 3anations.
V
1
s
V.
VI
Vs
1.20 -0.83 + 1.40 1.44 -.93
1.53
2. 25 -0.33 + 2.87 5.03 T.85 5.45
a 71 .£.15 + 3.53 7.34 -.11 9.55
3.48 .•0.92 + 5.40 13. 11 +3.20 18.79
4.07 .•0.47 + 5.54 15.55 +1.91 22. 55
4.92 +2. 45 + 8.37 24.21 12.05 41. 13
7.08 +2.87 +10.95 50.13' 20.32 77.53
7.34 +3. 58 +12.02 53.es 27.01 88. 23
7.99 +3.23 +11.95 59 141
91.90
40.74 +12.32 +32.03 229.87 37.34 357.97

Check = 52.05
9 x + 40.74 y' + 12.32 = 0
40.74x+229.87 y' + 37.34 = 0
357.97
S.Vw^x = 1.7&; / = -.595; y = -.00395; X = X + x = 751. 73; i
y = -.08595.
3u bstituting, the required equation becomes.
B*"- 75i.7B"^ .03395 h"\
11. M.3.E '3 0P TR3 UNKN0T3. If in solving (25) the elimination
nas fully carried out. each unknown .To.uld be finally expressed as a lin
ear function of 1, ,lx .... and the m.s.e's. of the latter being the
same as those of M,
and knom, those of the former ftould foliow
from S3. To effect this elimination use indeterminate multipliers, i.e.,
aultiply the first of (25) by C the second by fl',..., and add the pro
ducts. "Then to find x. give such values to O^G*
that in the sum
or final, equation the coefficients of the unknowns shall be zero, except those of x *hich shall be unity.' This gives.
[a*] V +\ab] <£' + [ac] ff" + ... = 1
[ab] QT. + [bx] BT + [bc] 8" +.... = 0 }■
(<x)
facie/ +[bc] C +[clJ 0". +'... =0
so that the sum equation reduces to
x +[al] « +[bl] 8' +jpi) Of" + ... =0 (b)
The coefficients of the unknowns in (25) and (a) are the same. Nence
if the values x.y.z...... are found from ( 25) in terms of 1, ,1.......
those of 8'.,Cr..., sould result from them by putting [alj = ,. 1, I>Q =
[cl] = 0. This is also evident from ( b) . He no« nish to shoa that ift
= m.s.e. of an observation of weight unity. t = m.s.e. of the value of x
found from the normal eouations.then,
In (b)

x being a linear function of 1. 1 v . . , we may place.
z +oil1 + o,"lg +. °<
^ is
j.
=0
(c)
io rhich by comparing coefficients
ts
j< = a,
ar
c,a"'
at flf. + b.
cxv>
(d)
a 3^. + b3n'
c3(r
.Ifitseach
of these
by
b.etc.
: then equations
by (a), be multiplied by its a and added, each
[aor> 1. [b^, 0. [ce^ = 0
(e)
The number of these equations' is m.
Multiply each of d by its or and add.then by (e);
(f)
Prom the value of x in (c), we have by §3,
CI = «"V.+«'"'t,'.r«"'*t*+ - . .
Ot,
flenoe to find the s.e.of x in terms of that of an observation;write
1,0,0,
for the absolute .terms of the normal equations and soIvb

Bq.32.)
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for x: the value thus found multiplied by the square of the m.s.e. of
an observation .rill give the square of the m.s.e. required.
In the same ray it 0137 be shorn that the m.s.e. of y can be found by
using 0, - 1,0,.... .for the absolute terms;etc.
the euIIf the observations have different weights ,-«-, ,wt
tiplication of each by its vT« /Jill reduce the m.s.e's.,t,1£1,fcJ .... to
tj the m.s.e. for weight unity, by (11). The- observations now all having
the m.s.e.
27) nil! apply to (23), or to the normal equations nith
weights.e being replaced byt'. (27) could also have been derived di
rectly from (23).
12. K.StB. OP A3 OB333v-.ATION. The most probable values of the un t
kno^ns substituted back in (22) sill give the residuals. v'.,v",..., while
the true values , 3 + dx,y + dy
if kno.rn, sould give the true er
rors,
a'.(x + dx) + b'.(y + dy.) + .. .. +l' = A"~i
a"(x + dx) + b"(y + dy)t +
+ l" = £ J (28)
and us ehould at once have,
tx = CA1Q/ft
If the first equation be multiplied by a'.,the second by a", etc., then
by V.. b .etc., we rill have by (25)
[a«] dx +[ab]dy + [-ac] dz +
r [a^ =0
tp£) dx +[bQi3y +Cbc3 °z +
- Di£) =0
ta<5) dx + [bc]dy + [pt) ciz
T \aS] » 8
These being the same form as (25), the value of dx can be found from
that of x.by substituting -A for l in (o)i%]il, giving,
=0
(°i
dx ~oC/H-o<"ei,-oC"S'If »e multiply (23) by v'., v" ...... respectively.the sum of the pro
ducts will be by XvO,
and similarly from (22). ^ g ' ry^

fp0m !rnich<

Again, multiply (22) by
respectively and add;
\afi|.x +[b£Q y *\o£\ z + ... *[lflj = \y£l =[v^]
Multiply (23) similarly,
[a£]x +[b£]y + [c£|z..+ [li^ + fe^ldx +Di^dy +[cildz.. 'U^
Prom these two equations,
[Af>01] + [a^dx +[bAjdy fjc^dz +
(30)
The value of [aAjdx can be found by multiplying
[aA\=a'A: +aTK- + a'"K'+ ...and (a),
dx » ck 'A- -kx '£"-». »<'"£w"-v .. . .
giving.since the sum of the products^a'A-A" ,.. o<"a'£ A'l.will approximate
zero,
[>.A)dx =o(V^ -fete" A" + ....
.If we substitute the average value of ^.irtiich is %.x.torSx,^. ,this re-|
daces to (e), §11,
\>A) dx =tv
3imilarly, the mean value of the other terms, [b£)djr. [cAjdz. will be C.
3ubstituting in (30),
aC
* wt\or C'&faiA
(31)
If the observations have different weights.they can be reduced to the
same weight by multiplying by </f-. as in §11, giving
tHrw9 /fmm)
(32)
3aving C or C, the m.s.e's.for the unknowns can be found from §11.
13. 3OUJTIO!! OP NORMAL EQUATION3.- The ordinary methods answer rell
when there are but few unknowns. Indeterminate multipliers are con
venient in special cases, rhile the method of successive approximation
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will often involve the lea3t labor. Bit toe method of substitution. doe
to Gauss, will generally be found preferable .as belo°:
, ,
NORMAL EQOATIO33.
[an] x +
y +[acj z + ... t. [ag =0 [as"]
[at] x + [bb] y + [be] z + . . . + [bl] = 0 [bsj
Cao] x + [bd] y + [cc] z + . . . + [cfj = 0 [cj]
Prom the first equation,
[ab] [aq)
fcQ
^
TanJ
[asQ
[an]
3ubstituting
L J
L
, [aa} .,

Proa the first of (a),
3ubstituting.
•here,

n~

^

P^i " "ff^l P^5
[cc.SJz + ... t(pl.2l = 0 £s.E]
- ... - Ltb-1J

(Vl
[hb.ll

[bb.fl
Bringing dosn the first equation of each group,we have the derived nor.jESj equations.
tww
[an) J +tab]y + [ac]z +
"*{al] = 0 [as]
"l
t*b.3y + \bc.ljz
=0 [bs.lW
tco.Elz +
° 0 [cs.2} J
14. P03V POR 3OLOTION. 5 problem in astronomy is taken to also illus
trate the method of reducing a set of time transits, for clock error, az
imuth error and collimation error. The observed time of transit t, re quires:
, •
Correction for azimuth error. x,= x sipfyj-S ) sec 5 »
(^
Correction for inclination telescope axis. i,= i cos ($-5 ) sec <S c il
Correction for collimation error, y,= y sec 5 = yti
(c):
to give the true clock face time t. wherew - latitude. 0 = declination of
the star.
Then t = t.j + ax + il i by
If tg = true time of transit (computed from right ascension).
Clock correction, At = tg - ti. or At = tx-l t, + ax + Ii + by ) (d)
If clock correction at time tc" =,it' and rate - r,
Mere s is a correction to the assumed value AtJ,..
.3ubstituting in (d),
.,
., _ „
or,
ax + by + z + l = 0
(e)
wbere
l = At£. +(t - tj(r + t,- %x+ il
Bach observed transit gives an equation (e), in shich a and b can be com
puted from (a) and (b); l can be computed from the transit data and clock
rate after assuming At^ while the most probable values of x.y.z.are to be.
found.
The following data was obtained by The Class in Astronomy, Oct. Sha., 1395.
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--tv
i I
a
E
+0!3a
7* 52f33
52! 33
+0!sa-■ -0.07 +1.41
51.63
+0.14
+0/63 +1.00
7
51.83
7
t0. 17
51.70
+0.17
+0.52 +1.02
+2.51 -Z.t7
48.33
-0.34
7
53.48
+0.42
-0.73 +2.13
7
51.84
+0.14
+0.75 +1.01
7
51.69
+0.18
+0.53 +1.02
7
+0.138
51.33
+0.23
+0.63 +1.00
7
51.55
+0.16
+0.81 +1.02
7
53.43
+0.33
+0.09 +1.27
7
53. 43
+0. 33
The clock rate is small; assume r * 0.4t 1 -7"52* at .p. m.
T"» i"Xl +0 +*Tm S"xfj3 -*-0?3vs + 0.^4" \ \xs.-0.\% \ m..-, O.S V«\omiJ.
fo^\ r ^ t fi.i. i VI
iTt r -kSu
1. l—i—t
.osa .OHi" .1*9 i.9«a an *H-l<t
0.01 H.HI .vO.bi- -tx.99 .004"
1.000
.iu +X.!i-00|
1.100
.to.is .100 -O.IS +V4"0 .H43 - .6*0
+.1M4w
+ I.1SS 1.010
o.si -1.01 -0.13 .h.Hi .no. .53I
t°.3!0
+w^ii 1**1 -39fe 3.11 C.300 t,T01 -9.910 "I.w3I 1.1!<» IHO^-13
|t1.°01 w9.I|6
-I.3TI |*3,11S"
tM.M .4;33
-0.13 +1.13
1.010 01O t-1.1C|
*o:)4" + 1.01 -0.01 Mini .4X3 .. .5HI - .014" ♦1A54I.M1 1.010 - .Ill *vi<i*
1*1
*0.4"3 l+-I.Oi. -0.13
i.
010
,1". I .430 - .199 + I.IT13 I.0OQ - .110 tl.110
tOS.% I.00 -O.li
(+ .314 - .136- Ki.oii 1.010 - .15(i .H-b-3I
+0!wl ti«; -0.19 kiil
+3.941
ISI
.ooft
t003 +1.11 1+0.T 6
i.an 1I.M01 lflif.VnlH0.tH8
kllAl 9.5HI H. Ill
W%.ll
-1.013 C"k°.£V.
.098
,b"1|-S
+H0.^1«
llt>. +1I.HO-1*. +«.l<l *
No-rT<vcCL E.<£>A*.
+
X1.IX
n>

3o. 33..)

a* AhJ
1
- .013
I 9 ,3M 1 -H.llb Ml -I1.093 i
.HI.4H*
[
TL - H Ub XI .HOT 3.ll
Vw.l\
10.
1
3.f\
%.ll
- I.*4
TH
- .0011 I/9.3HI
-.H1VS .401* -I.14<w0 .IOH«
33t
Mil
- OOb IS. *H.11b
-i.«n l.i-S-fc -4-.34"9
HI.CH*
I
ii.Hot 3Al |4-.14"7
TL
H I.CHI -1
.MHT. 1
19.4-34- lO.lfafe
.008
1.4-4-4" -3.H°9 1.31 t -.fcOi"
1
-I.3b
M.li_
3.ll 10.
m.
13.11% -i
1
IO.Tt!i to.A-ll 4*.HS-fc -.feOb"
sr
1.131!,- 31 /1 9.4"34.Ollfc .04-11
,3A-I\
1
sit
-11.913
-i-.93l -0".Hi-Ji- -.1H3 -.SM-I
13.1 IS
1
6.4-11 i-.Hfffa -.toy
sz
.\%0
<
.4"! 9 .OOI - ,«i*
.000 -I.HtHt - .93lt
. 1
- .4-« ; wiVK
-.0011
.Hia-.Sf04"*; M\fH -2.'.- -.^4-1 fa ,
.8190.
I.snU-H x=-.OOH OOnA-ij=-.b-05-% gio °.*>.=. I.OH4-,VMltVx=-I.HtS(.«.Tva.
-4= .SO.OJO ,
I.3fc.
_
CoWtt^iuj ^-e.vu.\«,, >=i.oii-,ii=-.!wi;^=-.oo;Q.^=;< .ifc^Q^ .*i*"<Xi.- 1; .
-V
.IH

.03
.010
.03
.01 .000
Al
.011
.ooo
,io
.01
031
.3 if
.38
14. 20/7 _ ; i^- V1.36X.0S» ° 0
ti=.\/1.73x.029 0.22.

-M
.34.30
.033.
.11
.001
.03
.04-%
.010
AO
.1 01 = >/58x.0»J
=
20;

v<*
Jo\
OA'3
.001
.OHO
.100
0.13;
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Clock correction, at 7 p.m., 0ct. 2,1895, = -7™ 32S± 0. 22; Azimuth cor
rection = wls.04 ± .20; collimation correction = -0?51 ± .13..
15. INDEPENDENT 0B3EEW.ATI0N3 UP0N ^DEPENDENT QUANTITIE3.
If there
are o' equations, or as they are usually called, rigid conditions, connectiifg the it unknowns, the case can be reduced to §9 by eliminating vf un
knowns. leaving the remaining m - m'.. independent until connected by ob serration equations. This metiod is usually nsed when m'. is small and
for indirect observations;when m' is large and the observations are di
rect the elimination by indeterminate multipliers will involve less la
bor as below.
bet the m rigorous equations be,
f (v,,vt,-.. VJ =0
FW,,^,
V^ = 0
(34)
wjiere V.j ,V.g ..... are the most provable values of the unknowns.
Por each V. substitute the observed value U plus a correction v (V. =lf+v)
expand by Taylor's theorem as in §3, and put '
'
df/dMj = ax ; dr/dKj = br.. ; df/dK2= ag..df/dKg =.bg....;
rtMrN2
) = q;
giving ajvj + a2vg+ a3vs
+ q-j =0
bjvj + b?v2+ bgvg....

+

=0

(35)

c,v, + c^ + «f3....
+Qj
=0
These equations mnst be rigorously satisfied by v, , . . ...
The otservation equations are;
'' 1
yt - "i = w. ;
-X = \; . .; or,C'i - «,)vt, - v.vs;; t&- nt)vw; = v^.
The most probable corrections,^ vg,
will be those which make
"l vl * ff2 v 2 * w3 73+
3 minim,ni
or
•1'1*1"^2 +w3v3dv3 + .... =0
(35)
This minimum is conditioned by (35). Differentiating,
a^dvj + ag*,2 + 3,3 dv3 +
="
bjdvj + bgdvg + bgdvg +
=0
cjdvj .t cgdvz"+ ogdv3 +
=0
which must be satisfied at the same time with (35)
The number of these equations is m'.;tae number of terms in (35) is m ;'
Aid as m> m*.,w« caw find the values of
differentials in terms of the
vref . others arid substitute in (35). Ihe remaining differentials being c
independent their coefficients will separately equal zero. This elim
ination is effected by indeterminate multipliers; i.e., multiply the first
elation by A, the secdnd by B, etc., and (35) by - l.then add the products
and give A,E,C ..... such values that m' coefficients of dv's. shall equ^
zero. The other mrm'. dv's. being independent their coefficients must
Aaj+ Ebj+ Ccj
- w.jvj = 0
Aag+ Bbg+ Ccg i
T wgVg '= 0
(37)
Aa3+ Eb3+ Cc3
- w3v3 = 0.
Multiply the first by a^/w ^.the'second by ag.w.g,...., then by dj/Tj.
bg/ w- , . . .,'etc, and add the products; This will give by comparison
with f35) m' normal equations containing m' unknowns.
[a a/w] A . + \ab/wj B +[a c/w} C . . . + qj = 0
[a b/w] A + (tb/w] B + £b c/w] C
+ qa = 0
(33)
(a. c/w] A +(bc/w] B +£c c/w]-C ... + q~= 0

Eq.43)
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in which w = 1 for equal weights.
A, B.C.... .are called correlatives of the equations of condition. Their
values from (35) substituted in. (37) give
v1 = UjA +
+ c.C
h-l/lfj
^gg)
v,. =(agA + b2B + c2C ... Ti 1/ng
from uhich V.j=
+ wj, V.g = Kg + vg ,V.g ° Mg + v3 .
3ince there sere m observations and m
observed quantities, while
vf. quantities have been eliminated, the difference between the number of
observations and that of the unknowns is ^..so that (31)and (33) become
(40)
iSWtyv .
C"w[wv»/m'
16. CONTROL/. If in (37) we place
a j+
+ c, +
= 5j
a2 + b2 + c2 +
= s2
and treat 3 the saie as one of the other terms in deriving (38), the fol
lowing checks nill result. It should be noted that they do not contain
the absolute terms as in (251.
[a a/i} + \a b/wj + [a c/t)
= [a s/w]
[a b/w] +[b h/wi] +[b c/w3
» [b s/w)
(41)
ja c/w) +[b c/r) + [c c/iQ
- Qs s/w]
To check[W v^] multiply (39) by s/TT, s quare and add,
[n v2J = [a2/w3 A2 . + 2[a. b/w] AE + 2[a c/w] AC +
[b2/w] B* + 2-[b c/w} EC + ...
Ev (38) ['rr*]=
r 2i - Aqr B ?2- C q3
+ {c2M
, ,
w
L J C2
(42)
3imilarly for independent observations upon independent ouantities, § 9.
multiply (22) byVT .square and add.
[wv2]- [W ff-Jx^*8twab]sy + 2[rac] 12
+ 2 (Wall :z
{wb2Jy2 + 2[wbc] ya
[wc1] zr

+ z\rbl} y
+ 2[ircg z
*
+[wl21 (43)

*(*),
t*vlJ ° x{wafl + yt*blj + ztw clj
• pplying (43) to the example of §14.
ivx] = - 12.532 - 7.781 + 20.580 = .187
nearly- checking ty-1] as found on page 11.
17. EXAMPLB. In the O.3.C. 4 Geodetic 3urvey Report . 1380, A.pp.6, are giv
en 4he following differences of longitude..
Dates
Obsacjed Differences Cor.
1351 Cambridge-Eangor
0* 9"" 23!080 t 8.043
6 00.316 * 0.015
1857 Bangor-Calais
<i
1366 Balais-ats.Coatent
55 37.973 ± 0.066
7S
1866 ats.Cont.Poilh.
2 51 56. 355 * 0.&29
w4
1565 Ebilhommer-Green.
41 33.336 ± 0.049
«B
1372 Brest-Greenwich
17 57.593 JO. 022
«6
27 13.512 10.027
1372 Erest-Paris
?1
1372 Greenwich-Paris
8 21.000 JO. 033
7B
1372 3t. Pierre-Brest
a » 44.810 JO. 027
rB
1372 Canb.3t. Pierre
59 48.608 +0.021
'10

»
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1359-70 Camb. -Da xbury
1
i870
DUxbur'y-Brest
4 24
23
1857-72 Basix iaetoo-Caitbrtdge
1872
Kashingtoa-3t. Pierre 1 23
Number of conditions (34) or (35) =
-I*r.+ 1= 14- 11 + 1. = 4. (1= no. of obser
ved differences of longitude. n = no.
pf stations) .
v5 + v7 '8 rs.083 r 0
'l-"2- '3
-v,- v,„+ v+ v,f.049
v 10 V v 14 = +"°93 = °
*ith reights inversely as the squares of the
.

v1
'2
v3
'4
v5
v5
v7
v8

.043
.015
.055
.029
,049.
.022
.027
.033
'9 .027
v 10 .021
v11 .022
"li .047
v1J .018
. v.M .027

100/W = 1/n a
.18
.02
.44
.08
.24
.05
-1
.07
1
.14
-1
.07
.04
.05
.22
.03
.0?

b

c ,d

-\
-1
-1
-1
-1

1 -1
1 -1
1
1

.25 A =.05B .085
.05A+1.12B ^.11C
- 11B +.38C
* .04B -.040
= .342; B -=.053; C
3ubstituting in (39).
wj- .18(-.083) = Ts.011 v±

1
—

1
-1

50.191
43.275
41.041
29.553

±0.022
± 0.047
i 0.015
± 0.027

(%18,Pig. 2,
»„
v,,.
v,3
v„

uncertainties.
s bb/w bs/w
-1 . 18
.18
-1 .02
.02
-1 . 44
.44
-1 .08
.08
-1 .24
,24
0 .05
1
-1
0 .07
1 .04.
.04
1
1
1
-1
lTll Too

=0
+.04D -.045 = 0 1.00
-.040 +.049 = 0 . 23
+. 14D +.095 = 0 .14
= - .191 ; D=-ibl
=. 14(-342)

= s.048
2 =.02(-.053) - -.001 vg =.07(.053+. 191) - = ,018
v3 =.44(t.053) = -.028 v,0 ■.04( .053+191-753) = -.03.0
v4 =.08(-.053) = -.005. v„ =.05(T.192)
=-.010
vg =.24(T.053> = -.015 v,v =.22(-.191)
=-.042
u. =.05( -.342+053) =-.014 v1c=.03(-.753)
=r023
v7 =.07(.342) = +.024 v,„ =.07(.753)
=.053
.Adding each v to the corresponding observed value Till give the most
probable value for the difference in longitude bet*=en wo adjacent
points.ihile the san.s aiffsrsnce will be found fcetseen any t,io distant
points by any circuit.
If we square each v. nultiply by w and add.Ov] =.1148.
Soicpating by (42),[wv'3. =.1149.
(40), t'=v; 1143/4 =0^170.
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Thet
for
eaca
observation
can
be
foand
by
dividing
C
byVw.
I3. M.3.3. OP A PUHCTIOU OP TB3 REGUI3ED OJANTIilIB5. for the case
of indirect observations, the unknowns being independent they can be ex
pressed in terns of the observed values as belo/i.
""i.
P = f(X.Y....) = f(X»* x.Y.+y....) - f( !!»*»... )+-?J s+iSy*
= B + GjX + Ggy +...
d*v
Prom Sll,{c) .
Z =
y -[Pi]...
Substituting,
p = b AGf<+ g2 pr +...) l,1(6^+ e 2p"+..)i2
S3 €p KG«+ G^-+. . . ft^ +(Gf*-i Gg pT + ..Hi*

U4)

The valaesof o^ars given in §11, (d); those of P would be found sieilarly from the 6's. obtained by putting O.-JJO, .. for the absolute terms
of the normal equations, as in the probiea of §14; etc.Bo..(44) can be transformed so that more of the numerical work of solv
ing the normal equations can be utilized, but the transformation is long
and will be omitted.
for the case of direct observations let.
....
Vm)
P, 4 f,( Vi,

where the v's are connected by (35),.i.e.,
alvl +a^2 4 ... + V. + ql = 0
bjvi +bgvg + ... «m wE + og * 0
43)
with {> v1} = a minimum.
Multiply the first of (46) by kvthe
second by kp,etc.,then
add to (a),
giving.
1
c
,
Pl» 81+(g1+a1k1+b1k2+..)v1+(gg+a2k1+b2k2+)v2+.. iJjkj+qgkg + O)
if now proper values be given to the correlatives k,,k,, ..,we can treat
v, ,vx,..Jas if independent as in 415, giving ,$3,
£^=(g,*a,k1+ b,k,+
'
V
(47)
or using weights,
^-(gi+ aiVb|V..)V ,{gg+ agV yg+..)^ ug)
Jf the most probable values of the v's. are substituted in the value
of P, .this function will have its most probable value, .. By|39,tv will
be a minimum. This condition will determine k-.k-,
by dif ferentiat-,
ing (47) with respect to them as independent variables.
giving
d^dk' » 0
d^di> ' 0
[<a']k, +(£a£j ^+ . . . [<ag"] =0
[£>b]k, [£>] kv+ ....[£>.} =0 U9'
or using weights,
[an/i) k,+ [ab/i^V
Tag/w") =0
[ab/w3 k + [bb/ifl k,+ . . . [bg/wT =0 ( 50 '
These equations have the same coefficients as the normal equations (33)
so that the values of k can be easily found by adding a column of abso-'
lute terms in the solution as in §14.
87.1. Pind the m.s.e. in a triangle side due to the m.s,e's. of the meas
ured angles.
The function equation (45) is,
P, • a = b siw A/sin B ° b sintM^ vj)/ sin ( «2+ vg)
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.. g,= df/dMj * a cot Mj ; gw' df/dMg= - a cot Mg
9kr rigorous equation to be satisfied in closing the triangle is,
A + B + C- (130+s) =0
;. a,= a,,=
1, and (49) gives kj = tt^jl/WD
substituting in (47).

a*sinv l'((«.>c^<M)cotxM, +1tV<-taJcot* Uf-Hft&lcot f* cot NO
If 1 t,=cl=cI,
V
£*=2/3av s-inv r(cot,-M1+ cotvM2+cot l^t^H1
If the triangle is equilateral,
2/3 a%in£ 1" £>
If the base has the m.s.e. iv.by i 3. would be increased by (aV bv) tw
Bis2 Bind the m.s.e's. of the adjusted angles of a triangle in terns of
those of the measured ones.

CHAPTER II.
I H 0 B Y.
19. PRINCIPLE3 OP PROBABILITY. The mathematical probability of the oc
currence of an event is defined as the ratio of the number of nays it
may happen to the total number of nays in wliich it may either happen or
fail;each- being supposed independent and equally liable to oeour. Thus
if an ura contain a-white balls, b black and c red ones; in; a single dra.w5
Probability of drawing a white ball = a/(a + b + c) { M failing to draw a wnite ball = (b * c)/(a + b + c)
Giving sum of ^probabilities s -(a + b + c)/(a + b + c) =1
►1*0
Of drawing either a white ball or a black ° (a + b)/(a + b + c)
Of drawing a black,white, or red
= (a + b + c)/(a + b *
Of dra/iing a green ball
= 0 /(a + b + c)
We thus see that the probability is an abstract number .fhich varies with
the degree of confidence wtoich can be placed in the occurrence of an event, .zero denoting impossibility and unity certainty;that the probabil
ity of occurrence plus that of failure n<ast always eoual unity;and that
the I probability of the occurrence of an event which can happen in several~inde pendent ways is the sim of the separate probabilities.
If a second urn contain a' white balls, b' black and c red ones, the
number of possible combinations or cases in a single draw from each
urn = (a + b + c)(a' + b' + c'),while the number of favorable cases
for two white balls = an'. Hence in two successive draws, one from each
urn,
Prob. of drawing 2 white balls - an'/((a+b+c) (a'.+V +c'.)) (52)
or by (51), equals the product of the separate probabilities. The
same could be proved for any number of events.
We thus see that the probability of a compound event. produced by the
occurrence of several simple and independent events, equals the product
of the separate probabilities.
20. PROBABILITY CURV.B. With the accidental errors of observation, the
following axioms derived from experience .were- stated in %1:
.1. 3mall errors occur more frequently, or are more probable than large
ones.
2. Positive and negative errors of the same magnitude are equally probable^tnd in a large number of observations are equally frequent.
Very large errors do not occur..
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Prom the first axiom, it may be assumed that the probability p,of an er
ror , is some function of the error
Prom the first ariom.it may be assumed that the probability p.ot an er
ror is some function of the error. or
p = f(A)
(a)
Practically there is a limit to the graduation and use of instruments
by which fk can have only definite numerical values differing ty the fin
est reading: dft .so that the probability of an errorAis the trobability that the error lies betw een & and
d&.a value which will vary with
da,:, (a) would be more correctly written
p = f(A )dA
(53)
Mathematically we have to treats as a continueus variable.
Taking p as a continuous function of A,
(53) represents a curve of the general
form Pig. 3; for, by the first axiom above. small values of A must have the
Cl_
largest probabilities,? ;by the secjS\
ond.the curve must be symmetrical about
S ,
the axis of P: and by the third. p must
*S
I
be zero for all values of A greater than —
I
agiven
limit
±
l,an
impossibility
ex__
In
cept for 1 =•o, although it can be close- a
° M
°
ly approximated.
Fiq.'i
21. P0RM 0P f( A ).- 0bservations
■ay be direct or indirect, i. e. . the
observed quantities may be the required ones or they may be functions of
them, as the first is but a special case of the second, only the latter
Deed be considered.
Let us take the observation equations of h 9.
r(x.r
) - k, = v,
r(x,t.... ) - v "Z f
there being n eolations andAunknowns with n> m.
The probability of the occurrence of a given series of errors. A, .A^, ..
in M, .Vx.... will be by (52) and (53)
p = f( A, )a^( f( Aa) d £ii. . . (55)
But the true values of X,Y,... are unknown, and since A,,Ax... are found
from them by substituting in (54), their true values are also unknown. The
most probable values, which if the number of observations is great, may be
taken as the true ones, of the errors and hence also of the unknowns,will
be those which make p a maximum; or since log p varies with p.and the un
knowns are independent, except as connected by the observations themselves,
the derivatives of log p with reference to X.Y,...,must equal zero.
f. ( A,.)dA/dX + f'( A^d^/dX
=0
r)
f. (A, )da/dY + ?.(.\)dysi
=0
in which
"
" " ""
f.(A ) = df(A)/(f(A)aA)
(57)
.The number of these equations being the same as that of the unknowns,
they will serve to determine them wnen f.(A ) is known,
f( A ) and f'.(A) being general, they must hold whatever the number of
unknowns
When the number is one, the unknown is directly observed, giving for the
errors,
.\=*-H2....
from which
dA^ dX = d WdX = . . . . -=1
and (55) reduces to
f.( A, ) + f'.( Ax) +..... =0
=0
(53)
OP. (f.C^)/A.)A,+ (f.(/g/A)/V f'.{*S)/AjV
It is usually assumed that th« arithmetic mean is the best, or most probal^

I3
OP X
transposing
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i.e.
Comparing this- with (58), and remembering that each must hold whatever
the value of n,
)/A = a constant = k
:. by (57) df(A ) / f(A) * k&d£>
Integrating
.log f(M
X^*/2+log C
or
f(£) = C«>*v*
in which e is the base of the Naperian system of logarithms.
3ioce as f(£0 increases
diminishes, k must be essentially negative.
As its value is unknown we nay replace it by another unknown constant,
i.e. .place k = - I/O" .giving
p * f(*) dA» C f^^dA
(59*)
22. CON3TANT C. In deriving (53), the probability of an error between t
4 and at d& ,it was assumed that p increased directly with dA .which
would be true for small intervals. Por larger intervals the probabil
ity varies with A, so that the sum of the separate probabilities would
have to be taken, giving,
pv ' £f(MdA = c{V***dA
(a)
3ince all errors are included between ±eo, th-e probability of an error
between these limits = l.and of an error between 0 andeo^plus and minus
errors being equally probable) w 1/2.
.-. 1/2 » C J-e-*wMdA
If Al/(2tl) • t*Td* =°cV2dt,t- t mo for A =<» ,and
3inoe the definite integral is independent of the variable, we may also
put
1/2 ° Ct\/2" ('a
giving
'e-t^-u1 dtdu
1/8
(b)
To integrate, take a surface of revolution gener
ated
withtheequation
z *£**in the 2T
plane,byor a zcurve
= e"u*in
ZLJ plane.
Its equation -will be z <° ff^-.ot z 1
Its differential volume above the plane 10, as
found by dividing into elementary prisms, will be.
dtdu
dW. = zdtdu - egiving
V. ° 4 (7 (7 eAW dtdu
(c)
Its- differential volume ,33 found by dividing the plane TiJ into ele mentary rings of area » 2tridr, and erecting hollow cylinders oi heights
z.will be
dV- = 2nrdrz w 2tt rdre."',- ,
v = ir CV*\.t3Lt
Ey (c) it is seen that the required integral = V./4,wbich by (d)=T/4.
3ubstituting this value in ( b) ,
1/8 = C't'i* /4, or C = 1/t V]F1t
,-.(59) becomes
p. = f (MdA = dA«T "evvff
(eo)
£c. VALUE Of TROBABII1ITy INTEGBAL BX SERIB9.-J3ub3tituting the value of
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C in § 22(a) with the limits changed to ra and + a.
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or.with AVo.ey= t* dA =t\/B d t.and the limits changed to -t • -A/l«JCT) am&
+ 1 »A/(ors;>.
(+t _
,t
Bipanding e* by MaclaarinJ-s theorem. «?»l+>./ii +</vi
*t*/3 < *.iVi ■ * - - e*s i -tvi i.

—
^

wliich converges rapidly for small values of t.
Por large ralues of t.a more rapidly converging series is obtained by
integrating by parts. thus:
ff° dt •/(1/2t)-de-tv=-H/8t)e-t"-(l/2) fir*" /tf-)dt
= -(l/2t)e"*+ (l/2V)e"*>+(1.3)/2^f(et>t',)dt
fhv dt »(e^/8t) (l - l/€2tl)+( 1.3/(21*)* - 1.3.5/(2t* )3+ ...)
ait fe-v dt = jV^-jv^-v^X-rv^a*
Substituting,
,, T -l/lZt*) + 1.8/(2t*)v. -.1.3.5/(2 tl7+)(62)
av
(p)t '1
Prom (61) and (62) Table 7<II has been constructed from which ("p\ can
be found for any value of t or A/CVSI
,In a given set of observations errors of different magnitude should oc*
air in proportion to their probabilities as found from Table VII. This
gives a method of testing theory by practice, as below; in the 18 inde psndently observed values for the angle Mednicken-Puchsberg at station
Treak.gi/en in Gradmessung in 0stpreussen,p.73.
Angle
+V
V*
-V *M
83° 30' 3a: ss -1.38
40.74
1.90 forward 49-133 -8.50
" 6.92
7.50 -2.63
+7.84
5.00 -1. 13
+1.71 2.92
1.28 *w* JO- 3. I3
4.77
.4.57
+0.10 0.01
+0.30 0.09
4.75
3.75
+1.12 1.25
+0.12 0.01
+4.62X1.31
6.50 -1.63 2. 63
0.25
5.00 ^0.13
3.70
+1.-17 1.37
0.02
6.14 -1.27
4.75
1.81
/0.12 0.01
+3.83 0.69
4.25
+0.62 .0.38
4.04
6.96 -2.09
4.37
5.25 -0.38
0.14
3aJB3
43.36 -8.-60 +7.84
37.59 T10.69
46.97
fean = B3° 30' 34?87; £v<J » 46.97 t is found » 1.63
Por probability of error <l".t " A/tvT - 1/(1.661) - .426. (p)t fro«
Table- V.II - 45*. Number of errors <1' • n(p)t - .45 * 18 - 8.
3imilarly as below
3o-, errors <0:5; t - .5.x. 426; p - 24fc np " f.f
|
tl: t =1 x.426; p - 45 ; np 8.1
8
<2 ; t "=2 x.426; p • 77;
np =
13.8
14
<3 : t "3 X.426; p - 93;
np I3. 8
IV
<4 : t -4 *.426; p - 99;
np 17.8
17
>4 : tp = O.01; np .2
1
With a larger number o-f observations a closer agreement would be ezpected.
24. DEGREE OP PRECI3ION. It should be noted that the value of p in
S23 for a given value of a depends not on* but on t =^/(cvr); so that
in two sets of observations the probability of an error less than 3 in
the first will be equal that of an error less than fin the second , if
. 8/ts3yC: e.g. if €-» 2t .the probabililxJlf an-error,less than S in the
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first
be the same as that of one less than6"/2 ia the second, or the
probability of an error less, than, say 1" in the first rill be as great
as that of one less than 2" in the second, or the aegrea of precision of
the second is said to be only onerbalf as great as taat of the first.
The. degree of precision is then inversely as t,and observations can
be reduced to the same degree of precision, and their errors directly
compared by dividing them by their corresponding t's
Inese quotients must in fact be abstract numbers. since &Vc\t>Us the
exponent of e in (50).
25. 00N3TANTt. In a large number of observations errors of differ
ent values .rill appear in proportion to their probabilities (as found
to be nearly the case for a small number of observations in 523, so that
in n observations, or errors, there should be by (go)
nd£ e «tvT,r) errors of value A ,
nd A" tf^tfRrsrV)
' "
* A". etc.
3quaring each error, adding, and dividing by the total number n,we have
for the average square the sum of a series of terms of the form.
£a da e^ctVxrr
; and since the limits of A are mo, we lili have, with
tf/xt* - txand dA= tVTdt,
„^
,.
Average square = l&]Jn = 2 iVvTf CpV it = 4t7«rf exVdt
Lao
o
x
/== x
Integrating by parts,
3ubstituting,
CAfl/n = t*
(52)
ritich by comparison .7ith (1) shows that the constant t of §21 is the
m.s.e. of §2.
26, AVERAGE ERR0R.
3imilarly to §25.!ie have the mean value of
the errors taken without regard to sign,
n =L*?/n = zvri/m\* e"** tot "= 2VTtTt'/i(-i/2 e*To
or n = tV"2ir'* = .7979t
\
r or £= 1. 2533 n = 1. 253Sfr£j/«
)
(54)
27. PR0EAELE 3RR0R, r. If a series of errors be arrangea in order of
magnitude, the central one is called the probable error.' There thus be
ing as many errors sith less values as lith greater, the probability
that any error taken at random sill be less than r srill be the same as
that_ it is greater, and each equals one-half.
Its value is found by placing p = 1/2 in 523. and solving for tfcMrw)\
8Wlng
SKt\lT).0V r /(Cin?) = 0.47c3
from flhich
(3o)
r = 0.5745 t
The p.e. and m.s.e. are both used in expressing the precision of obser
vations.
23. GRAPNIC REPRE3ENTATI0N. If in (50), i= 1/vTshich _reducesAto t,
F/(dt) = f (t) = if<
from which the curve f(t) of Pig.5 can be plotted by assuming values for
t and solving for f(t),as belo.>. Its general form uas sho.m in Plg.3..
f(t)
t
f (t)
t
f(t)
I
0.0 0.534
0.079
0.5 0.394
1.5
.2 .542
.297
.3
.010
2.0
.4 .43.1
1.0
.203
3.0
.000
3inoe p/dt is an ordinate, p, the probability of an error t.will be an area
- f(t)dt; while (p)t of §23, the probability of an error between' 0 and t,
■ill be the area from 0 to t below the f(t) curve. Laying these values of
(p)t off as ordinates for given values of t by Table ill, tjj have the curve
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a

If A. = C, t' = 1/V2 - 0.707
corresponding to the m.s.e.
If A- ,6745t. t" * .6745/ KT
• 0.477, corresponding to tile
ji. e. . These ordinates are
laid off at ab and cd; the
latter will bisect thearea
between the f(t) curve and
the axes, and cut the (p)J
curve at the height 0.5,
from the definition of p.e.
Tne former will give the point of inflection of the f(t) curve, for, plac
id second differential coefficient equal zero,
dlf(t)/(dtv) = 4 V-TT* e"** - Zi&e^ = 0
-or
-. = l/-fS" = t', as anove.
83. PRINCIPLE OP LEA3T 3OJARE3. In §21 we sa:w that with n unknowns
dependent upon observation, their most probable values were those which
mace
p = f( A, )dA, f( AJdAv f( A3 ) aaj...
a maximuwjor substituting the values of f( A, ) f( Ax )
from (60),
p = (Hi,
da, ....KCCe;'-!^^^
a maximum which since d\d^,
^„t» ... are constants, or are known
from the- observations,will be a maximum when
(i/aQffyt'D
is a minimum;!. e., each error being divided by its m.s.e., or reduced to a
standard degree of precis ion, § £4, the most probable values of the an knowns will be those which make the sum of the squares of the quotients
a minimum. Hence the name Least Sou ares.
If the
degrees of precision are equal, £ can be factored out, leaving
L>v3
a minimum.
* Ifben Ca?3 is a minimumLv^Jwill also be a minimum.
g°r' 5 ' n £\or CAM = Ev"3 + nS\ But^'n S*= = [tf] la.
3ubstituting.

--/,v, v ..»

Hence we may also say that each residual being divided by its m.s.e.,
or reduced to a standard degree of precision, the most probable values .
of the unknowns will be those which make the sum of the squares a mioimam.
He may also note that, since it was assumed as an axiom that the arith
metic mean of a number of equally good observations is the most probable
value, the .arithmetic mean must make the sum of the squares of the re
siduals a minimum. To test this, take some other value of the unknown as
xo +A" . The residuals will be v'j = vj *5,v'2 = "2 " faring and
rtich since (,v3 = 0, and n£*is positive,sill always be greater than [v^]
30. RELATION EBIVBBN AVERAGE, MEAN 3CUARE.AND PBOEABLE ERROR3. To find
the average error of S 86 in terms of the residuals v.with one unknown,
directly observed,we have from (66),
;. it may"be concluded that on the average^
A7vx = n?tn - 1). and A/v = Vn/(n - 1)
or if v and A are added without regard to sign.
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Pro. (7) and (64) ^_ ^ df_T)
^
((J7)
3ubstituting these values of n andi^in (34),
t =1.2538 [± tJ/vWd-I)
£0= 1.2533 f± v<j / nv/^=T (65)
which are knosn as Peter^s formulas.
Prom (9) and ( 10) .
^
( gg)
t - vVj/(n-l); £/M/Gh(n-l)
Prom (65),
Cvw^ ^-__^^cj«SMV>vy"/a-l)-,-:
r. • .6745 [v*Mn(n-l) J
«hich are knonii as Eessel's formulas.
Por the general case of indirect observations, we have (31),
t'-'l^la-m)
<"iile, <S M/n
,*, as above
A/V. = Vn/(n-n); |*A]/[± V] =v/n/(n-m)
T| =&<3/n
= [i v]/7n(n-m)
\ (70)
t- 1.2B33(tv"l/v'n(n-in) ; r - .8464Jit] /1/nTti^^mT J
Which are known as Luroth's formulas.
for the case of direct observations upon independent Quantities m' takes
the.place of n-w as in (44, giving.
(32) and (40) being. L J
1
L J
\ (71)
t -V[v»y(n-«) and
C »JTFy*7. with r -.6745t)
The values derived from the first powers of the residuals are often used;
becawse-they are more easily computed: they are -not, nonever, as accurate
as those derived from the second posers. Weights are readily introduced,
if desired.
31. LIMIT OP- ACCURACY. In deriving the preceeding formulas it has been
been assumed ;(a) -That the number of observations is great; ( b) That A.
can be regarded as a continuous variable; (c) That all constant errors
have been eliminated, ffita but few observations, (aj and (b) are only
partially satisfied; still if (o) is satisfied. the computed m.s.e. sill,
on the average.be the true one, although in an individual case it may
be Eut
somewhat
in error.
as constant
error is often present, the competed m.s.e. may be
very misleading,unless the circumutances under which the observations
sere taken, or the reputation of the observer, are known. Again, when the
number of observations, n, is great, an increase in n does not reduce
the m.s.e. as rapidly as theory would indicate (£,=£/\Tn) .and finally
there is in every species of observations an ultimate limit of accur
acy beyond which no mass of accumulated observations can ever penetrate.
As stated by Kright (Adj. of Observations) " Experience, however, shows
that in a long series of measurements we are never certain that our re
sult is nearer the truth than the smallest quantity the instrument will
measure."
In a word we cannot measure what we cannot see". He then quotes from
Pfr. 3ogers,who found with the meridian circle the p.e. of a single con-*
plete determination of the declination of a star - * 0-'.36 and of the
right ascension of an equatorial star ± 0?026,who says: "If therefore the
p.e. can be taken as a measure of the accuracy of the observations, there
ought to be no difficulty in obtaining from a moderate number of obser
vations the right ascension within O'.OZ and the declination within 0T.2.
Yet\is doubtful, after continuous observations in all parts of the world
tor more than t csnturf.if there is a single star in the heavens whose
absolute coordinates are known within these limits." The reason is
that tne observations are not arranged so that constant error is elimin
ated, but only the accidental errors.
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In explanation of the statement tnat "We cannot measure what we cannot
see". it may be said that the axiom 1,S1 (small errors occur more fre cuently or are more probable than large ones), applies only down to the
limit of appreciation or measurement. and that below this limit another
law of distribution of error applies in which the m.s.e. of the mean does
not increase as vTT.
32. BEJECTIOH OP DOUBTPJL 0B3BBVATIOH3. This is one of the most diffi
cult points in connection with the ad justment of observations. An obser*
server is at liberty to arrange the observations and choose the condi
tions under which he will observe as his experience and best jidgment
may dictate. Having begun the observations, if he finds the conditions
unfavorable he is at liberty to stop.reject the work already done, and
bivia again ander more favorable auspices. iThen it comes to individ ual results in a set, if there is reason to suspect that an observation
is poor before obtaining the result.a note should be made to that ef feet and a line drawn through the result. If the only reason for sus
pecting it is because it differs from the others, the young observer
should hesitate about rejection unless the discrepancy is so great
that a mistake is certain. The attitude of an observer should be
that of perfect honesty and fairness, directing his effort each time
to obtaining the best possible value of the quantity sought without be
ing biased by the preceeding results, and without regard to them except
to know in a general way that no great mistakes are being made.
Having the different results together, and being familiar with the cir
cumstances under which the observations were made, the observer can de
cide which if any he will leave out in making up the mean.
The computer in revising the work,usually assumes the right to revise
the rejection of observations. ibr this purpose he, if not the obser
ver, will usually require a criterion. 3everal have been proposed.
Peirce's is perhaps in most common use, but the following based upon Ta
ble VII has able advocates and is the simplest.
If& = 3tin Table VII, t = 3/VT = 2.12. giving p = .997; i. e. .only 3
errors in 1000 should exceed 3 times the m.s.e. On this account, the
criterion calls for rejecting errors greater than 3t in limited series
of observations. Many object to any criterion. and leave the matter to
the judgment of the observer. or to the computer in cases where more da
ta is obtained by subsequent observations or by an advance in theoret
ical knowledge.
3ee on this subject fright, p 131-8

. C3APTER. II T.
APPLICATION TO TSIANGOLAIIO8.
33. TRIANGULATION. This is the most common method of obtaining the
true relative positions of distant points when considerable accuracy
is desired. High points when possible are chosen for stations or
vertices, and signals are erected to make them intervisible.
The horizontal angles between the signals are measured, and usually
the vertical also. One or more base lines are measured.which allows
of computing all the other sides. Hie triangles are usually solv
ed as plane by taking one-third the spherical excess of the triangle
from
angle.
.
The each
latitude
and longitude of one or more stations are observed
and
the azimuth of one or more sides. The latitudes. longitudes and azi muth3 can then be computed throughout the chain by formulas developed
in Part. II.
In adjusting these horizontal angles of a triangulation, there are two
classes of errors or discrepancies which arise; one from the adjustment
of the observed angles at a station, the other from their adjustment ia
the triangulation. 3trictly both should be considered together, but
much labor is saved by adjusting the angles at a station first, and
with these corrected values adjusting the angles of the -triangulation
without reference to the first adjustment: and as the discrepancies in
the first adjustment are small compared with those in the second, this
method is usually chosen.
34. 3TATION ADJJ3T1KNT. The adjustment of the angles at a station
can be avoided by measuring t<ie angles independently, and without checks
This can be done by measuring, say the angles between adjacent stations,
as in Pig.6,and using them directly in the second adjustment, or by meas
uring the angle from a reference line around to the right to each sta tion as in Pig. 7. In the latter case each measured angle would cor
respond to a bearing .or direction of the line to its right, although
for convenience the differences are sometimes treated as angles.
In the first case, if the angles should close the
horizon, the adjustment would reduce to dividing
the discrepancy equally among the angles if of e oual weight, or inversely as the weights, if the
weights .are unequal.
If instead of closing the horizon, the sum of
all is measured, the discrepancy would be divided
equally among the angles including the sum, if of
equal weight, or inversely as the weights if un equal. The angles may be observed as in Pig.B,
swinging from the left hand signal to each of
the n7l others, then from the second to the. a-2
others, etc., for n-tlsets, giving a total of
n{nil)/2 angles between n stations.
Denoting the observed values by M, ,MV ,
,and
the required ones by X, Y,Z,... or rather by X +x
1o +y. zt+ z.the adjustment is readily effected
by 49.
Another method of measuring the angles at a
station- is,with circle fixed, to read upon each
station in order to the right, then reverse the
telescope and read in the reverse order. Other
sets are taken in other positions of the cir
cle. The instrument arranged for this work is
called a direction instrument, and the method,
the method of directions.
Denote the- required directions of the signals, or the angles union
they make with the reference line, by K.Z.U,....
or by 1 + y, Z +z,tf <u... where
. 0 ... are
approxiSate values; also the angle between the zero
of the circle for each position and the reference
line by X'. + x'., Jfi + x" ..... Then if the read
ings of the circle on 1 are M• ,W, , ....on 2,
Ifl .etc. , the observation equations will be

g4.72j

weighfing:
y + Y » Mo=
a v<,ft . f°r tae first position
r - r,
= v"
Xs + Y"- M"= v^' , for the second position, etc.
Or denoting the values of the first members when
tuted by l.as in?9, (22) becomes

25

are substi

x'. + y + l'j8
* + l1
x" + y + l" ° w"
g
2
from
which
corrections
in $9.
35. WEIGHTING. In §34can
eachbe Ufound
is theas mean
of quite a number of observa- .
tions;the m.s.e. of each can be found from the separate observations by
(3D); the squares of the reciprocals sill give the weights foT the obser
vation
With equation.
these the m.s.e's. of the computed angles can be found with the val
ues of the angles as in the problem of 514. If the angles are observed
independently the m.s.e's. can be found by— (10) as above^
Having the adjusted angles or directions, the next step is to make up
the triangles. In order to determine the number connecting different
groups of points we may note the following.'
The number of lines required to connect p points with a closed fig
ure is p,and this gives one check upon the observed angles. Bvery ad
ditional line will give an additional check, so that with l lines and
p points.
(72)
No. of angle checks = l - p + 1
This will usually give the number of triangles; in exceptional cases
triangles cannot be found and polygons will have t.o be used instead
When there is an excess in the number of triangles che-.best shaped
ones should usually be taken. The triangle errors can then be comput
ed by comparing the sums of the three angles in each uith 130° + spher
ical excess. 3quaring these, adding and dividing by the number of tri1sip"! will eive the average souare.or O- for a triangle. Dividing by
an
3 will give the average for an angle. or by 3 the average tv for a di
rection'- by S3. Comparing this uith the average t1 found for the ad
justed angles or directions at the station, and it niil usually be found
greater. The reason is that the former include only the observing er rors, while the latter include both the observing and triangle errors .
or those due to eccentricity of signal and instrument, lateral refrac
tion, one sided illumination, etc. 3ubtracting the former frqm the lat
ter nill give the C due to triangle error which must be regarded as con
stant. Adding this to the t* due to observing error for each angle we
have the total for each »ngle; the weights for the triangle adjustment.
■ ill be proportional to" these reciprocals.
In case mors than 3 of the adjusted angles- are required to form a tri
angle, the sum of the squares of the triangle errors should be divided by
the total number of angles used, for the average tl for an angle; while
in forming the sum of thecH for the adjusted angles at a station, each
should be repeated as many times as the angle is used in different tri
angles and the total number of Cw used as a divisor in obtaining the aver-1
age. Polygons can be included with the triangles in following out
this method for angles or directions, if, there are not triangles enough to
satisfy (72).
The effect of the triangle error is to make the weights more nearly equal; if it is to be neglected, nearly as good results will be obtained \»°
neglecting weights as by taking them from the tS of the adjusted angles
and with less labor.
,
,
yAn angle is made up of the difference of two directions, |
/
the same as by the difference of two bearings. Thus
I /
the angle 1-2-3 - -1/2 + 3/2, where 1/2 and 3/2 denote
\/^~——~~~~
the directions of the stations 1 and 3.
1
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Care should be taken to have the angles about equally well measured.
38. PIGURE ADJU3TMENT. The geonetrioal conditions to be satisfied in the
"faFHne nun opine angles in each triangle - 180* + spherical excess.or
in each polygon. 180* tines number of sides. + spherical excess, less 3b0 .
(b). The length of a side which can be found by computing through dif
ferent triangles must have the same length by each.
(a) gilies rise to angle equations, (b) to side equations, bath coming un
der %lo.
Thus in the following pentagon:
Angle equations.
There are 5 triangles besides the station condition that the angles ahout
f must remain equal to 360. (35) becomes
*^
(ax) + (bx) + (fx) + q1 - 0
(.5r+" (a6vi-(f6) "+"q;<-o
(fj) + (fj,) + (fg) *(f4) + (fB) = o
•here, q, ,
q.are the sums of the obserred, or star
tion adjusted angles, in the triangles, less 180 + spher-;
jcal exoess.or the triangle errors; and (a,), (b,) ....
are the corrections to the angles. or the vs.
3ide equations.
The triangles which give a side equation. or a check upon the length ofa.
side, (ill usually have one vertex in common, called a pole. while the sides
radiating from it will each be common to two triangles.
Is naking up the check equation; the two radiating sides of -each trian
gle are written as a fraction, beginning with any one and faking the ad
jacent ones in order in either direction around to the first again, the
denominator of the last can each time be taken for the numerator of the
next when the last denominator will be the same as the first numerator,
giving unity for the continued product, Each fraction can be replaced
by the ratio of the sines of the opposite angles in the same triangle,
giving the required check on the angles.
Thus 5 triangles have a common vertex at f, giving
af bf of Jf ef
bf cf gf ef af
or,
sin b,1 sin
sin
g-d sin
j c„
r-6 sin
, c, e-,4 sin ac5 = 1
sin a,1 sin
b»
2
c sin g,4 sin er5
Taking logs.
log sin b l -log sin. a i +log sin c is - log- sin b a +log sin q-b log sin c3 + log sin e., - log sin gH + log sin as. - log sin ea- - 0
The df'/dM\,of ^15, = d(log sin b,)/db, = Mod.cos b,/sin b,= Mod.cot n,
where Mod. " -the modulus of the common system of logarithms.
d(log sin b,)/db, - ratio of change in log sin to change in arc, • d, /sisl"
where. d - tabular difference of log sin for 1".
.*. (36) becomes
W - W + W - VV * W • W +W - V^W
- !o (V + "7 ' 0
wjiere <f, = the value of the log sin equation,*hen the observed angles are
substituted.
Por convenience the decimal point is moved either six or seven places
to toe right for d and a.
37. ADJU3TMENT OP QUADRILATERAL. 3eneca Lake .1882. Angles observed
independently. Weights found as in 535. 3pherical excess inappreciable.
Triangle 85
Triangle 34
C 70° 27'
53':0 1/w - 1.6
L^- 48° 53' 29.3 1/w -0.4
L£ 60
19
06.5
0.6
Mi'- 60 41
56.9
-0.5
Or 49
13
05.4
0.6
O.'V 70 24
31.0
v0,6
180
00
4.9
179 69
67.2

fc^.lv}

adjustment or <J.U A cuo \ MtfcM.
Triangle 35
W" 41° 21'
25^8 l/w - 1.1
Mi' 29
52.7
25
= 1.0
06.5
- 0.5
19
53
29.3
L? 148
= 0.4
179
59
54.3
giving 3 angle equations with q' = +4"9.q" - -Z".8, q" = - 5^7.
^/L*oJ(LwOw/L,.rv\i(L*'Wi-tNJ = I
«.C£U.CT.*i.OT\
a. v~ r"
OS* q.%19 3.119
n" 9flinw"n
IV
1.6.
Mjk" 9.9M06.M13
3").-<
q.<ioo3i%
*3*1
9. '39 9 5"
9. 439191 0
4*4V4
-n.u:-9.1s|
I.V
iq.•_
n.t 11.%
"J* "_4"s"
u.q \iq
.31.1

.IPS?

2. 7 A
0.6 A
0.39A
These
in the

3.1 o.C Ht.39 V>I
N0RMAL
EQUATION3
C -0.39 D +4.9
+ 0.5
1.5 E + 0.4
C +1.4
D - 2.8
0.4 5 + 3.1
C -11.11 D - 5.7
C Willi 0 +275.0
+1.4 B - 11.11
equations are aore readily solved with
fourth. Thus let D, ■ 10"D .giving,

2.7 A
1.5 B
0.5 A 0.4 B
0.04A 0.14B
from which. A
(39) becomes
(O
ar>
(01")
(LJ.')
(Ml*)
(01')

+0.5 C - 0.04 D, + 4.9
+0,4 0 + 0.14 D, - 2.8
+3.1 C r 1.11 D, - 5.7
-1.110 +24.11 0, 27.5
" -2.20. 6 —1.52. C =

_Xq.3,ixt.19 v1,w[ Sxw.3J 4SH. =V
.ai t "3^ ' 39w 3 =
3.1 k»MI K>gib<i i ,t xhoi .i i
=0
- 2.91
=0
-a.3
'0
+ 7.01
-0
2401.8
a snaller coefficient foe D

.108

1.5 (-2.20 - 7.5 (-.1
0.5 (-2.20 +1.58)
0.5 (r2.20+18.1 (-108))

- 1".3
is?)
= .1
(Mi*)
- 1. 4
.(ID + UV )
+2. 8 ■ i'q*
(0ID-2.5 +18.1 = -45.2 (NS4)
(Ml'")+0.1 xll.8 - + 1.2 ((£")
(Ni')-l.0 *23.9 - -23.9
-57.9
iOe.0
-208.0 should
-275.9
These corrections applied to the observed anglcs :till give the adjusted
ones..
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38. NUMBER AND PORMATION OP THE 3.ID3 EOJATION3.. W<leo in any systejl tile
first two points are determined by the length of the line joining them, the
determination of any additional point requires two sides or two .directions
so that in any system of p points we have to determine p - 2 points, which
requires 2(p - 2) directions, or by adding the first 2p - 3. Sence in a systern of l -sides and p points
No. of side equations = l - 2p + 3
(73)
where each side requires to be observed over from one end only.
3tations between which side equations exist foim systems about a central
point or pole including it in a triangle or polygon.
Prequently the pole falls outside which makes no difference in the so
lution. In either case there is one characteristic property; i.e., at every
station three lines meet, save one, where p - 1 meet, there being p stations.
Complications arise from systems within systems. It is less work to take
the pole where the least angles have been observed. in cases which permit
of choice.
In a oompleted quadrilateral where the angles are measured independently,
it is best to take the pole at the vertex of the three triangles giving the
angles equations; in other cases where the adjacent angles are used giv
ing 4 to a triangle the pole is conveniently taken at the intersection of
theThetwonumber
diagonals.
,--. each side requiring to
of angle equations was found in ("2),
be Insighted
.over
in.
hoth
directions.
, bot
. . being re-i
I chain of triangles where two bases have been measured,
the^aosolute
term
of
the
side
equation
becomes
t e ratio
fiarded,
perfect,
of the bases instead of unity.
39. ADJU3TMENT OP 3ECONDARY TO PRIMARY. JOBK. The primary work having been
adjusted by itself, the entire discrepancy would be thrown into the seconda
ry, This would be accomplished by placing the correction to the adjusted
or perfect angle, or its v. equal zero, so that the term containing it wonld
disappear from (35)Thus in the following figure, we have given the an
gles of the ^pttmary triangle 1-2-3. and those of
the seoondary trianfiles 1-V4 2-3-4, 3-4-1, de rived as differences of direction.
Angle equations
f(4/2) -(2/4) + (1/4) -(4/1) + q' =0
«/3) -(3/4) + (2/4) -(4/2) + q" - 0
(4/1) -(1/4) + (3/4) -(4/3) + q" - 0
3ide equations
(l-4)/(2- 4) ° (2- 4)/(3- 4) « (3- 4)/ (1-4) =1
or + 0^(4/2) + dg(4/l) + d?(4/3) + d4(4/2) + dg(4/l) + dQ(4/3)+ q"= 0
Prom these the corrections can be derived as usual.
If a secondary chain connects at each end with a primary side and in many
other cases, the checks due to the connection are often brought in as a side
equation .azimuth equation, latitude equation, and longitude equation; thus
making the computed side of the same length as, parallel to and coinciding
with, the primary side.
'
40. M-3.E. OP ANY 3ID3. In §18.3x.l, it was found that
<;= a? sinn"(cot*A, + cot1 B, + cot A.cot B, )t*2/3 + ££a*/bv
3imilarly for the next side.
C= a\8in*l" (cotvAx + cotvBx+ cot A^cot B1)£v2/3 +
£a\/<£
3ubstituting" .
axsinx 1"( Coot1 + feotv Rl + (cot A cot B] )t*2/3 t^aVb' (is)
This will give the m.s.e. of any side in a chain of triangles, b being the
measured base, and A and B the angles used in computing the side. If more
than one series of triangles can be used the shortest or the one giving
the smallest m.s.e. should be taken.
41. APPROXIMATE ADJU3TMENT POR AZIMUTH. An azimuth equation may come from
connecting to two sides of a triangulation
which has previously been adjusted, as al
ready indicated, or it may come from the ob
served azimuths of two triangle 3ides.
3trictly the azimuth equation should be in eluded with the others in the figure adjust-1ment;but much labor is saved, and often suf
ficient accuracy attained, by considering it
separately after the first adjustment has
been made.

ill. 73. )
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In fig. 13 toe angles A and 3 are used in computing the side 5-8 from the
base 1-2. The azimuth of 5-3 can be comouted from that of 1-3 bv using out
lv the angles C. Counting azimuth clockwise as usual, the azimuth of 1-4
would be found from that of 1-2 bv subtracting C, . The azimuth of 4-1
would differ from that of 1-4 by 180° less the convergence of the merid
ians. and can be computed from formulas in fart II. The azimuth of .w-w
be found from that of 4-1 bv adding C;ete. If ^ = computed azimuth of
5-3 less the observed or direct value,
Azimuth equation
a -(C 1 ) + (C 2 ) - (CJ
J .... +o z =0
Angie equations
b, (A ) + (B ) + (CJ - 0; c, (A J + (BJ + (Cj w 0,
forming the normal equations as usual.
=0
.nA-E
-A + 3E+ C- D... +q Z
=0
+A + 3C
=0
Pinding the value of B,C,etc..., in terms of A and substituting in the
first equation,
nA - A/3 - A/3 - .... + q = 0
nA - nA/3
+
q^=
z 0
A " 1 3 qJZa, B = - q /2n, C * + q,/2n, D - - q./2n, cww
z
*
*
Corrections
(A 1J = - q z /2n,(Bj
' 1 = - q z/2n, (CJ
1 = + q z la
(Aj
=
+
"q
(3n,
(BJ
=
+
q
/2n,
(CJ
2
8
e
Z
t5 = - q Z /n
i.e. .divide the exiess of '^computed over the observed azimuth by the number
of the triangles, and apply one-half of this quantity to each of the angles
used in computing distance through the chain, and the total quantity, with
the sign changed, to the third angle, the latter being so applied each time as
to reduce the discrepancy.
42. APPBOHHAT3 ADJU3TMENT BBTfEEN BA3E3.- 3trictly this equation should be
added with the others in the figure adjustment, but frequently it is omitted
until the other adjustment has been made in order to see how close the base^
will check, or the check base may not have been measured until the figure
adjustment has been completed. In such cases the base adjustment can be
made separately as below.
Base equation
a.
[d,A (A) - dDd (B)] + a b = 0
where ,as in ffig. 13, the A angles are opposite the required sides and the B
angles opposite the known ones in passing from the first to the second base,
dA and dmare the dif£erencewof the log sines of the angles for l",and qvis
the discrepancy in the logs of the bases when the observed values are sub
stituted.
Angle equations.
b (A,) + (B,) + (C,) =0, c UJ * (BJ + (CJ =0.
for n triangles.
Normal equations.
(Con + td£)A + (dAl- dm )B + C4^- d%)0 + qt= 0
(dAi- dg)A + 3B
=0
(dA'v- d.)A + 3C
=0
from the 2nd equation, B = - (dAv- dm)A/3
Prom the 3rd equation, C = - (dAv- dB )A/3
3ubstituting in the first,
* " * 3 V 8 K + \\ * dBl
3ubstituting in (69),
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(A ) = (2d + d )A/3 (B ) = -(d + 2d)A/3, (C) -s - (d - djA/3
1
At Ui
1
At D,
1
A» B,
The corrections to the C angles will -tend to foot up zero, the differ
ences for 1 for the S and B angles averaging about equal in a triangulation. The disturbance in the azimuth adjustment wilj thus be small .
Ey calling the C corrections zero(dA= d^Jthe angle equations
become,
b (A^ + (B1) =0, c (Ag) + (B ) » 0,
Normal equations,
( [d^+ tdjj]) A + (dA- dg)B + (dA- dB)C + ...+ qv = 0
=0
( d A 1 - d a, ) A + 2B
(dAv - &9 ) & + 2C
=0
Prom which B * - £d - d JA/2, C - Kd <- dn )A/2
A1
o,
Ax Ox
A = " 2 V K ^ 2 dA dB + dP
(A)
1 = (d,A, * d B,jA/3 ; (B;' = - (d A, + d-)
B, A/3;...
Ihese corrections when applied will not disturb the azimuth adjustment
bo that the length and direction of any line will bs the same computed
from either end of the chain.
43. ADJU3TMENT POB LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. The observed latitude and
longitude would not check throughout the chain due to local deflection
of the plumb line.
In joining new work to old adjusted work at two points, as in filling
in secondary triangulation.the junction side computed through the new
work must be parallel to the old (azimuth equation), must have the same
length (base line equation) , and must coincide in position at one end ,
which is best effected by a latitude and longitude equation. This last
can be introduced in the figure ad justment, but the discrepancy in good
work will be so small that the equation can be omitted in the first ad
justment, and the error in latitude and in longitude distributed as in
a land survey without serious loss of accuracy. Bach station can then
be reduced to center by the method given in Part II, making the figure
consistent throughout.
44. T8IGON0M3T8IC LEI/3LING. There are three methods of determining the
difference in level trigonometrically; from non-simultaneous readings
at the two stations; from simultaneous readings; and from readings at
one of the stations only. Approximate formulas for the 3 cases are
h, = k tan 1/2(5X-5, )+(«*«) lx/2Rx
hx = k tan l/2(Sx-G, )
hj = k cotS,+ (I - 2m,)kx/2Bw
where k = horizontal distance; 3, , 6,,= observed zenith distances; m )tag™
coefficients of refraction; BL= radius of curvature of the arc join r
ing the two stations.
The m.s.e. for each result can be found as in S3, remembering that k -is
.well known, and that S is nearly 90°,
tVf k'sinV tpZ +
Bj
(7S)
kSinM"*^ + k"t£/2Ri
(7fc)
t£= kSitf-l" is + k^/Bi
(77)
In adjusting a net, the algebraic sum of the h's. in going around a tri
angle should = 0,-giving for the number of the equations, the same as for
the number of angle equations, l - p + 1.
There will usually be enough reciprocal observations so that the value
of m can be computed for the lines observed at each station, assigning
weights to each reciprocal set by Bessel's empirical formula,
n, n^T/(n,+ n ), where n,,^, are the numbers of obser
vations for S,,3X.
The weights to .be given tc the differences in height would be the re
ciprocals of the t;> fouiid above. Wright, p. 3M, assumes tj = 2", Cm= 0.C3,
a3 being fair averages.
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aide the length and bearing are directly measured,
while the latitude and departure are computed.
The latitude equation is,
(a)
L = 1 cos B
dL/dl = cos B dL/dB = - 1 sin B (b)
S3, Ci= £^cos*B + ty. slnwB
(c)
Por the departure,
D = 1 sin B
(d)
dD/dl = sin B dD/dB = 1 00s B (e)
{£ = t^sin*.B + C^cofr B
(f)
If we assume as
practically
tb.xwas= 1*
constant done
= 1 C by Dr.Bowditch that

ai

which reduces OS) and (H) to
e£ - Q - i c
(*s)
i.e., the squares of the t.s.e's,.in latitutde and in departure are each
proportional to the lengths of the sides..
Jn 529 it is shown that for equal weights. the most probable corrections
will be those which make the sum of the squares a r.inimum;and for une
qual weights the sum of the squares. of the quotients found by dividing
each correction by its m.s.e. Nence denoting the corrections in lati
tude for the different sides by wL,»fi^w
T,* II, + r£ A. + it /U + * minixj.il.
Differentiating,
Vi,
(80)
dvL
The sum of the corrections must eqds.1 the total error in latitude with
its sign changed, -q, ,a constant,
tr. + vtK + vL, + = q,
Differentiating,
dv„, + dv^ + dvL, + =0
(81)
Comparing (80) and (81), and remembering that eac>i oust hold whatever the
number of sides, or v's.,
v.., /I, =
<52)
(I.e., the corrections, in latitude are proportional to the lengths of the
sides.according to the Dr.Bowditch rule.
The same car. be found, for the corrections in departure, giving,
wo, + «d* + wdj +
= q=
(83)
ia. /1, = v0t/l* = v0j /l,
M
If
If the corrections are required for computing area, they can be applied
Idirectly to the values in the latitude and departure columns; but if they
are required for a geontetrically consistent map or record the correspond
ing corrections must be found for the distances and bearings- This can
be done by dividing the corrected departure by corrected latitude for
the tangent of the corrected bearing, then dividing departure by sine and
latitude by cosine for the corrected distance giving weight to rt\e value
having the larger numerator, and using the other as a check. This required'
the use of as many decimal places as the original compulation.
Prom the differential aquations ( b) and (e).the total correction to
the side,
dl = dL/cos B ♦ dD/sin B
\
,„.,
= dL 1/L + dD 1/D
J
J84)
The total correction to the bearing,
dB = - dL/D + dD/L,
or in minutes,
dB". — dL/D sin 1'. + dD/I, sin 1'
(85)
Equations (84) and (85) are readily computed with a slide rule, or even
'by inspection from the coordinate sheet.
In equation (78) an uncertainty in chaining which would amount to 1 ft.
in 500 would give, tn= 1 =VsOO C; or C = 0.0447
.. 1,.= O.0447vT
iB= (in minutes) = 0.0447A/T sin 1'
3ubstituting for different distances,
' Distance.
Uncertainty in chaining. Uncertainty in bearing.
0° 48'
0.'14 feet
10 feet
0 21
50
0.32
0 15
100
0.45
0 07
500
1.00
0 05
1 000
1.41
0 03
2 000
2.00
An examination of these results shoris that the assumption is fairly rea
sonable, although it gives too great weight to the 'bearings of long lines',
'and perhaps too small to those of very saort ones.
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45. ADJJ3TraT 0P A TRAN3IT 3URV3Y. In an ordinary transit survey no
bearings are observed, but the horizontal angles between the lines are
measured. In computing coordinates a meridian is observed or assumed and
the bearings. found from the angles- To express these bearings in terms
of the measured angles. in the adjustment equations, as should be done for
accuracy, involves. too much labor. To use them as. observed quantities
■ill give different bearings' and different coordinates., depending upon
the direction taken around the figire for each in case the angles do not
"close".
In ordinary work the «.ste.of an angle need not exceed 1 minute if care
is. taken in setting over the points' and in plumbing theflag poles, using
tacks. on the stakes' for all lines. of less than 300 ft., swinging without
delay from the back sight to the front sight, and lining in a "range"
point to swing from for all lines. of less that 50 ft. Iith these precau.
tions.,the m.s.e. need not increase with the shorthess of the line, as' with
the compass. with which it is. a waste of lime to guard against errors of
eccentricity in setting up or flagging.
0n very rough ground, or in going through brush, where the flag pole is
partly hidden,it may be difficult to keep the m.s.e. below 2 minutes';
while, for careful work.the m.s.e.can be readily kept within 1/2 minute.
Por good work the length of sight should be limited to about 1200 ft.
It is. believed that the time required to swing back by the lower motion
and' forward by the upper for a second measure of the angle is. well re
paid by the freedom from. mistakes and increased accuracy secured.
0rdinarily, it will be .more difficult to measure distances to 1:500 than
angles. to minutes..while an accuracy of 1: 1 000 is seldom reached except
on level groud or for city work.
The accuracy of angle work is thus considerably greater than that of
chaining.l minute in angle giving 0.15 ft.in 500 as compared with 1 ft.
in chaimng;or,0.5 minute,0.15 ft.in 1 000, as compared with the 1 ft. due
to the more accurate chaining.
On this' account it will be admissible to adjust the angles to close the
figure (i.e. ,so that the sum of the interior angles shall equal twice as.
many right angles, less' four. as' the figure has. sides) by distributing the
.error equally among the angles to the nearest 1/2 or 1/4 minute if they
all been equally well measured, or" concentrate the corrections somewhat
apoa„poorer angles' if not 'equally well measured. The bearings or azimuths.
are then computed and assumed to be correct in the final adiistmsnt.
This leaves only the two conditions:
3um of latitudes equal zero.
3um of departures. equal xero.
That is,
1, cos' B, + lxoos' Bx + l,cos B, + = 0 "\
,npa
1, sin B, + lKsln Bt + IjSin B. + = 0 1
lB0'
where the total corrections are to be applied upon the basis' of inaccuracy;
in chaining.
Denote the observed distances. by M,,M,,Ma, ...and t»e required correct
ions by v, ,w=,?w,... . The corrected distances will be
1. - U. + r, . 1, - II, +r4 . 1, - M, ♦
3ubstituting in (55),
('M, + v, )cos' B, + ('M% + v;)cos BK + («3 + v, )cos Ea = 0
('11, + v,) sin B, + (,Mw + vt)sin Bt + (*w + v, )sin B3 =0 ,or
v, cos B, + r% cos. Bt + v, cos B;
+ q, = 0\
v, sin B, + rx sin B, tw, sin B,
+ qw= 0 J
1 '
where q, = M.cos. B, + l^cos. Bt+ MjcO3 B,+ = error in latitude,
qx = M.sin B, + tocsin Bx + N,sin 8,+ = error in departure.
Por convenience change (57) to
v,L,/l, + vwLx/lK + TjLj/l, f +q, = 0 \
.„„,
v, D,/l, + txDjly + TiDj/1, + +q,=0 J
^ '
where L, ,L=,..., D,,Dx,.,. .denote latitudes and departures.
If I* for chaining increase as. 1, or the weights inversely a3 1,(38) bev
comes
. xf j t + rfc n/jj B
.0
[L D/QA + tPVQB + q," 0 _
r
3olving.
A = (qt& D/Q - q, EPVO )/(lDV6
- [L D/3 ) \
. .
.
B = (*q, fc D/fl - qi[LVl])/('LDVa JLVQ - % D/Q* ) J
(09) become,
T• = L,A + D,B
1
IM
ix - L^A + DxB
V
f«0)
Adding,
W ■ * tlU + B [D] =0, nearly.
-|
Also,
vu =t,L,Jl, = A L'/l, + B L.D./l,
V = *xWJ\ = A l£Jlx + B 'uAJU
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w,,, = D,/l, = A D.L./1, + B If, JI,
-t^= 'A/l* = A
+ B Df/lt
with CtJ = - q.and
- qv
If tie inaccuracy in chaining increases. directly with the
tt distance (t
rarying as l),or the weights' inwersely as 1*,(38) become.
A + [L D3 B
(91)
£) A + [NB + qj. = 0
with
j mm era - lh 5] ) "\
(62)
£ L, 1, A + D, 1, B
= [,,!,. A + M..B
In order to equalize numbers' so as to retain th.e.same number of decimal
places throaghoat.100 1 is' used in place of 1 in (59), mating the. values'
of A and B 100 times too great and requiring the valnes of w to be divid'
ed by 100.
If it is assumed that the error in chaiaiag increases directly with. the
distance. (PS). may be changed to
£j w £l = 1 > constant - 1 C
which changes (79) to
c£ = t\T ■1*0
(50) to dB»s/$ + dvt*« /l* + dwt vt /i; + = 0
(52) to ts7V - *../£= »uk/«
\ (98)
Y
(53) to v0•/l^ - «B,/a\
i.e. .the corrections in latitude are proportional to the squares of the
sides, as' also for the corrections in departure.
An examination of (93) shows. that an error of 1:500 in distance will
gir« 1/500 ■ £_1,
or fa= 1/500».00029 = 7', or for 1/1 000, £„= 3.5'..
These ratios are more reasonable for transit work than those tabulated
from (78), but it would require an accuracy of 1/10 000 in chaining.or the
best grade of level ground city work to reduce the correspondeng angle
error to a value easily attained in ordinary transit »ork,unless the fig
ure has a very large number of sides'.
In this method the error of closure of the angles would first have to be
distributed before computing the coordinates.
Example l.The following field measurements' wore made with transit and
tape:
3ta. 1,44° 38. 8" R, 237. 24 ft. ; 3ta. 8,8°04' .R, 45 1.75 ft. ;sta. 3, 12017.5' N,
921.30 ft. ;sta. 4,89°28' R, 212 ft. ; sta. 5. 2° 35. 5'^, 317. 3 ft. ; *ta.5,91°9. 5'
443.5 ft.
The deflections. foot up 380° requiring no adjustment for angle closure.
The line 5-1 is' mearly north and south and it is' taken for the meridian.
In computing the coordinates oolumas' are added for LV100 l.DVlO0 1.
L.Ufjsn.
D/ 100x. 'l,made
up with slide rale from the distances. and coordinates as
earing. Dis^
ta
Latitude.L. Departure, DJ
|tion|
Itance
ff 44°38. 5' £287. 24 204.37
201.83
1.45 1.42 1.44
p 52 42.5 E451.75 273.70|
359.40
1.55 2.85 2.18
2 00 J921.80
921.04
32.18 9.20 0.01 0.32
B 88 34 W212.
5.30
211.93 0.00 8.11 -0.05
B 88 50.5 W1317.3
317. 24 0.01 3. 17 0.05
5.41
tforth
443.5 HH3.bO
4. 44 0.00 0.00
Totals
928. 97 927.45 581.23 531.33 15. 75 9.53 3.95
923.97
581.23
- 0.48 1x°
0.10
A ' (»0. 1D"3.95 + 0.48x9.55)/ (180 - 15.55) + 0.029
B = ('-0.48x3.95 + 0. 10x15. 75)/(lfl0 - 15.55) = - 0.001
v, = .M5.05
vU• = + 0.04
wo. = + 0.04
v^ = + 0.05
»* " +0. 08
7nx = + o'.oa
v, = - 0.28
«t, = + 0.28
•bw = ' 0.01
7H= 0.00
vM = 0.00
«n•, - 0.00
v4.= 0.00
»,.,.- °.00
v„ * 0.00
»<, = + 0.13
Tu. - + 0.13
^ • 0.00
tr3 - 0.00
1v^ = + 0.48 - - q, tv„T = + 0TTl = If any line is' regarded as perfect, as' ia connecting with a sarvey al qw
ready adjusted, the corresponding correction is made zero and the corres
ponding LVlQ0 l.DVl00 1. and L D/100 1 omitted in the summation for A
and B.
3q.98.)
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measurements and redactions required " "^^SlJ separated. It hence
cy oh the earth's' sarface poxnw^hich w be .tdely sepa
^

"LfpointI are'Sosen for the triangle vertices.at d^tances. apart earr
ing ,ith the character of the survey fro. a few: ■xies. op to a hundred, one
or more level lines. shorter than the others- are selected for base-lines, in
such positions that they can be readily connected with the mam net; signals,
are established which define the vertices accurately , yet are conspicuous.
enough to be seen by the aid of a telescope from the adjacent stations.; tie
horizontal angles of the triangles, and usually the ?ertical also,or the
inclinations of the sides, are then accurately measured with a theodolite,
and the base-lines. with a base apparatus. All the triangle sides' and the
differences in elevation of the vertices can then be computed.
0sually the elevations above sea-level of one or more vertices are Meas
ured; while astronomical observations are taken to determine the latitudes,
and the distances in longitude from some observatory or reference station
of one or more vertices, and the azimuths of one or more sides'.
The actual positions' on the earth's surface, both horizontally aid verti
cally, can then be computed.
The objects of a geodetic survey are usually twpfold:
(.«). The location or recovery of boundary and division lines or monuments!
and the furnishing of a net with which to connect a topographic or hydrographic survey so that the inaccuracies of the latter cannot accumulate
over large areas.
C"fc). The accurate determination of the figure of the earth. The distance
between the parallels or meridians through any tap stations or vertices.
results' from the triangulation,and their difference in latitude andjlongitude.from astronomical observations. Dividing the difference in latitude
in linear units by the angle in degree measure, or in 1T=measnre,will give
the length of a degree, or the radius of _ curvature, of the meridian. Prom
these values in different latitudes. the semi-axes. a and b, the meridian
quadrant Q, or the semi-major axis a and the eccentricity e or ellipticity
i('t = (h-b) *\a) can be computed, assuming the section an ellipse, or the
actual form can be approximated. Similarly, the parallels can be computed.assuming circles.-giving an ellipsoid of revolttion,-or their actual
shape can be approximated.
2.- NI3T0RIC 0UTLINE. (&). In glancing at the development of the science
of geodesy we may note as of special interest:
The first authenticated hypothesis. of the spherical form of the earth
by Pythagoras., who is' supposed to have been born about 532 B.B.
The first determinatiou of the circumference by Eratosthenes, 230 B C
Ne originated the method of deducing the size of the earth from a meas-'
ured meridional arc for he found that while the sun's rays .ere verti
cal at noon during the summer solstice at 3yene in southern Bevnt th*w
» with the vertical at Alexandria In northern Egypt
Te distant
J"!"*"
the earth'* distance
circumference must tobe the
£ tifes
I™
between
points.
ments of travelers wasthe5000
stadia, The
giving 250 000according
stadia for th= state
cnmference by assuming both points to bl onthe same £rt«J fs^ne"
Vol
H 2) estimates.
es^tef this. value to be about
(^r.es8ungLn~:st.ugar&
ioi.a,p.2j
15* in excesi
t.wir=
stadium = 185- ,the exact ,alae „f , stadlufbeing natao^ ***** *

SSrsrs rSLa»tauna."«tt ™ £
Md reducing the broken line to the meridian, - giving by an unusual
compensation of errors. a coiLpated circumference only 0.1% in excess, wb
""She'aro measured by 3nellias .of Nolland, 1515, it being the first in
ibich the principle of triangulation was employed, de used 33 triangles,
measured his base-line with a chain; his angles nth a sector having sights.
"1!acned;and foand a meridional arc of about 1° 11', Nis computed Oir ciEierence
was 3.4% of
too cross-hairs
small.
The introduction
in the telescope ano its adaptation to
angle instruments, by Ficard. in 1539. Be extended a triangulation over an
arc of about 1' 33'.from a base-line nearly seven tiles long;and derivrf
the most accurate degree length thus far given. Bis
ly measured with a sector of 10 feet radius. to which a telescope *as at
tached.
The facts, reported by Richer, on bis return from an astronomical ex r
pedition in 1573, viz.that his clock, which beat seconds at Paris, be fore starting, lost about txp minutes, per day while at the island of
Cayenne, 3. America, and could only be corrected by shortening the pen dulam 1 1/4 Paris lines.
The announcement by Newton, Principia, 1587, of the theory of universal
graritation,and of the corollary of the oblate spheroidal form of the
earth. The' first was confirmed by Picard's more accurate degree-length;
for with the diameter of the earth thus given, the force of gravity at
, the surface and the force required to hold the moon in its orbit, were
to each other inversely as the squares of the distances from the earth's
center. The second was. confirmed by the behavior of Richer's pendulum;
tii since by Church's Mechanics, §78,
t = W^(i
Where t is the time of oscillation in seconds in vacuo; 1 the length; g
the acceleration of gravity; and h the versed sine of the semiarc of os
cillation, supposed small) an increase in t for a given value of 1 in
the lower latitude, indicated .a decrease in g or an increase in distance
from the earth's center in approaching the equator.
The extension of Picard's triangulation each way from the vicinity of
Paris' to include a meridional arc of 9° 31'.,between 1533 and 1718 by
J. and. B.Gassini; from which the length of a degree of the meridian was.
found to be less at the northern end than at the southern. The earth
•puld thus be a prolate spheroid, and not an oblate, as advocated by Newton, Naygens, and others. Nuygens had published in 1591 the results of
experiments \whereby he found that a flexible hoop when rotated about
one of its diameters wpuld become flattened at .the poles if unrestrain
ed. The controversy which arose finally induced the Prench Academy,,
as' the Prench at this, time took the lead in Geodesy, -to send out twp ex
peditions, one to Peru under the equator in 1735, the other to Lapland.
under the Arctic circle in 1735, to definitely settle tbe question. The
degree length in Lapland.when made known in 1737, was found to be great
er than at Paris; Cassini's arc when revised in 1744, gave a greater
length for a degree of the meridian at the northern end than at the
southern; so that when the result from Peru was received about a year
later all agreed in confirming the oblate hypothesis. The details, of
the measures of these arcs are extremely interesting. The first is. de
scribed by Maupertius in La Pigure de la Terre, Paris, 1738, and fey 0irJfrier in Journal d'un Voyage au 3ord en 1735 -7,while its remeasure by
svanberg, 1801-3, is described in Exposition des 0perations faites en
Lapponie,, par J. 3vanberg, Stockholm, 1805." The second, by Cassini de
Jhury, in La meridienne de l'Ooservatorie de Paris'.verifee,, Paris, 1744.
And the third in La figure de la terre.par H.Bouguer.Paris., 1749, and Mesure.des trois premiers Degres du. Ileridien par M. de la Condamine Far-"
is, 1751. Clarke, Geodesy - 0xford.1880, pp.3- 13, gives an excellent res
ume of the work in Lapland ana Pen..
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. and -Green3 the observatories
of Fari»
She trlaegelatio* to connect
rich proposed 1793; and' that to determine the earth'* meridian quadrant.
Srt W to be ased as. a standard anif of length- to be called a «tw
The Preach, introdaced the repeating circle (see §<4) on the first and
the Borda base apparatus. (see. 452) on the second. With the one, the
aagle to be measured between t«o signals. is- added on the circle as many
times- as desired, or as. there are repetitions, -as may be done with an or
dinary railroad transit, -when, subtracting the initial reading from the
final, with 360° added for each" full circumference passed, and dividing by
the number of repetitions, the value of the angle is- found -with the er
rors- of graduation and of reading divided by the number of repetitions-,
or by as great a number as desired. With the other, the change in length
of the measuring rod" due to a change in temperature is. inferred from the
actual change *ith reference to a companion rod having a different rate
of expansion-., forming a metallic, or Borda, thermometer, fhile the theoret
ic advantages- have never been fully realized in either case, the importance
of the principles- developed may be inferred from the fact that both- have
held an important place in geodetic work from that time to the present,
for descriptions- j of, the Prench portions of the work see Expose des Oper
ations faites. en Prance en 1737 pour la jonction des Observatories de
Paris- et Grenwich.by Mm. 8assini,Mechain,and Legendre;and the three vol
umes- entitled Base da systeme metrique decimale,by Delambre, I
Paris,
1906^10. J On the part of the triangulation which fell to the English, a.
Bamsden theodolite was. introduced,of such excellent quality that the re^peatiog circle, and the corresponding method of repeating angles, has nev
er crossed the Channel.. This, instrument has remained in use, on primary
triangulation in England and in India to the present time; and Col. Clarke,
in 1380 (Geodesy, p. 14) says.that with the exception of some very trifling
repairs.it is as good as- when first used. The circle, 38 inches- in diame
ter, was graduated with a dividing engine by dots into spaces of 15'.; it isread by three micrometer microscopes to single seconds-. The telescope
has a focal length, of 36 inches-.and is supported by an axis twp feet long,
for a description of the work see, Account of the Observations and Calcu
lations of the Principal Triangulation.... by Capt. A. S. Clarke, B.B., London,
1358.
3. HI3TORIC OUTLINE. (A). The increased accuracy, introduced by the
Prench and English on the survey to connect Paris and Greenwich, and on the,
survey to determine the length of the meter, mark the close of the eigh
teenth century as the beginning pf-the era of modern geodesy.
General interest -in the subject became awakened and geodetic surveys be
gan to extend over Europe; whil* the degree of accuracy attained, in some
respects- at least, compares not unfavorably with that of the present time.
E.G., large triangles were easily closed within 3" with the. 38-inch Bams
den theodolite; a maximum limit which W6 long been prescribed by the 0.
S. Coast 3nrvey for primary triangles, althaaga th& av.erage error .is verymuch less.
In England, the Ordnance 3urvey developed from the triangulation con
necting Paris and Greenwich; it has extended over the entire kingdom
with a triangulation and detailed topography, under Gen. Roy, Capt. Mudge,
Col. Colby, and Gen. James, respectively as directors. 3ee account of the
Trigonometrical 3urvey of England and Wales, H-99,,als0 Account of the
Observations and Calculations of the Principal Triangulation., by Cam;
A.B.Clarke, London, 1353.
In India, work sas commenced in 1308 under Col. Lambton,- a short arc
i?sv,=fa?Sred in+-1799 °y..Burrow (1fontliche Correspondenz XII, 433) - .
It has been continued under Col. Everest.3ir -waugn^Lieut. Gin.' Sal ker, and
tS
i ert
havesuch
been largemainlyareasTchaiSs
topographic.ofbut*riiary
in order
to properly
checkThetheobjects
work over
tri
angles, with an occasional tie-chain, at right angles have been carried
along meridian lines at such distances apart that the intervening country
can readily be covered by secondary triangles. A meridional arc of about
23 49'. has resulted, and an arc -of the parallel of some 30°; the first is
of value in degree determination5, but the difference in longitude has not
.been determined with sufficient accuracy to warrant the use of the second.
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3ee, An Account of the Measurement of an Arc of the Meridian between the
Parallels of 18' 03' and 24° 07'=„ ,by Col. Everest, London, 1830; also An Ac
count of the Measurement of Two 3eotioas of the Meridional Arc of India.*,
by Lieutlcol. Everest, 1847;and Account of the Great Trigonometric 3ervey of
India, by Lieut Gen.walker to Vol.X.and under the order of Col.fhuillier
from ifols.X to XIV. in 1890, inclusive.
0n the Continent, geodetic work was begun in Prussia in 1802,by von
Zach. In 3witzerland and Italy work was begun in 3811, the object be
ing to join the Prench Triangulation and secure an aro of the paral
lel from the Atlantic 0cean to the Adriatic sea; when completed in 1832
it was not found very satisfactory and has never received ouch credit.
In Russia, the first work of value ras begun in 1317 under Tenner and
atruve; in 1855 a meridional arc of about 25° 20'., extending from the
Danube to the North 3ea, had been completed. The report of the work in
the two volumes, Arc du Meridien,de 25° 20'. eutre le .Danube et la mer
glaciale mesure depuis 1818, jusqu 'en 1855;0uvrage' compose sur les differents materiaux et redige.par P.0. J. 3truve, 3t. Petersburg, 1830, is consid
ered the greatest contribution yet made to the subject of the figure of
the earth, and should be studied by all irho are interested is geodesy.
In Nanover, Gauss measured a .meridional arc for a degree measure, 1821 23, and extended the triangulation over the country, 1824-44. 3is work
is classic; to it is due the first application of the method of* least
squares in the adjustment of a triangulation net; the theory of conical
coordinates; the general theory of geodetic liaes '. on curved surfaces ;
and the invention and use of the heliotrope.
In 1831,Bessel and Bayer, began a triangulation to connect the chains
of Prance, Nanover, Denmark, Frussia and Bavaria,with that of Russia, and
to serve for degree-measurements. This work is also classic: the publi
cation of the report, Gradmessung in 0stpreussen and ihre verbindung„,by
M". Eessel, Berlin, 1333, is thought by Col. Clarke to mark an era. in the
science of Geodesy, on account of the precision of the book, and of the
work of which it treats; many of the methods which are there for the first
time described being" still in use.
The Bussian and Austrian chains were connected between 1347 and 1351;
and the 3aiss and Lombardian chains at about %hs same time. The English
and Eelgian were joined ia 1881.
About 1852 the Permanente Commission der International Erdmessung.-The
International Geodetic Association, -was organized largely through the
efforts of Gen. Eneyer.Bessel's colaborer. (Ffr.Nelmert of Berlin, is direc
tor and A.Nirsch.of Nuremburg, permanent secretary?) Por an account of the
recent work in Europe, reference may be had to thfe yearly reports of this
Association,which includes some twentyrfour countries.
But little work was done in Italy until the formation of the Italian Com
mission, 1855. ifork was begun in 3pain in 1853'and excellent results have
been obtained under Col.Ibanez. A remeasure of the Prench arc of Delambre
and Mechain was begun in 1870 under the direction of M. Perrier, and this
sas followed by an extension of the Prench and 3panish chain across the Med
iterranean, to Algiers in 1879, giving a meridional arc of 27° extending
from the 3hetland Islands to the desert of 3ahara.
The chains of Russia and England have just been connected through
Central Frussia with small discrepancies between the ten base-lines
joined. Accurate topographic surveys and lines of geodetic levels
have also been extended over the greater part of Europe.
The development of least squares has added much to the precision
of geodetic work. The theory was first stated by Legendre in 1805.; ' it
was added to by Adrian in 1803; but its full developement was due
to
Gauss in 1809, and its first application to the adjustment of a triangu
lation was made by him in adjusting the Banover arc as already noted.
The method as now extended and perfected is applied in the reduction
of every important geodetic survey.
4. GE0DETIC W0BK IN T33 O3ITBD 3TATE3. The English Astronomers, Mas.
on and Dixon, in running out the celebrated line bearing their name, found
the position of the division line between Maryland and Delaware which co
incides approximately with the meridian to be on low and level ground, and
hence well adapted co direct measurement for a degree determination. \c-
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cordingly.with the aid of the Royal 3ociety of London, they made a direct
measurement with wooden rods, starting at the south-west corneff of Dela ware and extending into Pennsylvania, of about 1° 29'.,and determined the az
imuths of the different portions of the line and the latitudesof its ex
tremities. The worS, described in London Philosophical Transactions, 1783,
by Mason and Maskeline.is not accepted with much confidence.
The U.3. Coast 3urvey was authorized by" Congress, in 1307; hit, owing to
lack of funds, work was not commenced until J317,and but little wa3 done ex
cept in detached surveys along the coast, until 1332. The triangulation ,
which was commenced in the vicinity of New Fork Harbor, has been gradually
extended along the entire Atlantic toast, along the Gulf coast and along
the greater part of the Pacific coast, not including Alaska. In 1371, the
project was authorized of connecting the Atlantic and Pacific systems
and of furnishing trigonometiic surveys- to such states as should make the.
necessary provision for carrying on the topographic and geologic porionstranscontinental
of the irork. chain, which extends approximately along the thirtyhe
ninth parallel, was soon begun and is now completed, (13931giving an arc of
about 22° in latitude, and of about 49° in longitude.
The opportunity afforded for state surveys has been improved by quite a
number of states, while the country will eventually be covered with a tri
angulation ne1/ which jcill compare favorably with any in Europe.
3ince the extension to include interior work.the survey has bean known
as the Coast and Geodetic 3urvey. It is under-the. Treasury Department.
The superintendents, and times of their appointments, have been.P.8. 3as
sier, 1307; A. D. Eache, 1343, Ben jamin Pierce-,1367; C. P. Patterson, 1374; J.B.
Hilgard , 1331; P. 1». Thorn, 1333, T. C. Vendenhall, 1389;* .K.Duffield, 1394; 8. 3.
Pritchett,1397; O.H.Tittmann,1900. The yearly reports contain much val
uable material .especially in the appendices.
The survey of the northern and Northwestern Lakes was commenced in 1341,
under the War Department; better instruments and methods were introduced in
1351,and the character of the ?rork was gradually ioproved to 1370, when
the survey passed under the charge of Gen.C.V..Comstock of the Corps of En
gineers. Prom that date to the close tn 1381 a continuous chain of triangulation, depending upon 8 carefully measured bases,sas extended from 3t.
Ignace Island, on the north shore of Lake 3uperior, to Parkefsburg in 3outh
ern Illinois, a distance in latitude of 10°, and from Duluth,Minn. ,via. Chi
cago, to the east end of Lake Ontario, a distance along its axis of 1,300
miles, or in longitude of 13°. 3ome very excellent base-line work has
been done and the triangulation has been carefully executed. 3ee, Primary
Triangulation iJ.3.Lake 3urvey, 1332, by Gen.C. E. Comstock;or see the year
ly reports of the Chief of Engineers.
Many of the states are now engaged in geodetic surveys, tfassachussetts took the lead, under Borden, in 1331.
C3AFT88
II.
TRIANGULATION,RECONNOI33ANCB, 3IGNAL3.
5. PRIMARY, 3ECONDARY, TERTIARY, TRIAN3JLATION. When a triangulation is
to be extended over a large tract of country, or between two or more dis
tant points, a system of primary triangles is employed;which is character
ized by the maximum development of which the topography will admit. This
in level or slightly undulating country, will allow of triangle sides of
only 15 to 25 miles, on account of the height of signal, and of observing
stand.required to overcome the earth's curvature;while in mountainous
country. sides of from 40 to -60 miles are common. and those from 100 to 150
miles areTunknown. Distances are determined with an -accuracy of about
1 : 100,000,the range being from about 1 : 60,000 to 1 : 200,000.
If points are reouired nearer together than the primary stations,sec
ondary ones are established. The triangles connecting them with the pri-r
mary ones, or with each other are called secondary triangles. Their side*
usually vary from 5 to 25 or more miles; while an accuracy of from 1 :
20000
1 : 50000 topographic
is usually attained.
If to
an accurate
or hydrographic survey is to follow ,
points not more than from- 1 to 3 miles apart will be required; the tri
angles coanecting .then with the secoadatjt ones are called tertiary tri
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angles.
Their sides do not usually
exceed about 5 miles;wfcilean
ac- 1 '
curacy of from 1:5,000 to l:2o.000,or an average of 1 : 10,000 is usual
ly attained.
Por surveys of less extent, the primary triangulation, and the second.,
ary also is sometimes omitted.
Greater care and accuracy will =then .
be required in the tertiary triangulation, as it must check its own *ork.
In primary work, the base-lines are usually from 4 to 12 miles long and
they are placed from 300 to 500 miles apart measured along 'the trian
gulatioa. In secondary work, which does not start from primary work or
check upon it at sufficiently small intervals, they. are. about 2 to. 3
miles long and are placed at distances apart of from 50 to 150 miles.
In tertiary work.which is not sufficiently checked by secondary, they .
are from 1/2 to 2 miles long, and are placed at intervals of from 10
to 40 miles. These distances vary with the character of the work
and of the country, as well as with the indivuality of the person con
ducting the survey.
5.TRIANSJLATI0N 3Y3TEM3, In connecting tw.0 distant points.or in
following a line as a coast or boundary, a principal chain of triangula
tion should be laid out, along which distances and azimuths or dire? tions can be carried with the greatest accuracy and directhess. At the
end of the chain, rid at as many intermediate points as may be thought
nefcessary.a check is had by measuring a base and observing, an astronom
ical azifl»th,and comparing the measured length and direction with- those
computed through the Chain.
In covering a large area" with a network of triangulation,the method of
ten employed is to extend around the area, a main chain, which is checked by
closing upon itself, and which serves as a framework with which to connect
longitudinal chains. These in turn serve for transverse chains,which com
plete the. gridiron of primary triangulation and allow the intervening areas
to be reached by secondary and tertiary triangles. The discrepancy
das
to imperfect measurement are adjusted for each series, in order, and each is
then considered perfect in fitting the next lower to it. The adjustment is
thus comparatively simple while if tfie whole area were covered with a series
of continuous triangles all measured with the same accuracy, tie labor
would increase s0 rapidly with the number of triangles as soon to become
prohibitory except by subdividing into more or less arbitrary sections.
The above methods should be flexible enough to allow of taking advan tage of routes most favorable for the triangulation, even though they are
some distance from the bouadary.or do not give cross chains at right an gles.or at uniform distances apart.
The composition of the chain also deserves attention. In order to
make a comparison of strings of practically the same length.Mr.C.A. 3chott
(C.and G.3urvey 3eport,l375,App.20) takes a string of Inequilateral tri
angles with sides of unity; 3 regular hexagons with sides of unity, each
divided into 5 equilater« triangles by joining a central point with the
vertices; and 7 quadrilaterals, with diagonals of unity, Pig. l.and finds
that:
The actual lengths of the strings will
be 5,5;% and M.»"} ytwip«e*Ww\=v
The numbersof stations will be 12,17 ,and 18 .
The numbersof the sides to be sighted will be
21, 34, and 35,
The total lengths of the sides will be 21, 34,
and 29.5
The areas covered will be 5,9, and 4.04.
The numbersof checks upon the observed angles,
due to geometric conditions, will be 10, 21, and 23.
.Vhile these regular figures and separate systems
usually are not feasible, the above comparison, the
above comparison indicates that the single string
of triangles is the most favorable for rapidity and economy; the differ *The 9 which Kr.3chott used is here cnangea to 10, to give the same actual
advance of triangulation .ather than that of extreme points. A quadri lateral in geodesy is a four-sided polygon having all the vertices
joined.
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«noe being more apparent ia level or prairie country, as only about twothirds as many expensive elevated signals fiill be requiredjwhile if the
level ground be wooded, the additional saving in clearing only -about twothirds the length of lines will usually compel its adoption even for the
best grade of work. The string of hexagons, or other polygons having their
vertices joined to an interior point, commands attention when greater width
and accuracy are desirable; .rhile the string of quadrilaterals affords great
er accuracy with less stations and less labor, and is the system usually'
adopted by the C. and Geodetic 3urvey except for densely wooded level
country.
,
7. ELEVATION OP 3IGNAL. Usually the question of intervisibility of
stations is best settled by actual. observation*, but *hen the station
points are not intervisible.and signals can only be rendered so by ele
vation, the required heights may be difficult to determine by observa tion, unless there is a tree or other elevated object near, from the top
of which the desired view may be had. In such cases, if the heights of
the- stations are known, and that of the intervening ground, which obstructs
the view, can readily be determined, as would be the case for level ground
or for a line passing over the rater, the required heights can be readily
computed. In the vertical section through the two stations C and f/.,Pig.
Z; let AA' be a straight line tangent at D; ED3'., the line of sight, between
the two intecvisible points B and Biconcave downwards on account of re
fraction. Denote the distances AD.A'.D.in miles by k.k'.jthe required heights
EC B'C,in feet by h.b'.jthe radius in miles by B(log B = 3.597317); and
the coefficient of refractioa.with mean value 0.07, by m,or the refraction
angle ADB by m * AOD. Then in the right triangle
AOD,
k^ nearly /v
fAC + R) 2 = k 2 + R 2 ,or AC, in miles - j^,
V ADE= mAOO = 2mADC,and the angles are small,
.- AB » 2mAC,and EC, in miles, or _Ji_ =
5230
AC-AB- l£ (-1 -3m) ; H =^ iO.33-x5S0
2R
k1 = 1.743 h
{-1'
where k is in miles- and h is in feet.
I.e. ,Vas square of the distance in miles ia about 1 3/4 tines the re
quired elevation in feet:- a convenient rule easily remeabered.
Por k in kilometers and h in meters, (1) reduces to
k8 = nearer
14.607 hthe surface
(£) than 30 feet at the
the line of sight should not pass
tangent point, on account of the lack of transparency and danger of lateral
refraction, due to the disturbed loner air.
Ex.1. Tro stations of the 0.3. Lake 3urvey, Buchanan on the north side of
Lake 3uperior, and BruS River on the south, are 1£) and 19 feet above lake
level,respectiv«ly,and I3 miles apart. A signal" 35 feet high was used at
Bru i*.
How high should. the instrument and observing stand be elevated at Buchan
an, in order to see the upper 30 feet of the signal at Brule?
19+35-30 = 34; 34 - 10 = 24, the available height at Erule.
R»
= 24 in point. k 16
= V1-743
24 =miles,
6-5 miles,the
distance
Brule to the . tangent
- 6.5 *= 9.5
the distance
from the from
tan
gent point to Buchanan.
o' = (9.5)2
= 52 feet.
52 + 10 = 82,the reauired height above lake level, or 52 feet above the
ground.
8. HINT3 IN 3ELECTING 3TATION3. Choose the highest elevation* even if
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at greater first cost on account of inaccessibility. They will then the
better command dew ground, if at anas time it becomes necessary to extend
the work beyond its original limits; while high lines of sight meet less
atmospheric disturbance.
Use as long lines as the topography of the country, and the visibility of
the signals,will admit of in order to increase the accuracy.
avoid Iow lines and lines passing over cities, furnaces, etc.
Porm triangles which shall be as nearly equilateral as may be;the us
ual limits for an angle are from 30° to lJ0'.but Capt. Boutelle no* recom
mends for C.and G. 3urvey practice(fieport 1885, App. 10) an extension of
from 10° to 15° each way in quadrilaterals or other well checked systemsi
of primary tria ngulation when necessary.
The nearer an angle to 90° the less does a change in its value affect
its sine, while the nearer to 0° or 180°, the greater in an increasing ra
tio does a change in its value affect its sine. Nence a triangle side
will be least affected by angle errors, when the angles oo which it depends
are near 90°
The nearest approach to this, when two sides of a triangle are required
in terms of the third, will be 50" for each angle ,as given above. If, how
ever, one side is not common to any other triangle- as when advancing by
a single string of triangles- an error in its length will not be transmit
ted into the chain,.so that a small opposite angle will not bejjbjectionable as when both sides are required with equal accuracy.
ffhen a point is to be located by cuts from two or more known stations
the lines should intersect as nearly at right angles as may be.
In finally locating stations, make certain that 'those intended to be
intervisible really are so, even at the expense of time and patience in
waiting for clearing weather ; otherwise the observing party will suffer
vexatious and expensive delays.
3elect stations so that permanent station^marks can be placed and protected.br so that accurate references can be had to permanent objects.
advance by quadrilaterals, when the greatest accuracy is desired.
Locate secondary and tertiary stations s0 as to command a sweep of the
area to be surveyed, in order to readily locate, by intersections, points
for the topographic and hydrographic parties.
9, BA3E LINE3. A base line site should be selected with reference to
securing suitable ground for measurement and a convenient expansion, by
well shaped triangles or quadrilaterals. to reach a side of the main triangulation.
The line should be. free from obstructions. and quite smooth for a width
of at least 12 feet; longitudinal slopes up to 3° to 5° are admitted
without serious inconvenience, even when making the most accurate meas
urements; the ends need not be intervisible from the ground. if they can
be made intervisible by signals and observing stands of moderate eleva tion. The measurements can be made along two straight segments, not dif
fering widely in direction, if better ground will thus be secured. Narrow
ravines can be crossed by bridges or trestlework with complete success;
while a wide one,or a bog or similar obstruction t'o direct measurement ,
can be passed by triangulation without very serious decrease of accuracy.
3absidary bases which. are to be measured with a long steel tape can be
located on rougher ground if necessary.
The selection of the system of triangles by which the side of a mam
triangle can be computed from the base. with the greatest accuracy for the
expenditure. requires considerable skill . Auxil iary stations will be re
quired in the expansion; working down from a side and locating the auxil
iaries and bese line to correspond in a level country, or up from a base
line to the main side, modified to adapt it to expansion if necessary, in
case of rough country.
Ia case several sites are available, the cost of preparation and of
measurement, and the cost of the connecting triangulation, should be esti
mated for each; this when compared with the relative accuracy of the tri
angle side which each can furnish. will allow of selecting the one most
Ex.l. The Buffalo base of the 0.3.L. 3urvey. measured near Buffalo ,

N.Y. .in 1375, is shown in 8BC0NN0I33A3C3
Pig. 3. together with the
connection to. and a por
tion of.the main triangulation.
The gradual enlargement
from the base to a side
of the main triangulation.and the different
triangles which may be
used in finding the
length of an? side, as Grand River-Kestfield.from the base may be noted.
The Edisto base of .the C.3urvey, shown in Pig.5, §11, on the other hand
consists of. the side of a main primary triangle; the other sides beingshort because the country is level and heavily timbered.
ID. BECONHOI33ANCE.PRIMARiT TRIA3GOLATIOH. A general reconnoissance
should precede the selection of stations, in order to become sufficient
ly familiar with the topography to be able to recognize the most promi
nent features and elevations. as seen from different points of view^and
in order to determine the general scheme of triangulation.and the gen
eral routes best suited to the ground. for aid in conducting the detail
ed reconnoissance.
Unless the surface is level and unbroken .points will be found which
from their position or elevation. will offer such advantages that they
probably must be used for stations. 3tarting from these, others must lie
within
prescribed areas, in order to fulfill the required geometric
conditions, and make use of the longest feasible sides.
Prom each of these probable station points, sights should be taken to
the others if visible, and also to such points in the prescribed areas
as nill possibly serve for stations.
Other available points can be occupied. and the process repeated.if nec
essary. 3hould a point be occupied which has not been cut from at least
two other stations.sights must be taken upon at least three known points,
when its position can be determined .by §12.
Magnetic bearings often aid in orientation oa arriving at a new station*
and in identifying objects already located, by giving approximate direc tions; while they sometimes aid in plotting when insufficient angles have
been takes.
A hasty outline profile sketch of the ground in the vicinity of each ob
ject sighted will aid very materially in identification from surrounding
stations .while if the estimated distance in miles, is written near the
point, and the circle reading is written above on a vertical throagh it,
see Pig. 4, very clear and concise noteswill result. The obstructed arcs at a
^
,
station should be noted; as also the
?<i
K
^. r
B
cause, and whether they can be removed
by cutting.or by signal elevation.
3tould the location be likely to prove
difficult; vertical angles should be ta
uyn.
ken to aid in deciding upon the inter visibilita of signals by giving differences of elevation.
A plat of this preliminary triangulation should be kept up by angles,
starting from a known or assumed side;or by computed triangle sines. if
greater accuracy is desired. Then working from probable station points-,
or from stations already located, the possible point in a given area is
picked out wnich will best fulfill the conditions imposed, as to length
of line.intervisibility.eto. In the same manner as many new ones are
chosen from the plot as desired.
Vithout experience.it is quite difficult on reaching an elevated point,
to orient one's- self and be able to identify signals and topographic fea
tures at distances of 40 to 50 miles, even under the most favorable condi
tions, ffhen.as is often the case. the features are not prominent, and the
air is thick with haze and 3<noke for days at a time/the skill and pa tience of the experienced are fully taxed. With wooded elevations the
observations- must be usually -taken from the top of a tree. or if none can
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be found of sufficient height, from the top of a ladder formed by splicing
se7eral together and supporting them by guys.
High elevations with the. summits <ree from timber afford the best sta tion sites. flooded summits require sight-rliaes to be cut through. These
for pole signals should be about 100 feet vide and they should be extend
ed back of the station far enough so that the signal will not be seen against near woods.
As the summits broaden. or the timber becomes valuable, elevated signals
and observing stands should be considered before clearing the lines, al
though they generally should not be adopted unless a considerable saving
will
result.wooded ridges may present much difficulty. if so near together
Parallel
that the triangle sides mast reach over an intermediate ridge instead o(
spanning an intermediate valley.
The direction across the ridge to an
Invisible station can be found from the plat. or from %14;when the re?
quired signal elevation can be found from the vertical angle, or from
carefully taken
aneroid barometer readings; but if two or more ridges
intervene, actual tests, from ladder tops ., or an examination of the entire
line
necessary.
In will
level becountry.
an elevation of 70 feet for signal and observing stand
(ill allow of 30-mile sides. If wooded, these had best be used in a chain
of nearly equilateral triangles having all- the lines out through; but if
clear, as on prairie. quadrilaterals with diagonals of 31 miles and sides
of about 15,will add only one more station in 90 miles of progress. which
will be more than compensated for by the increased precision
attained.
If the level ground be cultivated and contain patches of valuable tim
ber, the difficulties will be so much increased. even if the ground be rollr
ing.that the greatest care and skill will be required to avoid insuper
able obstacles. 3ometimes chains of secondary triangles along the war
t«r courses- have proved effective.
Pull notes and sketches should be taken of the points most important
for the subsequent work. Among these are the means Of access; the timber
which can be found at the site for the signal; the roads which have to
be opened by the angle party is occupying the station: the places nearby
where board can be had; etc.
The efficiency and economy of the survey rill, depend very materially
upon the skill, good judgment and experience of the person who conducts
the reconnoissance.
11. SECONDARY AND TSRTIARY TBIAHGOLATIOB. 3tarting with the long
primary sides as bases. points of the first order are taken. which will
shorten the triangle sides and command the area to be
surveyed.
Prom these shorter sides. points of the second order
art
taken so
that they will command every prominent object visible. Prom the short
sides thus obtained, tertiary points are located by oats from at least 2
preferably 3, Ttations.
These points should include as. many prominent objects. usually from 1
to 3 miles apart. as may be needed by the topographer in tying up his work,
or by the hydrographer in taking angles to locate soundings, etc. ;snch as
church spires, cupolas. chimneys. flags in prominent trees. large white cross
es- or triangles painted upon rocky cliffs. etc.
fell-shaped triangles are not so important as the securing of a sufficient
number of convenient points for the topographer, since the errors intro
duced do not accumulate over large areas, being checked by the primary sys-1
tern. If the latter is omitted, better shaped secondary triangles should
of course be employed.
, 3x. 1. Pig. 5 shows a portion of the primary and secondary triangnlation
near the sdisto base of the C and €. 3urvey, 3outh Carolina, on a scale of
1 : 400,000, taken from the Report for 1385. App. 10. The country is flat
and wooded.no elevations of 20 feet being available. The use for secon
dary sides of the lines cleared for primary ones may be noted.
In the name App. may be found a sketch of the secondary triangulation
of Boston Bay. an open country with suitable elevations.
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12.B-P0INT PROBLEM. To deter
mine the position of a point,when
only angles at the point have .
been observed between known sta
tions. Lay off the angles on trac
ing cloth in order around a point;
place the cloth on the plat and
■ove it until each line shall pass
through the station to which it
belongs; when the vertex can be p>ck=
ad through. Two angles will locate
a point, giving the 3-point problen.except when the point lies on
or near a circle passing through the three stations on which the sights
are taken; 3 or more angles are better. forming a check, A 3-armed pro
tractor is often ased in place of the tracing cloth; also a sheet of pa .
per. by cutting oat a narrow strip along each line near the portion to
be ased.
(Then a more accurate solution is desired than can
be had from a careful plat on a large scale, a nu
oerical one is used. In Pig. 5 .let 3 be the re
quired point at which the angles P .P^P'. —. ..,
have been observed upon the known stations, P. G.3
B is also known.it being the angle between known
stations .
In the triangles. 3PG;3'GH. by Pormula 18)*
a sin A b sin C
n' =
s
sin P sin P\
' a sin A .sin P\-b sin C sin P = 0
In the .polygon 3P5N. P+P' +4_+B + C = 350°
C = B - A. where Q = 350° -" (,P*P' + B)
(8)
3ubstituting in (fo) .with the expansion of sin(0-A)from Pormula
3),
a sin A sin V. - b sin P(sin Q cos A - cos Q sin A ) = 0
a sin P".rb sin P sin Q cot A + b sin P cos Q
■0
cot A = cot Q v

+.

a sin
b sin P
cot A = cot o(l +
a sin
b sin P
Naving A, all the angles of the
a sin (P+A)

P".
sin Q
P
\
cos' 9
triangles become kaown,when

(4)

,sin(P\ +C )

etc.
(5)
sin P.
5x. 1. At 3heldrake Point. Cayuga Lake.N.Y. .the following angles were ob
served upon 3 known stations B (Billets) ^('King's Perry). and J^OKidders) Bequired the position ox 3heldrake.
VjVX.
0bserved.
Given.
•TiL-King'a = a w 7150.2
«i*.-3hel.- King's B = U3' 15'. 2
King'S-3hel. - Kid.- P z 53 31. 2
King'.S»Kid. = b =3050.7
Kid -King's-Wil. >B = 101! 8'.
Prosi which by (S) 0 = 32' 5.3'.
(A)
a = 7150.3
3.85438
P = 58° 31'. 3, sin 9.93085
3.78513
See Sable I.
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b = 3050.7
3.48440
P -U3" 15. 3. sin 9.94490
Q = 83 05C.3, oos 9. 13877
2. 56807
+ 15.486.
3.56807-'.1. 21711
_J
17.486
1.24269
Q = 82° 05. 3, cot ....
9.14292
22 22.1. cot
0.38561
0 = 59 43.2 = Q - A by (6)
a » 7150.2 .
3.85432
b = 3050. 7 - - - .
3.48440
P+A=140°37.3,sin - -9.80239
C=59°43. 2 , sin .
9.93630
3.65671
3.42070
P = ll3^l3^.sin 9.94491
=53°3l-.2,sin
9.93036
a = 5149.9
3.71130
n' = 3039. 2
3.43984
Computing n' by ths first equas. of (a) ths sans value is found as above.
13. TWO-POINT PROBLEM. If two unknown stations. C and D.Pig.7,see each
other. and also two known stations, A and B, their positions can be detsr ained by measuring the angles AC3 .BCD.CDA.ADB.as followsDraw the line <J V of convenient lengta on tracing cloth and at C
and D\ lay off the measured angles; the intersection of the two lines
which pass through A will determine its position on
the cloth, and similarly for B; join A and B'j place
*—vB
the cloth on the plat so that A'. Jrill coincide with
station A and B\ will fall on the line AB of the map,
produced if necessary; prick through the points B\C.
and D'. Then through E draw J/'s to B'C and B'.D'.;'
their intersections with AC and AD', will determine
C and D on the map.
If more accuracy is desired; assume CD as unity
and compute AC and AD in the triangle ACD.and BC
and BD in the triangle BCD. Having two sides and the included angle in
ACB.AB can be found (formula 20j): the ratio of the true value to the com
puted one will be the ratio which the other 3ides bear to their computed
values.
Bx. 1. The following angles were observed at Giles and Elm of the CD.
3-kan/feateles Lake 3urvey in 1392 upon the known sta tions Haight and Olmstead.
««^»*
Haight - Giles - Elm » 50° 02'. 17"
0lm. r Giles - Elm = 35 05 03
6iles - 8lm - 0lm. = 33 01 27
Giles - Sim - Haight = 50. 04 29
Gu\iT"
Haight-Olmstead = 13944 feet.Por fuller treatment of the N-and two-point prob
lems, see Zeit. - fur Vermes, 1333, P. 140.
14. DIRECTION OP INVI3IBLE 3TATION3. Il enough an
gles have been taken so that the stations can be platted by methods al ready given, the direction of the line joining any two can be taken di rectly from the plat with a protractor. Or, starting from some known
side, the sides of the preliminary triangles can be computed from the ob
served angles;when by assuming a meridian, the distance in latitude and
in longitude of each point from an initial one can be computed as in an
ordinary land survey. The tangent of the azimuth of the line joining
any two points can then be found by dividing the difference in longitude
by that in iatitude. The line can then be cleared from either end if
obstructed by timber, or the height of signal for intervisibility can be
determined if the obstruction is an intervening ridge.
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Por an example in difficult country in northern Alabama. see (T.3v0. 4 8.3'.
Beport.1835.App. 10.
IJtwo stations C and 0 each see uo points A and 3. Pig. 7 %t3. the di
rection to trim from one to the other can then be found as folloira: At
A measure BAD and DAC.and at B, 0BC and CBA. Compute AD in the triangle
ABD and AC in the triangle ABC, calling AB unity; then in ACD Uo sides and
the included angle are 'known from which the angles at C and D can be
found by formula 331. 0r . the directions can be found by platting.
15.
0UTPIT. When accurate angles are required a light tran
sit with a good telescope is most convenient. The needle .will give bear
ings, while by adding a level to the telescope tube and a gradienter scre<r
or good vertical circle, elevation angles can be measured with sufficient
accuracy for determining intervisibility. An aneroid barometer is also
convenient for determining differences of elevatio.n. Por distances over
85 miles.,a reconnoitering glass with stand will be found desirable on ac
count of the larger telescope. If care is taken in setting up to place
the tripod head level, the small horizontal circle will give angles quite
accurately.
. _
In a wooded country where angles have to be measured from tree tops, a
sextant will &e necessary; also a telescope or field glass for identifying
the stations, and a set of spurs or creepers for climbing. An azimuth or
pocket compass is convenient; also the best available map of the region.
To these should be added some 100 feet of about 3/3 inch manilla rope ,
a ball of twine. an axe, and material for different colored flags to be
spread out upon trees or other objects for temporary signals. An assist
ant.who 1s, quick and handy at all kinds of work and who is used to climbing.and a ttorse and covered wagon,will complete the outfit, Much of the
traveling will necessarily be on foot or possibly on horseb3ck,if the
country is hilly or wpoded.
If away from all supplies, a cook and the usual camp outfit will be
necessary; while for primary triangulation,in rough country with good
railroad facilitiesSlike much of New 3ngland.it may be more convenient
to travel the long distanoes between stations. by rail, hiring a
horse
when use can be made of one.
13. 3IGNAL3; After the exact station points have been located, the sig
nals Which are to be erected over them, to give definite points for sight
ing in measuring1the angles should fulfill the following
conditions:
They should be^conspicuoua.so as to be readily seen and distinguished
from surrounding objects; they should have a well defined central line
or point upon which to fix the cross-hairs; they should have little or no
phase. i.e.. this line or point should not change in apparent position with
the direction of the illumination by direct sunlight; they should be firm
in position unless of the class which require an attendant; they 3hould fie
cheap.or light and portable; while often it is convenient if when in place
they will allow an instrument to be set up over the station point,
with these general requirements in mind, the relative advantages offered
by the different signals' to be described will be more readily appreciated.
17.
P0L3 3IGNAL3, ifhen height is not required for inter
visibility,one of the most common forms of signal consists of a vertical
pole set in or on the ground. and supported by braces or wire guys; or
of a pyramid or tripod surmounted by a pole. 0n sharp mountain peaks,
where only small.stunted timber can be found. the
i
rectangular Pyramid. Pig. 9, is convenient. A signal
1 'j''*"^
with height of 'apex of from 12 to 18 feet
and
fitt
legs from 3 to 5 inches at Jhe top, can be erected
Bk rU*''
and a center pole 8 to 12 feet long inserted by
taSk
3 men, without tackle. By inclosing the top with
JBffl<
boards, cloth or slats made from small poles, vis S3 \ S.\
ibility can be given; while the apex and pole reJLL*kJLmLm
main for accurate bisection. The pole can be in/ 1J 1 / \
creased to any desired diameter by nailing
on
^SJe^^
slats. or poles after erection; while the signal can
/,* V\
be anchored to the rock, by wiring the legs to an"jf " ' """Wail'
ehor.bolts,o.r by wire guys extending from the top
.dfe. /
—
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of the pole.
On flatter peaks, more height must be given for visibility. rendering
the tripod signal. Pig. 11, more convenient. By bolting all four pieces to
gether on the ground, with a 1 to 1 1/4 inch bolt .as 3hown in Pig. ID
or better with the head raised e feet on a bent or staging. 5 men can
raise a 85 to 35 foot signal of round timber,
each piece being 5 or 6 inches in diameter at
the top.with no special outfit except about 30
feet of rope. Pits are dug.or stones piled <ip
to prevent the feet a and b from slipping; the
head o is then lifted and pushed to position
by the third leg when the pole is made vertioal by pulling down the large end with a rope;
it is secured by spiking braces- to the tripod
l8ff"the angles at the station are to be meas
ured with the signal in place, the legs should
be so placed as not to obstruct the lines of
sight to the other stations. They should ex
tend a couple of feet into the ground;or if onrock, be securely tied to anchor bolts by wire
rope.or notched and horizontal cross- pieces at
tached and loaded with stone. Wire guys from
the top of the pole may also be desirable
( tin cone or barrel of larger diameter than
the pole is often placed at the top. especial ly Then the tripod head will not be seen
against the sky.
The pole should not be more than 8 to 8 inches
at the tripod head.even for a large signal.on account of the weight in
ereotion;it oan afterwards be increased.or the pole straightened . by
nailing on light 3lats.. Or.when lumber is available. a square bok of 8inch plank in plaoe of the pole will give diameter without increased
weight;one or more slats along the center of each side will make it more
nearly cylindrical.
A very convenient and portable signal for tertiary wprk can be made by
supporting a pole on a tripod having a light cast iron head and about 10ft.legs.
By holding the pole in position by wire guys. a signal 15 to 30 feet
high can be made very stable while there is room enough underneath to
set up an instrument. Any portion of the pole can be enlarged to any
desired diameter by light slats.
13. DIAMETER AMD HEIGHT. The diameter of pole for short lines- may be
large enough to subtend an angle as seen by the observer of 4 or 5 se conds;but as the distance and the power of the telescope inoreasa the
angle should diminish, according to Coast 3urvey practioe. down to one
second for about 15 miles, and not fall belor. this valuje for greater dis
tances ( see also S19).
Diameter to subtend one second at,
1 mile •; 0.307 inch,
40 miles = 18.3 inches
ID°
• 8.100 *
80 » = 13.4 '
80 -.
' 6.100
80 • = g4.e *
Increased diameter beyond that necessary for visibility gives increas
ed range to the cross-hairs- in bisection, and introduces the uncertain' ele
ment of phase with cylindrical signals which do not show, against the sky.
The height of signal in feet should be about one-half the distance in
milesi plus 10. Less height may answer for long lines. or for signals on
sharp peaks with a sky back ground. but height adds to visibility without
diminishing accuracy, and with only the increased cost of - construction.
A signal to be seen against the sky should be painted black or wound
with black cloth .one to be seen against the ground should be painted
white or wound with white cloth;unless two colors are needed on the same
signal for ready identification from surrounding objects, when the pole,
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or psla and tripod, can be painted in alternate rings of black an<] white,
or red and white, each ring being several feet wide.
19, 3IGNALS. WITHOUT PHA36.- farious signals have been devised to
avoid phase or the effect produced by the unequal illumination by di'
reot sunlight of the portion of the signal facing the observer. whereby
the apparent and real centers- do not coincide- - One devised by Bessel
for the Prussian triangulation in 1331, and used on the (L3-.Lake 3ur
vey, consists- of a board in place.or in front of, the pole with its
face -l to the line of sight.
On the latter survey a width was, giv en of about 4 seconds as- seen by the observer, yet good angles were, ob
tained. The station must be visited and the board changed each time the
observing party move to a new-station.
Another designed in 1331, and used on the Mississippi River 3urvey for
distances- of from 5 to 12 miles, gave excellent results. It consists of
a horizonta.l board 6 inches in diameter, to the circumference of which are
attached 4 stiff vertical wires. 90° apart. each 5 feet long. These wires
are held in position by a wire ring at the top and another one-third the
distance from the top; each joint being well soldered. Two opposite wires
are connected for the upper and lower thirds by a wnite cloth, and the oth
er two for the central third by a black cloth;4 guy wires are attached at
the central ring.and the board rests on a tripod or other support.
3D. ELEVATED 3IGNAL3 AND 0B3337ING STAND3. when the signal and in
strument at the station require elevating. and no existing structure can
be made use of, a suitable one must be erected. The standard tripod and
scaffold adopted for C and G. 3urvey work, for heights of floor from 38
to 98 feet, increasing by multiples of 18, are shown in Pig. 12. The scaf
fold is removed from the tripod in elevation for clearness-; their relative
positions can be seen from the plan.
Por full details
see Capt. Boutelle's
excellent paper in
Report ,1332, App. ID.
3ee also, App. 9. page
158. and Pri. Iri.U^3'.
L. 3urvey, page 313.
The tripod, which
supports- the instru
ment when observing
and the pole or other
signal when observ
ed upon,starts with a
firm cap; the posts
are 8 by 8 inches; they
are scarf-spliced
/?ith a 3-foot lap.
he)d by 6 5/3-inch
bolts and 4 5-inch
boat spike, at points
33 ft. apart starting
from the top with
33-ft. sticks; batter
1 in 8;an3 braced by
joists from 2 l«i 3 to 3 by 3 ins.3piked with 6-inch boat spikes.
The observing scaffold. which is placed outside of but not in contact with
the tripod, starts with a floor 12 ft. square about 4 feet below the tripod
head;the posts are 6 by 6 ins.;in sections of the same length and spliced
in the same manner as for the tripod, using half-inch bolts; batter 1 in 6
oeasured diagonally; braces from 3 by 3 to 4 by 4 ins. in 16 ft. tiers. The
posts above the floor are connected by a railing;while the flight of
stairs connects the landing on the top of one set of horizontal braces
with that on the top of the next. The short central posts starting on
the ground in Pig. 12 are only used for tall scaffolds.
The posts for both tripod and scaffold rest on wooden shoes 12 by 15inches. They are all placed on the 3ame level, about 3 feet below the
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station point; and at the proper distance apart and from the center br
plumbing down from a templet placed on the ground.
To erect a structure of 3 sections : a derrick boon about 30 feet
long and 8 inches in diameter is set up and held by guy ropes, advantage
being taken of a tree if convenient in erecting it. the lower lengths of
the tripod posts are then lifted upright.one by one, and held by
guys.
with the lowsr ends in position, a workman ascends eaoh post by means' of
cleats, fastened to it, and the tops are sprung to relative positions and
nailed to a templet, the templet is then shifted until a plumb huntf from
its canter will fall over the station-point; when the bracing is spiked
on and a floor laid on the upper horizontal joists. The pulley blook is
shifted to the top of a post and the lower end of the boom drawn up to
the floor.it being kept upright by paying out the guys attached to the
top; the next lengths of posts are drawn up and the splices bolted; the
tops put in place and the bracing attached as before. The derrick' is.
lowered and the lower two sections of the scaffold erected and braced as
above; a floor is laid over the horizontal braces of tripod and scaf fold ;the derrick is drawn up and the upper section of each put in place
and braced. About 12 days will be necessary, with workmen familiar with
the work. In exposed situations the guys shown in Pig. 18 should be at
tached: 3/8 in. wire rope, each with turn buckle, is used.
Round timber can be used if more convenient
The method of erection
on the 0.3. bake 3urvey, for heights to 140 feet, was to put together one
s '.de of the observing tower on the ground; attach radiating ropes at dif
ferent points, all leading to the rope through the block; erect a derrick
boom and haul the side to position with teams; the side was then held
by guys and the block shifted to it and one side of the inner tripod
hauled up and held in the same way; when the third leg of the tripod was.
hauled up and the braces attached to the side already in position; then
the opposite side of the tower was raised and the braces attached. 3ills'
some 3 feet underground were used for the tower but not for the tripod.
The station mark was placed after the signal was up. The work was let
by the vertical foot; the contractor with 15 men and 2 teams would frame,
erect and complete a signal in two days.
The tripod is often protected from the w.ind wTlile observing by stretch
ing cotton cloth over the windward side of the scaffold. Vita this pre
caution, the tripod is very steady in windy weather, and as good results
have been obtained, even with large instruments. as from the ground. In
sunny weather the tripod will twist in. azimuth, following the sun during
the day and returning at night.and some observers use the cotton screens,
to protect from the sun rather than from the wind; bat the observation's
can be so arranged as to eliminate the effect of twist from the result
a portable tripod and scaffold, haying a floor about 12 feet high, is shownin Pig. .13. The tripod legs are 5 by 8 inches 18 feet long; held by
an
inch bolt 18 inches long. and by three horizontal braces. The scaffold
P0sts are 5 by 5 inches, 15 1/2 feet long; the horizontal braces are 7 feet
long, and the diagon
al ones 10 feet. The
posts are interchange
able and the braces
are held by wood screws.
The posts all extend
about 2 feet into the
ground, and the floor is
placed from 2 to 3 feet
below the top. 0nly
a few hours are requir
ed for erection, after
everything is in readi
ness.
In India, hollow ma
sonry towers 50 feet
or more in height were
extensively used for
the support of the in
strument in crossing
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.
surveys. cnarcn spures. ,large
ths -5.1
plains;w3ile in the early -Prench
stc.'.tere ofteo used with inaccurate results due to pnase.
21 Hs,LIOT30PB3. One of the most common forms io use is called the gas
pipe heliotcope.Pig.14. A piece of 2-incn iron pipe serves as a telescope
tabe,while it carries 2 rings or diaphrams,
each with about an inch opening, and a 2 1/4,
inch plate glass- mirror having motion about
a horizontal and a vertical axis. The whole
instrument is su-pported by a wood- screw;
which can: be screwed into a tripod head
or other block. It is set up directly
over the station mark, or on line and a
fer feet in front of it, and the cross
hairs- of the telescope: - > brought on the
distant observing party; the mirror is then
turned so that the reflected sunlight will
pass through the first or near diap-aram and
give a concentric ring of light around the second which is a little small
er; and this- is- contimred by gently tapping the mirror at intervals of from
1/2 to- 2 minutes.
The adjustment of the instrument 3hould be tested by bringing the cross
hairs- on an object within a few hundred feet, throwing the light as- above
and noting if it falls- as far above the object as the rings are above the cross hair3.
The 3teinheil heliotrope differs- froa that already described in having
only one mirror and no rings- .making it very simple and convenient for
reconnoissance work.
The axis of the frame is hollow and it
contains a small lens-.&.Pig. 15 . and a
white reflecting surface 0. usually chalk,
at the focus of the lens.
By turning this axis towards the sun,
a hole through the silvering of the mir
ror allows a beam of sunlight to reach
the lens and be concentrated upon the
white surface. It is reflected from
the surface back to the lens and emerg-es in parallel rays which reach the
back of the mirror in a direction just
opposite to that of the incident rays.
Fi ,4.
Enough of these rays will be reflected
from the back to give an image of the bright spot C.and in a direction AO
directly opposite to the reflection of sunlight from the face of the mir
ror. Hence if the eye be placed at 0 so as to see the observing party ,
through the opening A in the direction AT, and the mirror be turned un
til the bright spot C is seen (the axis pointing towards the sun) the sun
light will be reflected in the direction OAT to the observing party.
The distance from the reflecting surface to the- lens is adjustable for
focus.
When the alignment has been once secured, if there is no natural land mark in range, a pole should be set up at a distance of 100 to 300 feet so
that its sharp top will be on or a little below the line; the light can
then be shown, and often used by the observing party on days when haze and
smoke will prevent the heliotroper from seeing even the outline of the
hill or mountain at the observing station.
1 second mirror is usually supplied which can be screwed up and light
reflected from it to the first. if at any time the first falls in shadow or
its angle of incidence becomes so great that the reflected beam will not
fill the diaphram.
Extreme accuracy in pointing is not essential, the range being about the
diameter of the sun, or 32 minutes.
About a 2-inch mirror is used for lines from about 3O to 60 miles, and
usually in connection with pole or other signals. Por shorter lines, a
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pasteboard or other screen with a smaller opening should be attached to
the second ring. Por longer lines larger mirrors are used, thus on the
U.3. Lake 3urvey for the longest lines a common mirror 9 by 12 inches was
set up and light thrown through a circular hole in a wooden screen some
20 ft. distant in the direction of the observing station, this having a
diameter of from 8 to 10 ins. on sides of 90 to 100 miles. 0n the longest
line ever observed, Mts..3hasta-Lola in northern Cal.,192 Biles, a helio 12
ins. square ias used.
Wilson. Topographic 3urveying. gives
x = .048 d
(5)
for the length of the side of the mirror in inches, where the distance d
is in miles, and d > ID.
Too moch light gives by irradation a diameter too large for accurate bi
section and increases^ the unsteadiness; an opening suited to the distance
or one which will subtend from one-fourth to one-fifth of a second .will
give in quiet air a small bright disk easy to bisect.
An intelligent and very faithful person should be picked out for the
heliotroper; otherwise delay and vexation will result. If he is to oc
cupy the station a long time he can usually be picked up in the locality
with economy, if for only a short time it may be more economical to have
one who is familiar enougn with the work and with instruments to go to
new stations and establish himself without assistance, when directed by
the observing party.
22. NI01T 3'IGNAL3.. Lamps with 10-in. reflectors for short lines and
the Drammond light for long ones were used on the English 0rdnance 3ur
vey in the last century;while night signals have been extensively used
in the recent prolongations of the Vouvelle meridienne de Prance by M. Perrier, and Argand lamps and heliotropes are exclusively used in India.
The electric light, in the focus of a reflector 20 inches in diameter and
24 inches focal length, proved very successful recently on a line of 158
miles across' the Mediterranean where on account of fog and mist a 12-inch
heliotrope had failed to once show, during a three months' trial.
3ome recent experiments' made w.ith the magnesium .light" indicate that it
is sufficiently powerful for long lines;while, unlike the Drummond or elect'
='«. light.it is exceedingly portablet the instrument used weighing only
'5 lbs! and can be operated by an ordinary heliotroper.
The apparatus consists of an 8-inch reflector, a small lamp.a clock work,
and a reel of magnesium tape which is fed by the clock to the lamp and
burned in the focus of the reflector. Por accurate bisection a paste board screen was used to reduce
the diameter on all but hazy
nights on a line of 50 miles.
The tape w.as' burned intermit
tently by time table to save
expense; it costing about 2 1/3
cents. per minute for a steady
continuous' light.
'Two of M. Perrier'a. lamps
were also used, 3ee Pig. 15.
Bach consists. of a box con taining a flat wick petrole
um lamp in the focus of an
8calinch
lens ofThe24emergent
inches' fo
length.
- coiumw opuqu..
rays subtend an angle of about 1'. The intensity of light as compared
with the magnesium was about as 2 to 5. It made a very pretty mark
to point upon on clear nights, but at a distance of 43 miles it would often
be scarcely visible in the telescope, and would not allow of illuminating
the cross .hairs, when the magnesium light was clearly visible. A student
lamp was also tried; and with an 8-inch reflector it was visible in the
telescope at 31 miles when the outline of the mountain was invisible at
sunset.
The accuracy
these1880.
experiments
proved to be equal or greater than
'•U.S'.C.&
Q.3'. in
Report.
4pp 8.
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for day signals: while the time for good observing in favorable weather
extended from about one hoar after sunset to from 10 o'clock to midnight.
Collimators and reflectors, with kerosene lamps. were both successfully
used- on the H. Y. 3tate survey for distances up to about 50 miles.
The
field. however.was left dark and the cross hairs illuminated from behind,
giving light lines in the dark field.
The whiteness and intensity Of the acetyline light, and the simplicity
of the portable lamp, should placa it in the first rank for sight signals.
23. 3TATION BBPERBHC3. In referencing a station, the object should be
to render the recovery of the locality and of the exaot station point,
as easy and certain as possible.at any time and by any one unfamiliar
with the country but familiar with the kind of work. The station point
is Usually marked by an underground and by a surface mark, .The underground mark should be placed below frost and plow. or some 3 ob 4 feet
below the surface. It may consist of any material which is durable, for
eign to the locality, and capable of receiving and retaining an exact cen
ter mark.
Jugs and bottles, cat stone blocks, and hollow: cones of stoneware are among- the most common. Ihe stone block.holding a copper bolt, and sur rounded by masonry is much used at the ends of base -lines, where a very
accurate mark is essential on account of working up from so short » side.
The surface mark should not be in contact with the underground mark ,
while it should project enough above the surface to be readily found. A
stone post,with the top dressed some 4 to 8 inches square, and the cen
ter marked by a cross or hole is such used: often the number of the station, or the initials of the survey, are cut near the top. On the
Coast Survey, 3 other marks are used, two in the meridian and one ± to
it at a distance of 6 feet when practicable; each has an arrow point ing toward the center.
3hould the station be on firm rock, a hole is drilled some 13 to 15
inches deep and filled with lead or sulphur: or a copper bolt is insert
ed with a wedge at the bottom which tightens as the bolt is driven down.
Along coasts and rivers where stations-are forced out within reach of
the action of the water, and on soft yielding and shifting soil, much
difficulty may be met in securing proper station marks without undue ex
pense. 3crew piles protected by masonry or riprap, etc., are among the
expedient-s resorted to when reference cannot be had to near, permanent
objects or to reference marks set for the- purpose. A stake driven down
in soft, wet soil; a hole made with a bar and filled with quicklime in
impervious soil. or with charcoal; mounds;references to trees;etc; are
among the marks often used for the less important stations.
A topographic sketch of the station and its surroundings should be
given; on which are shown the features likely to aid in identification,
and especially those objects which caa be used for reference points. This
should be accompanied by the distances to these points, taken with steel
tape if near enough, or by including them in a sweep of angles wnich in
cludes ope or more distant objects and a magnetic bearing. If to these
are added the kind of a signal; with the heights above the station mark
of the points most convenient for sighting in measuring vertical angles,
as- tripod head.top of pole, etc. ;the name of the land owner or person
who has been requested to look after the station, or of those who would
know most of its position ;the name of the nearest railroad station and
the best method of approach; the description will be reasonably complete.
The various tertiary points sighted upon should be described, to aid
the topographer in identifying stations with ease and certainty. and to aid
in securing the stations for use in future topographic and hydrograpbic
work.
A station should be named from the popular name of the hill or locality ,
or from some well knorn peculiarity of the ground; or from the owner of
the land;or in such a way as to best call attention to the special lo cality. Rumbers are sometimes used in the computations and records, as
being more conoise.
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84. D37KOTWH1! 0P A3GLB IM3TNUM3NT3. when 3nellius of Nolland intro
duced the principle of triaagulation in 1515. angles were measured with .
quadrants. rectangles or semi.cirolas graduated on their peripheries and
having alidades with sights attached. Defects in graduation were early
detected, and efforts made to remedy them by using large radii" 5 to 7 feet
was the smallest radius for a sector while 180 feet were not uncommon
with the Arabian astronomers.
A means of measuring parts of a division was devised by Snnez in 1542;
the present form of the vernier cas first used by Vernierus in 1531; the
entire circle was first used by Roemer in 1573: and the first micrometsr
and cross-hairs in the telescope were used by Picard, although coastructtyTheAuzout
1558. in instrument construction dates from 1793 when the
great inadvance
survey
to connect
Paris and
Greenwichupon
was the
begun,
The Prench
broughtthe'observatories
out the repeatingof circle
constructed
princi
ple pointed oat by Tobias Mayer in 1752. Pig. 17 shows the general con
struction. The horizontal circle just
above the leveling screws is an auxiliary
not essential in the measurement of angles.
The long vertical axis is. forced at the
upper end to carry the short horizontal axis which supports the repeating cirole
on one side and a counter weight on the
other. The circle and weight are con
nected by an axis i. to the circle and to
the horizontal axis, and it is rigidly at
tached
to thearound
latter.
By rotation
the horizontal axis
the circle can be set at any inclination
from horizontal to vertical; this in con
nection with the vertical axis will al low of bringing the circle into any plane.
The cirole carries tuo telescopes, one
above, the other below", both eccentric, each
capable of rotation about the axis,with
independent clamps and tangent screws; the
lines of collimation are 11 to the cir
cle and the position of the upper teles cope can be read by means of verniers.
To measure an angle the following steps
are necessary; bring the plane of the
circle into the plane of the objects;
clamp the upper telescope at zero: ro
tate tne
the circle
circle until
until i*uc
the uppv*.
upper Ww~w,
telestate
cope bisects the right object and clamp the circle (the old Prench cir ? 5* "tre firadaated counter clockwise); bring the lower telescope to the
l2£t„oJ?*B55
clamp. upclamp circle and rotate until lower telescope bi
sects rignt object and clamp; loosen upper telescope , and bring onto left
object. The reading will now. be twice the angle, for in rotating the cir
cle so that the lowrer telescope changes from the left to the right object
the zero rotates through the same angle to the right of the right object,
and the upper telescope must be brought over once the angle to reach the
right object and once again from the right to the left, giving a reading
of twice the angle. The above steps are continued until a sufficient
number of repetitions have been taken when the last reading (increased by
the proper number of 350° *s) is divided by the number of repetitions
for the value of the angle.
In measuring vertical angles a level on the. side of the lower teles cope comes up in position, not shorn in Pig. 17, to serve for the refer ence horizon when the circle is vertical.
At the same time the English brought forward the celebrated Bamsden
theodolite, partially described in 32,which in its essential principles
is the same as the modern theodolite and does not need separate desorip
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The different parts of an instrument will be taken up in detail, begin ninj with the telescope.
25. NORMAL 7.131011. The eye is an optical instrument, consisting es sentially of a series of transparent refracting media bounded by curved
surfaces, forming a lens, and a delicate network of nerve fibers, spreading
out from the optic nerve, forming the retina. A pencil of light entering
the eye is refracted by the lens and brought to a focus upon the retina,
and the impression is carried to the brain along the optic nerve.
The normal eye at rest is supposed to be adjusted for parallel rays ,
the curvature of the lens and its distance from the retina will increase
with the nearness of the object up to the limit -if distinct vision.which
is some 3 to 10 inches; the pupil or aperture for the admission of light
is also adjustable, fhe distance from the center of the lens to the re
tina
about
0.3of inch.
ratio
distances of retina and object from lens (0.6 to 8J
rith isthis
the image will .be only 0.8/8 * .075 times as large as the projected ob
ject.
The angular magnitude for If in the projected object at the distance
of 8 inches .where H » the millionth part of a meter, 0.000,0394
inches
. 0.000.0394 , r
fi sin 1"
The minima angu between two bright points
or lines upon a dark ground.or the reverse ,
which the eye can distingiish without running i
taeai together is found to be about 60". This .
would give the distance between the images,
• 60 x .075 = 4.5*
The surface of the retina is made up of mi
nute papilla or nerve elements called fqds
and cones frow 2* to 6h i„ diameter.with an average of 4.5* ;
showing no power to distinguish impressions on parts of a papillus.
A single dark line upon a bright ground can be distinguished, 111
it is said,when the visual angle is only l/50th as large as the
above (i«age 0.09w<>.
According to Pfr. Porster's investigateons as given in Jordan's
Bandbnch der V-ermess. .Vol. II, p. 147, the minimum distance b,betCity
ireen a hair and scratch,which can be distinguished in bisecting
I*.
a division mark upon a bright scale, as with the cross hairs of
a micrometer microscope, Pig. 19, is 2.5* measured upon the retina.
With this width of line the probable error of the bisection,
with a power of 85, was found to be 0.25Hmeasured
upon the retina. This width referred to the object and unaided vis
ion, would correspond to b = 2.5/. 075 » 34?or a visual angle of 34";while
the probable error of bisection would be one-tenth as great. A power of
34 would thus give a probable error of 0. 1** in bisecting a division.
If b be increased I3 fold, or so as to cover 8 papilla or nerve elements
a power of 85 is necessary for a probable error of 0.1»»- in bisection ;
and if widened to cover 15, a power of 150 is necessary.
26. THE A3TRONOMICAL TELE3COPE. This in its simplest form consists of
tiro biconvex lenses fixed in a tube; the eyepiece and the object glass.
Its advantages over the unaided eye in .accurately sighting an instrument
upon a point ,are; (a) increased light; (b) magnifying power; and (c)the
use of cross hairs.
The following are from Geometric Optics:
a lens is a portion of a refracting medium bounded by two surfaces of
revolution having a common axis; this axis is called the axis of the
lens. * The surfaces of revolution are usually spherical or plane; if
they do not intersect, the lens is supposed to be bounded by a cylinder
in addition having the same axis. The thickness is the distance be
tween the bounding surfaces measured on the axis. The optical center
is a point of the~axis, usually within the lens, through which if any ray
of light pass,the direction after passing through the lens will be par
allel t*iAts direction before, a slight.offset taking ,place .for oblige |
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rays on aocount of the refraction towards the normal on entering the
lens.
Por spherical surfaces this point is
found by drawing any two parallel
radii, joining the points where each
cats its own surface, and noting
the intersection of this line with
the axis. The ratio of the dis-tances of the centers of curvature
from the optical center equals the
ratio of the radii. When one surface
i£ plane, the optical center is found
at the other surface.
The principal focal length
of the lens, f, is found from.
f-(n-l) (J. +J>)
(7)
where r and r' are the radii, and fi the index of refraction.
The fundamental equation connecting conjugate fooii is,
1,1.1
f
f* + 7
(8)
where f is the distance of the object and f that of the image
MAGNIPYING POTBR. In Pig.3l.let 0 be the object Iglass and
the
eyepiece. The rays of light from the arrow head, A will te brought to a
focus at A' where the ray through the optical center 0 meets the focal
plane, and those from C at C. .these rays preserving their direction be
yond the lens bat saffering*slight offset as indicated in §36. Join A'
and C with the optical center of the eyepiece. m< the rays of light
coming from A and C which pass
through the telescope will e merge in pencils parallel with,
or slightly diverging from, these two
*
directions A'P^CO'., if ad justed for distinct vision for
a normal eye. without the
telescope, the angular magni
tude of the object with the eye
at 0 would be |J.
With the telescope, the angular
magnitude is°r.Draw EH = f.,the
focal length of the objective;
erect thexEJ = A'.C/2;take PI = f, ,the focal length of the eyepiece
erect the J. H1 = EJ,' join J and L with P, giving BPJ~ = P/2,an.d HP1!
Extending PL to M to refer both images to the same distance, the appar
ent magnitudes will be as HH to BJ.
Bat BH : aJ = » : M • f : f, .or
(9) glass
i.e. ,tlie ffiigoiiyjjig power eouals fA.
the focal length of the, object
over that qr the eyepiece.
Also,
Hll : HJ .! tan °</3 : tan P/2.
G = tan«/2 / tan P/2, • w/ra nearly
(10)
i.e. , the magnifying power eouals the angular magnitude as seen through
the telescope over the angular magnitude as seen, with the naked eye, nearly
3ince by (9) , f. increases with the nearness of the object, G will be
greater for a near than for a distant object; f for parallel rays is ta
ken as the standard.
Por normal eyes the eye piece would be i-ocussed for a virtual image
at the distance of most distinct vision,or about 3 inches; myopic eyes,
unless corrected by glasses , would require the eyepiece to be pushed
io.anc nypef aetropic eyes, pulled out, thus changing f^ and G.
In Pig.22,it may be noted that the extreme rays from a point A striking.
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the object glass at the distance apart D will intersect at a' in the fo
cal plane and emerge in parallel lines (xw 0,1*= 0) at the distance apart d' .
Prom similar triangles, neglecting the thickness of the lenses,
D/d' = fJt,
from (9),
e = D/d'
(11)
i.e., the magnifying power equals the di
ameter of the clear aperture of the ob
ject glass over that o_f the emergent cyl
inder of rays from a point.
For the magnifying glass, or simple mi
croscope
Take PN 8 inches, the distance for
normal
P£= f. : 8J = AC/2 . Then
8/'l
("12)
If an objective is added, making a com
pound microscope^it wil] magnify the im
age AC in the ratio f/f(see Pig. 21)
G £
(13)
f, r
Sl.l, Pind the power of a magnifying glass having a focal length of 1"
23. MEA3UREMENT 0P MAG3IPYING P0HER. (a) 3et up the telescope where Uo
prominent well defined objects can be seen symmetrically with reference
to the center of the field,on looking through the object end, and focus
for parallel rays. 3et up a transit back of the telescope, and measure
the angle A subtended by the objects as seen throughttthe telescope.
Remove the telescope; set the center of the transit injposition
oc
cupied by the eye-piece and measure the angle A' between the same ob jects as seen directly.
Then by (10)
G = tan </o
1/Z Aw» _ A=> ,
, , .
;
(nearly) (14)
tan 1/2 A
A
( b) Pocus the telescope for parallel rays; point it towards the sua, or a
bright sky, and measure the diameter d' of the emergent cylinder at the
eye-piece as thrown upon a paper screen; measure the clear diameter D of
the objective by pushing a pencil in from the edge until it will just
cast a shadow on the screen, and noting the reduction from the apparent
diameter. Square pieces of paper of different sizes, moistened and
placed around the circumference .will show the clear diameter more ae curately than the pencil point.
By (11) D/d' -- 1 (appro.*),
(c) . 3iAt to a speaking rod, a clapboarded house, or other object which
will answer for a scale of equal parts. rhile looking through the tele
scope at a scale unit with one eye count the number of units which it
covers as seen by the other or free eye; this number will be the power
G' for the given distance.
To find G.the power for parallel rays; measure the distance f" from
the center of the objective to the front of the cross-hair diaphragm ,
when focussed for the above scale reading, and the distance r when fo
cussed on a distant object.
.. from (9) G = f.<?/ f*
(15)
The method (a) is the most accurate ,(b) rill give fair results except
for high powers for which it is difficult to measure d'with sufficient
accuracy;(c) is the most convenient for low powers.
Bj. 1. The angle subtended by two objects when seen looking into the
object end of the telescope focussed for parallel rays.was S - Z 11" .
The angle subtended ,as seen directly was A' -1°18 06". Required 5 .
G = g g.
. JSH
By (14) appro*.
Z 11"
131
= *
tan
i°
is',
oer
By ('14)
38
5
tan Z 11"

23. INT5N3ITY AND BRIGHTNE33. Let D = diameter of the object glassy A =
that of the eyepiece; d, • that of the pupil of the eye, assumed ° O. t in.
VjCaauvenet for astronomical work, and SS4 mm. or.09 in. by Jordan tor
geodetic work.the actual size varying jritb the wdividual and with the
brighthess over a greater range than indicated by the above values, m »
percentage of light striking the object glass, from a given point in the
optical axis which passes through the lenses, = 85* for the be3t teles copes, and often falling to 605."
Sith the unaided eye.the cone of rays -.Thicn can enter it from a given
object has a diameter d, . lith the telescope, the diameter of the cone
which may be condensed to enter it is D. The quantities of light, for
same distance from object,
vary as the squares of these diameters, or
allowing for the loss due to absorption and reflection of the lenses,
the increased percentage- of light due to the use of the telescope,
for all this light to enter the eyeAs^.or, substituting the value
d*. from (11) ,d, ; D/-G.
If d,<D/G, as may be the case with telescopes designed for special purof
poses, the effective diameter of the object glass nil be reduced as
far as light is concerned to d, G. This value substituted in the value of
of I, gives,
gg
1 w a D /d , when d, % D/6 \
( 16)
=mGl ,when d,<D/G
J
Owing to the magnifying power, this light appears to come from an area G
times as large, as without the telescope. /. The brighthess, op light per unit area as compared with the naked eye,
B J I/Gl = m
loJin1fatiag

Dg .when d, = DfG A
d* G*
(17)
m, when d
-* f°r differe°t ^lues of 0 and 6. we have the fol -

Tabie for Brifetaasa
a.
AuerturB i.n Inc±e* _D =
inches
1/2
3 1/2
10 .85 .09 .85 .85 .85
.20 . 21 .-48 .85 .85
.§5
.35
.§5
.85
.85 .85
83 86
.85
.26
.59
.85
.85
f.09
S3 .05 .12 .21 .§5
.85
33 .48 ,85
.65
.85
09
12 .26). .47 .73 .85
30 .85
.85
.8$
It 20 .02 .05 .09 15 ,21 .29
09
07
.« .41 .69 .30
.35
.85 I 20 .01 .15
.'03 .05 .03 12 .18
21
09
.03
.07 12 .13 £6 .36
eo .35
47
US
01 .02 .04 .08 .07
09
ft glance at the table will show that *ith the power-s in common use.viz ;
about 20 for a i-inch aperture, £5 for .a £ 1/4, 30 to 40, for a 1 V c, 60
for a 2-inch, .the brighthess is from 10% to 25H for Jordan's value
of
which is full large for sunny weather ;while it is only from 2% to 5* for
Chauvenet's. value.which is none too large for work in thick woods near
nightfall, or on dark November- days. This serious loss of brighthess at
times when most needed, due to the failure of the aperture of the teles
cope to respond, like that of the eye, to variations in illumination, can
be met by using an eyepiece of lower power in dull weather.
It should be notedjthat the ratio «i the brighthess of the sky and all
"It is stated by Nolan in fhe Telesope that about 7% is lost by each lens,
one-half of this being reflected back from the outer surface and the other
lhalf from the inner surface as it passes through.
J3xperiments at the University give m about 60% for the older telescopes
*lth terrestrial eyepieces.
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25
to?"th?^^!,,36??
L? the.istelescope
remains
constant
whatever
thelarge
loss .
F»
?™v?e530?
t^S-loss
not
very
noticeable
until
quite
In looking at a fixed star, the more perfect the telescope, the more
nearly sill the image appear as a bright point, regardless of* the power;
the brighthess will therefore increase directly with the intensity, there
being no magnification. The brighthess of the field will however re
duce as S* ,as the area of the field from which the light eomes is re duced in that ratio. This is why fined stars can be seen in the day time with telescopes of small apertares and large powers when they are
invisible to the naked eye, the darkened field allowing them to show
through as at night; also why faint stars can be seen at night which
would be invisible with the same telBseope and a . lower power.
On the other hand, faint nebulae, tails of comets, etc., which have nearly
the same degree of brighthess as the sky, become invisible under high
powers, because although the ratio remains constant. the difference in
brighthess soon becomes too small to be distinguished by the eye .
3D. PIELD OP VIEW. It is customary to limit the focal plane, by a
circular diaphram to about 0.5 f, on account of the difficulty or se
curing good images with an eyepiece of .larger field.
Prom Pig. 24, since the image of each object is on the line joining
the object with the optical center,
ytan 1° = id-* . 2d by (•)
f
6
But tan 1 " = 0.017,
v = ---- (approx.)
(13)
13
3D
3D
40
80
e.g., Mag. poser G » 10
Pield of view,
= 3° 1° 30' 1° 00' 0° 45' 0° 30'
As the field becomes small, the eyepiece is often made movable in order
to include a greater range in one direction, either altitude or azimuth,,
byDraw
moving
with a lines
tangent
.the simultaneous
field being as above.
the it
diagonal
AC screw
and BP,and
join
_ f
their intersections with the focal plane
|
_-a and- b with the optical center 0.
R"<T
1
L
All the rays coming through the object glass
I vV'~"£=JiicI if—
from any point on aO will pass through the
" ""**»,
1
focus a, and all reach the eyepiece,those
O
~~z~
A/
from C passing just to the limit at A. 3imI
T
"**t
ilarly for bO.
Fta.l*"
the angle aOb. or** the bright field, or
field for total light.
Prom this field out the intensity and brighthess both diminish ,and
they would reach zero at cOd were the field not restricted to-* by the
diaphragm. 3ince v is about equal (not much larger than >. ) objects
siould retain their brighthess nearly or quite to the edge of the field.
In order to take in the whole extent of this field the eye must be plac
ed at the point in which the axes of the extreme pencils, diverging from
the center of the object glass, meet, the axis of the telescope after e mergence. The position of the eye is therefore at the focus of the
eyepiece which is conjugate to the center of the object glass. The
telescooe tube is prolonged to this point and furnished with an eye stop.
31. 3PHERICAL AND CHROEATIC ABERRATION, the simple telescope de
scribed above would be satisfactory only for very low powers. Por with
spherical surfaces, the only-ones which can be conveniently ground, the
rays from near the border of the lens are brought to a focus nearer than
those passing through the central portion; the distance along the axis
between these foci is called the spherical aberration. It is reduoed
for a given aperture by increasing the focal length of the lens, as a
les? portion of the sphere is used. Again, the different colors have
different indices of refraction as seen from the spectrum, the violetcoming
to a focus nearest the lens and the red the farthest; the distance along
the axis between these foci is called the chromatic aberration.
To obviate these difficulties, the object glass is usually .composed of
two simple lenses, see Pig.25, an outer double oonvex one of crown glass
having a low dispersive or spectrum forming power, and an inner -double
concave one of flint glass having a. high dispersive power but nth
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flatter curvature. The
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powers can thus be Bade ' equal
for any
colors
of thebetween
spectram
by atwo,
proper
relation
Me"™—'..
. , VV**'•*
the focal lengths,rendering the combi-m
|
"1J.«
nation nearly achromatic .while the
J"r"fr"'"V i
'
sharper curvature of the eonvex lens ^
—
■ '. ' ■ 1 ?
J
leaves a residual of converging re=
, j
Tractive power which can be rendered
_ x„
nearly aplanatic.or free from spherical
^
aberration, by giving proper radii of
curvature to the four surfaces. The two adjoining surfaces usually have
the same curvature;
they are sometimes united by Canada balsam to pre
vent the loss of light by reflection from the inner surfaces; sometimes.
cemented around the outside to prevent the entrance of moisture: and
sometimes
they of
arethe
heldlenses
in place
by the
cellpolishings
simply. are extremely sim
and the
first
The grinding
ple. The finishing of a fins object glass requires great skill and pa tienee on
t.he effect of every flaw in the

relative positions" in the cell cannot be disturbed without injury.^
32. gfBPI8(X3. The correction for the eyepiece is usually made uy usintf two senaraf lenses of. the same kind of glass placed at such a disUnoT aparTthat the colored rays produced by the first lens snail fall
at different angles of incidence upon the second and become recombined.
The two lenses may be treated like a single one with the equiialent lo
cal length, as found from Optics.
where C..ff,are the focal lengths of the separate lenses, and a is the
distance between them.
The Nuygenian ,or negative eyepiece. is one of the best wnen cross hairs are not required. It consists of two piano convex lenses, Pig. 33
with the plane sides towards the eye, the. foeri length of the farther or
field glass being 3 times that of the nearer Jeye-glass. They are placed
about half the sum of the fooal lengths apart. The field glass receives
the converging rays from the object glass before they have reached the
focus, and brings them to a focus be
tween the lenses.. Cross-hairs are
"'"rt""*
often placed at the focus to define
—
,
certain portions of the field, as in
m_
the sextant telescope, but not for ac- W
earate measurements,since the crossIT"
hairs will be distorted, seen through
^.
»=vj; t-vs
the eyeglass only,while the object
'
will not be, seen through the correct
ed combination.
Airy replaces the piano convex field glass by a concavoTConvex, increas
ing the flathess of the field.
The Namsden,Pig.25,is the form most commonly used when accurate meas urements with cross hairs or micrometer are required,
it is a positive eyepiece .i.e., it receives the diverging rays from
the object glass after they have passed the focus. The two piano- con
vex lenses have their convex sides turned towards each other; they have
the same focal length, and are placed two=thirds the fooal length apart,
giving by (19) an equivalent focus of 3/4 that of one of the lenses
The Kellner and the 3teinheil are modifications of the Ramsden which are
coming into favor on account of the greater flatness of the fieid or
freedom from spherical aberration.
In the former, the eyeglass is an acroiratic combination and in the lat
ter both are acroniatic;see Pig. 27. The former has the larger field.
'None of these eyepieces invert the image, and as the object glass inverts
the objects all appear inverted.
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The terre3tial eyepiece consists of four lenses, the object being to in
sert the image so that objects seen through the telescope appear erect
3uite an appreciable loss of light results from the two eztra lenses (at
least 14% as estimated by Holan) and a serious shortening of the focal
length of the object glass for a given length of telescope which increases
the difficulty .of securing a flat field. Two combinations are sho.wn.the
Airy; and the Praunhofer.
QiajsonaJ ejgpiecsa. "Por convenience in looking at very high obiaet,
«W1».:rfciSi s.i?ss S:s

£„«

this is secured by placing the mirror between the central lenses of the
it erictainealimth?:rhi011 then inrert5 the °bieot in altitode and leaves
».^5t-ad 2f tie 3P?*?l" «irror,a glass isoceles right angled triangular
prism can be used with less loss of light.
33. CRO33 HAIR3. 3ince with the telescope, the image of any point is
at the intersection of the focal plane with a line through the point and
optical center of the object glass, this optical center may be taken as a
fixed point for. all lines of sight. The, intersection of a horizontal and,
vertical hair placed in the focal plane (it should be in the optical axis)
will give a second fixed point. The line joining them, called the lias Qi
collimation. is taken Tor the direction of the telescope;its greater pre cision is due to the magnifying poser and increased light of the instru
ment. Jn pointing, the eyepiece is first focussed upon the cross hairs
and then the object dlass upon.the object: the focal plane of the ob ject glass is thus brought to coincide sith that of the cross hairs, so
that the latter will remain fixed upon the object as the eye is moved
from side to side behind the eyepiece.
The first is for the eye of the observer, and this focus does not need
to be distarbed when once properly made;the second is for the distances,
object.which requires change with each new distance. 3pider lines are
usually used for cross hairs. 3ome prefer to have them spun directly
by a spider as needed, others to take them from cocoons. They should be
opaque, cylindrical, free from dust, and so small as compatible with dis
tinct visibility. Platinum wires are ased by some instrument makers as
being more opaque and less liable to stretch with age.
. The requisite fineness is obtained by coating with silver, drawing
down the wire ana afterwards removing the surer by nitric acid.
A glass diaphragm with etched lines is sometimes used in place of
cross hairs, with perhaps some advantage as to permanenee of position but
with the disadvantage of loss of light, and the magnification of all dust
on the glas3 unless thick and the cross hair side inclosed in a sealed1"^
The reticule of wires consists of one horizontal and one vertical for
the ordinary surveying instruments- 3ometimes stadia wires are added
For geodetic work the vertical wire should be replaced by an X-tor great
er accuracy in bisecting pole signals, for ^tronomical work .several
horizontal and vertical hairs are used,eitHer equidistant or a"anged
in .Sraupe symmetrically with reference to the center. The linear dis.
tance "between the wires can be computed from the focal length of the ob
ject glass as measured on the outside of the tube to the cross hair dia
phragm, and laid off with a micrometer. Or better and more accurately, by
using a micrometer microscopeas an eye-piece and measuring the distance
subtended . by the divisions of a rod at a measured distance; from this dis«
tance the required distance between wires is ymJU,^ computed and laid
off by the micrometer .Allowance mist, of course "be made lor the change
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in focal length foe pacallel rays. The angular distanoe can be deter m'i2edTffS&?' -,1s K??.?^^1 obssrvatioo.or directly from circle readings .
34. TE3T3 0? TELB300PE. To test for spherical aberration .reduce the
effective area of the object glass about one-half by a ring of black
paper and locus upon a well defined point. Then remove the ring of pa per and cover the other half of the object glass, the distance the lat
ter must be moved in or out, for distinct vision,which should be small if
any, is an index of the spherical aberration.
To test for definition .fnfug up0a small clear print at a. distance. of 30
to 100 feet, depending upon the magnifying power, and note if the print is
as sharp and well defined as Then viewed with the naked eye at a distance
of 9 to 10 inches. Poor definition may be due to spherical aberration, or
to inaccurate curvature, or to variable density or non centering of the
lenses.
To test for centering, or for the coincidence of the optical axes of
the different lenses, fix a white paper disk about one-eighth inch in di ameter with sharp outline, in the center of a black surface, and look at
it when placed in a good light at a distance of 30 to 40 feet. If the
image of the disk.when a little out of focus is surrounded on all sides
by a uniform haze, the .centering is good.:
Astronomical objects are sometimes preferred for testing as follows:
the corrertion^fcir spherical aberration is well made when the image of
a star, under favorable conditions appears as a small well defined point
or round disk. Naving this in the best focus, the slightest motion of
the object glass out or in should enlarge the image.it remaining cir cular if the lens is symmetrical throughout .while in the most perfect
telescopes the image will enlarge to several concentric ringsicircular) of light before disappearing. An imperfect unsymmetrical lens,
will give distorted rings, or only a confused mass of irregularly col ored light. If the glass is not homogeneous, bright stars will show
"rings" which it is impossible to remove by perfection of figure or ad
justment. The defective portion can be found by covering up differ
ent portions of the object glass and testing.
The correction for chromatic aberration is well made, when after focus
sing on a bright object as the moon or Jupiter, pushing in the eyepiece
slowly will give a ring of purple and pulling it out, one of pale green,
thus showing that the extreme colors of the spectrum, red and violet
have been 'corrected.
The flathess of the field depends mainly upon the correction for the
spherical aberration of the eyepiece . It can be tested by drawing a
square some 5 to 8 inches on a side,with heavy black lines upon white
paper, and looking at it when flat and at such a distance as to nearly
fill the field of view. If the lines appear perfectly straight the
field is flat. A telescope may distort the image appreciably with
out introducing any error in ordinary work, but it is objectionable for
stadia work and inadmissable when measurements are to be taken in the
field with a micrometer eyepiece.
The object glass should be mounted so that its optical axis coincides
with the axis of the telescope tube. The object glass slide should be
parallel to this same line, and the vertical plane of collimation should
contain it when adjusted perpendicular th the telescope axis.
The rear end of the object glass slide is sometimes supported by an
adjustable collar for ease in meeting the above requirements, .but with
first class workmanship it is usually considered unnecessary, while it
adds an element of instability . The accuracy of workmanship can be
appreciated by remembering that 10 seconds of arc will subtend only
.000049 of an inch for«focal length of 10 inches.
The object glass slide is tested by placing the vertical wire in ad justment for distant objects, (slide drawn in) and then testing the adjust
ment for near ones (object glass slide pushed out). This is of more im
portance for ordinary instruments than for geodetic and astronomical
ones where the precaution is taken to not disturb the slide or focus of
the object glass between sights which are combined on the supposition of
& fixed line of collimation. This is possible for sights over 1 1/2
miles long.no matter what the inequality, while it is not. for short sights
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unless
they are nearly
The horizontal
line ofequal.
collimation is1 not restricted as closely as tne
vertical, so that if it is adjusted parallel to the object glass slide
the deviation from the optical axis of the object glass or from the axis
pi the telescope Kill have no appreciable effect.
35. LEVEL TOKS3. These for accurate work are "accurately ground with
emery on a revolving arbor which has been turned so as to give the desired
curvature. The tube is slonly rotated about its axis so as to distribute
the grinding uniformly around the circumference. The surface is then pol
ished ,the tube filled and tested on a level tester for uniform curvature
by noting if equal angular changes t ill give a uniform motion of the bub
ble, for delicate levels, the defects found after this rough grinding
must be corrected , requiring repeated trials and much skill and patience .
The upper inner surface ,alien completed, must be highly polished to
render the friction of the bubble as small and uniform as possible.
The tube should be of anifocw, bore and thickness and of hard glass .
The liquid used for filling is usually alcchol for the more common
levels, alcchol with a little ether added for fluidity for more sensitive
ones, and sulphuric ether, with possibly a little chloroform for the most
sensitive ones.
Por delicate levels a chamber is added at one end so that the bubblecan
always be used at about its normal length for greater convenience and
accuracy; a change of length with the temperature changing the zero if
the curvature or size at one end differs from that at the other while
a short bubble is more sluggish and its position of rest more effected
by friction and by local defects of the tube than a long one. The best
results nill be obtained with the length used by the maker in testing
the tube. The tube should not be directly held in rigid metallic sup
ports on account of the danger of distortion from pressure due to chang
es of temperature. The support should be at two points only and
with rings of cork or other yielding material which nill give sufficient
stability.
A very sensitive level should be inclosed in a glass box or tube so as
to forw a closed air space, to diminish local distortion from sudden
changes of temperature.
The value of a division should be determined for different portions of the
the tube to test uniformity, and at different temperatures to determine
the temperature coefficient if any.
An appreciable coefficient will usually denote a cramping of the tube
by the supports.
38. GHADOATBD CIBCLE3. The process of graduating a circle is essential
ly one of copying the divisions of another circle. The circle to be cop
ied is usually some 3 feet or. more in diameter, in which the graduated er
rors have been carefully determined. This is mounted and well centered
on a heavy axis firmly supported in the graduating engine. The new cir
cle is placed upon the old, and centered. One method of centering is by
allowing the vertical arm of a sensitive level to rest against the inner
surface of the hollow axis as both circles rotate. The level is radial
and pivoted at the upper end of the vertical arm to the fixed frame above
so that any eccentricity as the circle rotates nill move the vertical arm
radially and thus change the level.
The lines are made by a tool having an automatic cut in a radial direc
tion, the circle being turned division by division as read by a microscope
fixe&above the large circle or fed automatically by a norm gear acting
on th* circumference of the circle. In the latter case the gear is ad
justed by oareful test until equal motions of the norm wheel will rotate
the circle through equal angles. This done, the work proceeds automatical
ly with but little hand labor. Busing this work the temperature must
toe kept very constant in order to avoid distortion from unequal- expan
sion.
With a tenrinch circle.an error of 0.0001 of am Inch in a division or
in centering will give an error of 0.0001 .» 5 sin 1" =4.1 second3;show-ipg the extreme accuracy necessary in centering and in graduating a circle
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s<uch is to be read to tenths of seconds.
Pive-minute spaces are usually the finest cut .upon large circles, and
13,20 or 30-minute spaces are the smallest upon smaller circles. Inter
mediate readings are taken with verniers or micrometer microscopes. The
vernier is too sell known to need a description here.
Por an illustrated description of the nes dividing engine used by Pauth
4 Cgv °f Washington, see Zeit .fur. Inst. 1394, p.84. 3ee also D.3.C. 3 G.
8. I3fs.ipp. 12.
3?. MICROMETER MICR03C0PE3 . These are usually used in place of ver
niers when readingsfiner than about 5" are required. Cross hairs are at
tached to a frame which is moved through a box perpendicular to the mi
croscope tube by an accurate micrometer screw working against spiral
springs, as shoicn in Pig. 2 9.

If the microscope has a flat field and the screw a uniform pitch, the ap
parent motion of -the crosshairs across the limb, will be proportional to
the turns of the screw, giving an accurate means of subdividing the spaces
on the limb. A common division of the limb is into 5 minute spaces, the ob
jective being placed at such a distance that 5 turns of the screw sill
move the sires over one space; each turn will then give a minute, narked
by a tooth on the comb in the edge of the field, as shown, while seconds
can be read from the head of the screw by dividing it into 60 equal
parts.
Two parallel hairs are usually used, placed far enough apart so that
when brought over a division a bright line sill 3how on each side between
the hair and scratch;the equality in width of these light lines being
judged more accurately than the bisection of a scratch by a single hair
To take a reading, the micrometer screw is turned with the increasing
numbers on the head, moving the hairs from zero of the comb back to the
first division of the limb to the rightfapparent left), the number of teeta
passed and the reading of the head giving the ni<rates and seconds from
the division to the zero. Osually the motion of the scres is reversed,
turning against the graduation on the head, until the hairs bisect the
division to the left of the zero. Only the reading on the head is noted
and this, should differ but slightly from the first if the microscope is
adjusted so that 5 complete turns cover an average space.
It is often thought desirable to make the bisection with the positive
motion upon the screw, rather than with the return motion from the spring,
to avoid the lost motion. The observer however can work more accurate
ly if free to move the hairs either say to perfect a bisection, than if
he can only move them in one direction, turning back and moving up a
second time if he passes the scratch.
The lost motion sill be extremely small if the micrometer is in good
condition. fl test of the nearness with which a bisection can be dupli
cated by eacn nethod sill decide which should he used in a given case.
The probable error of a single bisection should be about T .Z.
33. THf RON OP Ti3 MICROMETER: The micrometer is adjusted ,as stat
ed in 537, so that the nominal number of turns .usually 6,will move
the hairs over a 5-minute space. This can only be approximately realized
osing to the imperfections of the micrometer and graduated circle , the
inaccuracies of bisection and reading, and the disturbance due to changes
is temperature,.
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Hie, correction for ran is mad^'several different ways by different ob
servers .shile many equally good observers regard it as a refinement which
it is a waste of time to attempt to make.
The method given by B.D.Cutts.Asst. U.3.C.& G. 3urvey, in App,9 Report
for lB82,appears to be one of the most reasonable. f\ mean of the first
and second readings is taken which averages the errors of bisection and
gradaatioo for the two scratches. The differences between the means of
the first readings and those of the second for each Beading taken in ob^
serving angles at-the station are entered in a column and added and *>«
taken for the average run of the micrometer. The error in pitch
of the screw.due to the lack of adjustment, is distributed proportionally
to the length.
let a be the first reading, b.the second reading; i*, the average run of
the micrometer, positive when the first readings average greater than the
second.
a
Correction to a " —
300"
Correction to b = r
( 300" -rb)
300"
The mean , m
• JJili
2
Correction to m = E_ (300 -(a+b))43Q0"
Correction to ■ = -£2 _mm 300
-T_
„i
(, 30)
This correction has the same sign as r( t £fa - b} » n) for a £ Z 30*
and the opposite sign for m- > Z 30".
In the record book, the aean of the first micrometer readings is taken,
also that of the second, for each reading of the circle, the difference is
pat in thfe r coUim and the mean in the m column; after the average r has
been found, the correction for each m is taken from the Table III computed
froa (23).) and applied to n> with its proper sign, giving the corrected read
ings. Por an example, see The Porm of Record Book 543. 3ee also the Run
of the Micrometer by George Davidson, in 1J.3.C.* G.3. Report for 1934, App. 3.
39. BRROB3 OP GRADUATED CIRCLE3
These may be doe to an eccentricity
of the upper motion or inner axis with reference to the center of the
graduation, or they may be due to errors in the division lines themselves
The error due to the plane of the circle not being horizontal when the
axis of the upper motion is vertical as indicated by the levels remain ing in the center during rotation, is 30 small in an instrument in which
the limb will remain flush with the vernier, or the micrometer microscopss
in focus daring rotation, that it can be neglected.
The error due to eccentricity is of more importance with instruments for
Ordinary surveying «ork than with those for geodetic or astronomical work,
for with the latter all the microscopes or verniers are used in making a
reading.and it can be readily shown that the mean of any number of equi distant
is free
eccentricity.
Let 6 verniers
be the center
of from
the graduated
circle, C .the center of the axis
for the upper motion; EE' the line joining the centers; z" the angle AGE,
made up of the index reading z and the
micrometer.- readings A,B,C;and e
( the
.rr- measure)
eccentricity G<J ..
Por 2 micrometers 180° apart.
Prom the 1st. / = z + A - e sin z"
* * 2nd. z'. » z + B - e sin(130 +/ )
= z + B + e sin /
BeaoTalae,
e' * w + l/8f»»B), which is
free froa eccentricity.
Por 8 micrometers 120° apart
Prom the 1st., 2' = z * A - e sin z
2nd., z' = z + B - e sin(120 + ZJ
Fi.a.-M.
3rd. z' = z + B - e sin (240 */J
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% 83, sin (120 + z^t sin( 240+z'.) = 2 sio(180 +z'.) cos 50°
=-2 sin z' . * 1/2
=-sin z'.
" fean valae,
z> = 2 + V3(A + B + C), which is free
from eccentricity.
3imilarly it can be shown that the mean of any number of equidistant
micrometers will be free from eccentricity.
3ome instrument makers put in radial abutting
capstan' head screws between the circle and hollow
axis which supports the upper motion s0 that the
eccentricity can be adjusted out before the plate
is serened fast to the flange of the axis.
The graduation errors- proper are divided into
accidental and periodic. The former folio* the
lar of errors of observation given .in Least 3quares,
hence their effect is diminished as the square root
of the number of lines used.
The latter occur at regular intervals according to. some law, and may there
fore be expressed as functions of the reading itself. The sum of all the
corrections for periodic error, including those for eccentricity, must^have
the general form
* H) = u'. sin('z.NJ'.)+u"sin(2z.NT)'Hi'." sin(3z» U") + etc. (21)
where "+('z) denotes the correction to the angle z and u'.,t]'.,a" ,0" ,etc. ,
are constants. The shorter the period of any error, the higher is the
multiple of z in the term representing it.
Chauvenet, Astronomy, Vol. II, p. 52, shows what terms are eliminated by
taking the mean of a number of equidistant microscopes and how to deter
mine The constants for a giv
en circle by taking equidis tant readings around the cir
cumference. N.3.ffoodward,
Beport, Chief of EngBs.U.3.A,
1879, Part III,App.V.M.,p.l974,
takes up the terms not elim
inated by means of a number of
equidistant microscopes and
finds their effects upon a
measured .angle. Ne shows that
if the distance between ver
niers be divided by the num
ber of repetitions of the an
gle, and the circle v« moved
forward by this quotient each
time so that the initial read
ings be evenly distributed
over the space between two mi
croscopes, nearly all the terms
will be eliminated from the
mean. Also that the remain
ing terms tend to add up to
zero or eliminate as the num
ber of observations increases
so that the effect may be
neglected with a large num
ber of observations.
In applying the formulas to
some of the Lake 3urveys insts.,
Pri.Tri. U.3.L. 3urvey, 1882,
he finds periodic errors rang
ing fron, 1" .7 to ?.
In 3negmuller's Price List
for 1901, p.7, are given the
""Alt-Azimuth,
comparisons of 0° 10' spaces
=. u.mir* r.„„.
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10" srpart aroand the circle for 6 , 3-inch circles made for the 6eol.
3urrey. The greatest discrepancy is r.53. He claims that usine his en
gine automatically the errors will be from 3" to 3", shile if corrected
settings are made for the main divisions no line rill be oat more than 1" .
40 REPEATING AND DIRECTION INSTRUMENT3 . The component parts have
been quite fully described in the preceeding paragraphs, and the Preach, re
peating circle in524. An 8-inch repeating instrumentl.having a micrometer
eyepiece) reading to W by verniers, as made by C.L.Berger, is shown in Pig. 33
The circle is from 8 to l£ inches for primary A'n and from 5 to 9 inch
es for secondary and tertiary. The poser of the telescope varies from about
60 to 33 with a diameter of object glass from about 2 1/4 to 1 1/4 inches.
Tiro verniers or microscopes are common and the upper and lower motions are
the same as sith the ordinary transit.
To repeat an angle, the upper notion is set at the desired initial read ing and the telescope pointed on the left hand object by the loser motion;
it is then pointed on the right-hand object by the upper motion ,back to
the left-hand by the loser and to the right-hand by the upper, etc., until
the desired number of repetitions has been reached,
A IJ.3.C.3urvey direction instrument is shown in Pig. 34. . The only es
sential difference between this and the repeating instrument is in the
removal of the tangent screw for .the loser motion shich prevents the use
of the ordinary method of repeating angles;the object being to add to the
stability of the circle.
3ometimes the loser mo
tion is wholly removed
so that the circle can
only be rotated by mo
tion; below the level
ing screws, bat this ar
rangement is less con
venient. Rather larg
er circles are used
than for repeating in-,
struments for the same
class of work, 15 to 13inch circles being com
mon, with about 3 inches
as a minimum. Microm
eter microscopes are used
in place of verniers, 3
for the larger and- 2 for
the smaller circles.
The telescope can be
made to transit, as shown
in Pig. 33 in which case
a vertical circle is ad
ded large enough to meas
ure vertical angles.
Many observers, however,
prefer short standards
for greater stability
which requires that the
telescope be taken out
of the ?'s for reversal ,
and often that vertical an
gles be measured with
another instrument.
41. ADJU3TMENT3. Plate
levels perpendicular to the
vertitfsl aiis.
These are adjusted as ustfal.
12-incl1 coast 5urvey Theodolite.
Ling o,f colligation per-
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pendicular to telescope axis when focussed for parallel rays. 3ight to a
rell defined distant point and clamp the horizontal motions. Reverse the
telescope by carefully lifting it from the Y's and changing the ends of
the axis. Adjust until the point is covered by the cross hair, in both
positions of the telescope,
3priaatalitT of telsafiojs axis- This can be ad justed by means of the
striding level more accurately than by the method used for smaller in
struments.
- la&si error oj vertical circle. Take a reading with telescope direct
and another witb telescope reversed upon a well defined point with bab
ble of reference level in the center, or the readings corrected for the
oat of level. Half the sam of the readings Till give the true vertical
angle.and half the difference the index error.
Accuracy of adjustment is of less importance than with the smaller in—strunents used in ordinary surveying, because the observations are ar ranged to eliminate errors of adjustment. Thus if the line of collima tion is not J. to the axis.rt will describe a cone as the telescope ro tates; so that in plunging up or down through a distant signal the line
Till not follow the vertical through the signal but will cut the plane
through the vertical perpendicular to the great circle through the points
in an hyperbola having its vertex -at the height of the instrument and
itsTheaxis
horizontal.
horizontal
angle measured is then from a point at a distance x,
see Pig. -Ss.to the left of the section. Upon rever
sal the measurement Kill be taken from a point Y. to
i i .
the right. But if the collimation error has remain- .Htujit .ffiafcAaa*
ed constant and the axis is horizontal,! Kill equal
,.,
x and the error of collimation will be eliminated by
takingithe
mean. axis is not horizontal Then the
If Tfie telescope
plate levels are in the center, the line through the
V
distant signal Kill not be vertical but inclined ,reI rWKT.
ferring the horizontal angle to a point at a dis tanee x tb the left,as in Pig. >* Opon reversal,the
plate levels remaining in the oenter.the error will
77."
be the asm but in the opposite direction . The mean will eliminate the
error as before.
48. D8TBBIHJAH0N Of ID3TH0T1E3TAL CON3TANT3. Value oj I4 of level.
3et up the instrument on a firm support where it nill be protected from
sadden, changes of temperature, and place the level on the telescope »ith
the two tabes parallel. If the tube is chambered, take a ba-bole of about
normal length. Hove it by means of the vertical tangent screw from one
end of the tube to the other back and forth, setting at regular istervals
in seconds and reading both ends of the bubble.
If the circle cannot be read cl°«ly enough rod readings at a distance
of 103.1 feet will give 2" per .001 foot on the rod.
Value of la of micrometer eyepiece. If the screw is norizontalUhich
can be tested by noting if notion of the screw cnanges the altitude oi
the horizontal hair) put the micrometer at a given readiag and sight to a
»ell defined point by the upper motion and read the circle; turn the mi crometer.say 5 tarns, and bring the hairs upon the same point by the up perjmotion.then read the circle; continue the process until the desired ac
curacy has been secured.
The differeace in the oiraie readings divided by the number of turns will
give the value of one tarn for the different parts of the screw.
If the screw is vertical, the same method may be employed with the verti
cal circle if it is suitable.
A more accurate method involving more labor is by means of following
a ciroumpolar star near upper culmination for the horizontal screw or
near elongation for the vertical screw nith the circle clamped,depend
ing upon the observed time intervals for the angles as described in
Chauvenet's or Doolittle's Astronomy in connection nith the zenith telesscope.
Tire intervals. These may be determined by the methods given for 1
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of the micrometer.
The circle can be investigated by the methods referred to $39, while
the methods for the telescope have already been given.
43. TNE fGTN0D 0P DIRECTI0N 0B3ERVATI0N3 IN N0RIZ0NTAL ANCLE3. This
is the most common method in this country with a direction instrument.
A reference line is taken, which itay be the signal tost easily seen under
varying atmospheric conditions , or a mark set for the purpose at a suf
ficient distance to avoid changing focus (not less than 1 1/2 miles).
The signals are sighted in order around the horizon in the direction
of the graduation, beginning with the reference line, and the micrometers
read for each; the telescope is then reversed, not changing the ends of
ths axis in the y's if it. has to be taken out for reversal, and the sig
nals are sighted in the reverse order around the horizon, ending with
the mark. This forms a set, and as many are takes as repaired.
Ihe first signal each time should be approached with the telescope
from the same direction as for the others in the half set so that the
tendency of the circle to be dragged around by the friction of the upper
motion will be taken up before the first reading. Before each set the
circle is shifted so that the readings fon each single object are uni
formly divided over the whole circle. In order to eliminate periodic
error, as pointed out in %39. the circle should be shifted each time ap
proximately 330° + mn, where n is the number of sets, and m the number
of equidistant microscopes. If the instrument is in good adjustment.it
will not be necessary to reverse the telescope in the middle of each set
provided that the observations are equally divided between the two po
sitions.
3ometimes the sweep of the horizon includes the reference line at the
end of the first half of the series and at the beginning of the second,
especially if many stations are included in the series. This serves to
detect instability of the circle.
If the instrument has no lower motion it is inconvenient to shift the
circle after each set. The Coast 3urvey practice in such cases is to
choose either 5 or 7 positions, equidistant 350° + 5 or 350" .+ 7, and take
an equal number of sets in each position; such that the total shall give
theIn required
accuracy.
the reference line, the zero of the micrometer should be
setting upon
advanced l/n of the smallest division of the limb each time, in order to
distribute the micrometer readings uniformly over the space. This will
give a uniform division of the readings upon each of the other objects
sighted, so that the average of the micrometer readings upon ea'ib object
will be nearly the same, and the correction for error of runs for each
angle will disappear.
The objections to this method of observing angles are thus stated in
the N.f. 3. 3ur. Report for 1337 by Mr.?lilson. "An objection to the
method of directions is that it is very difficult, practically impossi
ble indeed, to secure full sets upon ordinary points where the highest
degree of precision is desirable and where broken sets are decidedly
objectionable. In addition to this drawback to the method, another and
very serious one arises from the length of time consumed in taking read
ings and bisections to several distant primary stations.
"hen the theodolite is supported upon a high tower, as is frequently the
case, the entire instrument is continually twisting in azimuth as the tow
er is subjected to the heat of the sun's rays. \"t is therefore of gre^t
importance that the intervals between sights should be as short as pos sible and that the two series in each set should be taken in about the
same space of time.
Prequently however, one-half of a set may be taken
in five minutes,while the other may require tan or fifteen". The broken
sets are afterwards filled up by new sets including the missing sta
tions and the reference line.
44. TNE METN0D 0P 3IMPLE ANGLE MEA3UREMENT. In this the number of
points in each series is reduced to the smallest possible number, or two.
The angle betoreen each signal and the reference line,or the angles between
adjacent signals ,can be measured independently. 0r, the measurements
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can be so arranged th^fbetween n, stations n, (aj-i) '+ 2 angles will be
measured; starting with the first station as a reference line and swing
ing to the right to each of the others />ill give n, - 1 angles, Pig. 36,
then from the second to each of the others to the right (not including
the first) n, - 2 angles; then from the third;etc; to the n, - 1 from which
only one angle is measured.
fie atrm of the series = first tern plus last term, multiplied by one-half
the number of terms, =
1) + J(n,- 1) * 2 * M n. - 1) + 2, as stated;
above. This gives the same number oi pointings ,( n,
.upon each signal.
Bach angle is repeated the same number of times, and this number is taken
large enough to give the required accuracy
To eliminate periodic error, the initial reading
for each repetition of an angle is increased
by 360° sn ,as in §43. « being the number of
microscopes and n the number of repetitions
of the angle. To reduce the affect of ac
cidental circle errors, 5chreiber,Zeit. far
Vermess. p.p. 209 -240, 1878, divides the dis
tance between initial readings for the difFi<yifc.
ferent repetitions of an angle (360 + mn)
by the amber of angles, n, - l.to be meas
ured from the first reference station, and increases the initial reading
for each new angle by this amount, starting from zero.
The initial readings tor the angle* measured from the other stations
a- initial lines, are taken from the first, using one each time which has
not already been used with either of the lines forming the angle. An ex
ample of the settings at a station where 3 signals are, sighted may be
see™ in H.Y. 3. Report, 1837, p. 145.
This method requires the same number of pointings and readings as the
preceding fortwo stations, 4/3 as many for 3 stations, 6/4 as nany for 4
stations, etc. , provided the risibility of the signals will allow of al
ways taking full sets by the first method, Por long lines, as in primary
triangulation, these ratios will be less owing to imperfect sets by the
first method, while if the delays in waiting for signals to show in order
to complete sets
taken into account, the advantages will often be
with this method.
Another advantage of this method is that angles can be measured whenever
twp signals are visible, provided atmospheric conditions are favorable,
allowing more time to be utilized while in the field, and each signal to
be sighted when under the most favorable conditions as to illumination
and steadiness.
45. THE METHOD OP BIPETITION3 . The impression is quite general that
this method will not give as good results as those with a drreetiou
instrument described above, but tlie method has been a favorite one with
many most excellent observers,aad the results obtained have fully jus tifiad their preference. When the upper motion is always rotated in
the same direction .errors due to twist of observing stand^drag of cir
cle by friction of upper motion,travel of clamps,etc., are not eliminated
by reversing the telescope, and the resulting angles will usually be too
small although sometimes too large. This is obviated by taking one-half
the repetitions upon the angle, and the other half upon its explement,
always stringing from left to right with the upper motion. , Errors which
tend to make the anfla~ too small will thus also tend to make the exriemeat too small, or the angle derived from it too large.
6in the H.Y.3. 3urvey the practice was to take three repetitions ;j of
the same angle with telescope direct, reading the circle at beginning and
end;then three repetitions of the eiplement with telescope reversed, still
swinging the upper motion with the graduatioa„which is equivalent to "un
winding the circle, i.e., the third repetition will bring the reading back
nearly to the initial one. The explement thus only enters in the direc
tion of the swing for the-inrwr notion, and not in the figures recorded.
They took 6 sete of 6 repetitions each for an angle, and the results with
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only an 8-inch circle sere as satisfactory on primary work as~.ifTh a di rection instrument.
.The angle from a reference line around to each signal can be measured;
the required angles then resulting as sums or differences of the measured
ones without the labor of station adjustment;or the angles nay be meas
ured as shown in Pig. 36. The initial readings for the different sets of
an angle should differ by 360°/mn as usual, while if the angles are meas
ured as in Pig. 36 the additional precaution can- be taken of having no
two readings alike upon the same signal.
46. CONDITION3 PAVORABLE POR OB3ERVING. To support the instrument tri
pod, or stand, three solid posts are set in the ground vertically some two
feet with tops level, one for each tripod leg, and well tied together and
braced by nailing on boards. The dirt* is then tamped around the posts and
the center often filled with- stone. Men an elevated observing stand is
used,see $33 the tripod or inner tower supports the instrument directly
without the tripod, and the outer tower the observer.
In all cases the height of the instrument should be such that the ob server can look through the telescope when standing erect comfortably
3ome observers use a more or less portable observatory for the pro tection of the instrument from sun and air currents while observing, but
the more common practice is to use a tent for primary and secondary'
work, and an umbrella or other simple shelter for tertiary. The tents
used on the N.Y.3. 3urvey were octagonal for ground stations and souare
for elevated observing stands, both 8 feet in diameter,with walls 6 -feet
high, and made of 3 oz.duck. They -are supported by 8 poles, one in the
center of each side for the square tent. The wall is in one piece, sup ported at the top by 3mall pockets which slip over the tops of the
poles, with a flap one foot wide at the bottom to tack to the floor to
shut out the wind and dust, and a triangular shaped door laree enouga to
admit instrument boxes as well as the observers. The top is in one
piece ,held up in the center a foot above the eaves by a rope attached to
a small thimble sewed on the outside, with flaps about a foot wide at
the eaves which are strapped to the walls. Guy ropes extend from near
the tops of the poles to pegs if on the ground, or to the railings or other
parts of the observing stand- if elevated. Ploor space is better econ-=
omized by placing the tent eccentric over the station on account of stor
ing instrument boxes, etc. Care should be taken not to obstruct linesoi sight by tent poles.
The walls can be lowered a foot for observing, or a window, one foot
wide can be cut around the tent at the height of the eye or telescope and
covered by a flap on each side when not in use.
Tower sheets of 3. oz. duck are sometimes used on two sides of an ele
vated observing tower to protect the inner or instrument stand from the
wind to prevent vibration,or from the sun to prevent station twist, the
exposed stand having a tendency to rotate in azimuth with the sun during
a bright sunny day and to return at night.
The best tine for observing is on a day when the sky is overcast; next
to this is a calm, pleasant, late afternoon; evenings from about an hour
after sunset until about midnight are also favorable.
The hours for observing upon the U.3. C. 4 G.3urvey are in the summer
season, from sunrise until 8 a.m. and from 4 p.m. until sundown. Verti
cal angles are measured from 12 m. to 1 p.m. and in the afternoon until
within an hour of 3undown.
Lines of sight passing close to the surface are most disturbed by heat
wave and other atmospheric disturbances, producing the appearance in the
telescope often described as "boiling*. Lines over furnaces and cities
are objectionable,while those over bodies of water are not usually so
clear as those over land; high lines are least affected by atmospheric
disturbances.
the readings for an angle should be distributed over different days
or divided between forenoon and afternoon, to equalize the effects of
lateral refraction ,side illumination of signals, etc. No readings
sAould be taken under any improper conditions of the atmosphere, as shown
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chiefly by the appearance of the signals. The instrument should be hand
ed with a light too* and with a certain degree of rapidity,yet in co«=
Pieting a pointing It should be done carefully and deliberately,withont
worry or bias as to the resalt.satchiag the signal long enough to be
certain that it is really in the line of colliaation and not teaporar ily there due to oarallaa or a sadden change of refraction either lat
eral or vertical.
47. aCCUBACY 0P BE30MS. The limiting error adopted by the 0.3.C. 4 G.
3urvey in closing triangles, is 3 seconds for primary triangles, 5 for sec
ondary, and 12 for tertiary. The average errors in closing are of coarse
very much less.
for secondary rork.the range of values for an angle is given by Geo.
Cntts..a Coast 3urvey authority, at from 5 to 5 seconds, and the probable
error as found by comparing the separate values rith the mean, not over
9.8 second. These values are given to aid the observer in jadging of
the accuracy of his results uhile still in the field.
0n the N.Y.3. 3urvey the observing party took the precaution to adjust
the observations at a station nhile still in the field, in order that ex
tra sets could be taken, or defective ones repeated, in case some of the
directions did not shor sufficient accuracy. Tne limit for the mean
square error of a direction was placed at 0^5 for primary work,and 1".0
for secondary and tertiary.
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49. PNA3E. In bisecting a bright, reflecting cylindrical signal, seen
against a dark ground in sunlight, the apparent center rill nasally be
on one side of the true one,o*ing to phase.
Let r = radius of the cylinder;=<= the angle
between sun and signal (measured at the ob
serving station at the time of the observations);
D = the distance to the station , ft = the cor
rection to the angle in seconds.
(a) Pointing made upon the bright reflecting
line.
sin a= r sin(90-l/2n) » D ,or
F'wvV).
.
B" r cos
D sin1/2"
1"
KW
f» being so small that sin a =l»sin 1'
{ b) Pointing made by bisecting the illuminated portion.
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Bisect the angle PCG.or 83, subtending tlie illumin
ated portion as seen by tlfe observer, at C, by CE
for the line of sight. Then PCO • '3'+fi; 00G =
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) - (3 » |i ) * sin 1" = r"1* B.
-ll) = (3 -p.) sin 1" • r sinK - 90)/0 °
r oos»< / D.
cu Dtracting,
.i
2 psij, A"»M+eos*)r/D»2 cos l/2<<r/D,by
11J
F«J-3&.'i -l

c
50. ECCENTRICITY. The signals- daring the measurement of angles should
be carefully watched, and if at any. tine found oat of center the amount and
direction vith reference to one of the sides should be measured and the
date noted. By plotting this data to a large scale and laying off the
lines to the other stations wvth a protractor, any X can be scaled mth saf;
ficient accuracy..
If e • J. distance from the signal to the line joining the stations,
Correction for eccentricity «
§—T.
( 5-as
D sin I"
1 **»
which will apply to each line wbether the eccentricity he that ol signal
or instrument. A sufficiently accurate value of 0 can be found by solv
ing the triangles rith the approximate angles. Then the instrument is
set ap at an appreciable distance from the station point the following
formula is often used:
[jet C be the station; 8 the instrument; A3 6 the meas
ured angle; ACE the required one. Measure also
CEB.and CE = a;and find D and [f by an approximate
r?T
,
solution of the triangles.
ACB ' AEB + BBC - 3AC
i\
.7 B
But 3BC °

a sin QBE .
m a sin
Jf sin 1" - sw'
D sin
BBC and EAC being so small that for their
we can use the angles in seconds into sin
3ubstituting,
ACB = ABB +-a sin CBB^ a sin C3A
IT. sin 1' 0 sin V

C8A
V
sines
1" .
.

ho

CNAPTER If..
BA3E
LINE3.
51. BA3E [iIN3 3ITES. Primary bases are from 3 to 11 miles long.and are
placed fron 300 to 500 miles apart;secondary from 2 to 3 miles, and from
50 to 150 miles apart; tertiary from 1/2 to 1 1/2 miles, and from 25 to 40
miles apart.
They should be so arranged that the sides of all important triangles
can be checked from a second base. If the country is very flat, the base
can be placed anywhere to fit the main triangulation,but if rough it
may have to first be selected and the triangulation fitted to it.
The scheme for connection must be worked up for each particular case.
The small length of base in comparison with the distances computed from
it, has led =n the attempt to measure accurately, to forms of primary base
apparatus. rhicn require a line to be graded longitudinally to slopes of
not more than 5° or 5° for a width of 10 or 12 feet . greater elevattions being overcome by vertical offsets.
52. BABLY P0RK3 0P BA3E APPARATU3. Wooden rods were at first mainly
ased. A set consisted of 3 or 4 rods, which were placed end to .end begin
ning at the end of the base, the rear one was then moved forward and
placed in contact with the front one, etc. Abandoned at Bonnslow Neath,
ling. Qrd. 3ar., on account of changes of length due to moisture ,and
glass rods su.b3titn.ted.
Borda Apparatus. Pig. 40. 4 base bars; 2 toises (= 3.393" ) long
each of 2 flat strips, upper of copper, lower of platinum, fastened together
at rear end; difference in
expansion measured at front
end by graduated scale on
copper and vernier on plati
num at B/ from which temper
ature or change in length
inferred. "Contact" by
slide C.read by microscope
D. 3heltered by Board
cover above the bar.
3truve Apparatus. Iron rod wrapped in cloth and raw cotton. Mer curial thermometer near each end with bulb let into body of bar Con
tacts by contact lever of Pig.41,a spring yielding
as the contact end is pushed back by the next bar
until the arm reads zero on the scale.
s=.t~««
0ffsets to the ground made with a transit at right
sogles and 25 feet distant; the position being held
over night by a slide and cube on the top of an .iron
pin driven 2 feet into the ground.
t Bessel Apparatus. Pig. 42. Components iron and
zinc forming a metallic thermometer like Borda's
Expansion. and contact by slim glass wedge_betwaen
the knife edges at A and B .the
wedge ordinates increasing by 0.01
Paris line, = .0039 inch.
Ian
Colby Accaratus. the components
brass and iron are used to compen
sate for temperature, and not to meas
ure expansion as with the Borda and
Bessel. The bars are placed side by
side and fastened,** the center as shown.
The microscopic dots, a ,a' on the
compensating levers remain
fixed for equal changes of
temperature
in the tio rods.
ria.H».
These dots are on the side
of the case so that the microscopes of Pig.44 can be. placedover them"
one over its dot directly, the other over the dot of the other bar by
pushing the bar back for "contact? The axis in Pig.44 serves as a tel
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esoope tube for transfers to the ground, its verticality
beiag indicated by the attached level. The telescope
A
shown at A serves to align the microscope case. The up-A^
per plate connecting the microscopes is brass, the loner
iron, compensating the distance between the dots, a, a'.
The bar is 10 feet long and the microscopes 6 inches
apartFijv-wd
Bx.3 Pind the units of the Borda scale, Pig. 40, such that an increase
of one in differential expansion shall indicate an expansion of V pec
meter for the measuring component. Length for dif. expansion assumed=
3 .sr
ix. 3. find the error ia the computed length of the Eessel (2 toise)
base apparatus due to a difference of 1° in the temperature of the two
components.
Ex.3. Pind the length of the compensating levers of Pig.43,i-or a dis
tance of 3 inches between the two components.
5§. BACH8-3URDBMAN APPARATU3. I3ee C.3.R, 1373, App. 12) Length 5""
As seen in the Pig.
the two component
bars are rigidly at
tached at the rear
end 1io the block A,
and supported by rollersjrtile the front
ends are connected
by a compensating
lever B. The con tact rod C projects
through the end of
the case,while the Borda scale D can be read through a window in the side.
The contact rod 3 at the rear end is held in position by the II levers P ,F,
rivotted at the bottom of the brass.
Its inner ernl knife edge rests against the cylindrical surface G. By
wringing the Wwe bar back through the case with a tangent screw, the con-:
tact rod resting against the rear bar, G,is forced ^bringing the bubble
contact level H to the center for. contact, when in this posi
tion the axis of the cylinder 3 is the axis of the level sector l,so that
inclining the bar for slopes does not disturb the contact distances or
level so long as the level sector tube remains horizontal.
The cross se-ctions of the Borda components are so arranged that, wiiile
the two have equal absorbing surfaces, their masses are inversely as their
specific heats, allowance being made for their different conducting powers,
Both surfaces are varnished to give equal absorbing power, and the whole
is protected by a double spar £iwiitd tin case painted wHite to prevent
rapid changes of temperature.
The heads of the supporting metallic tcipods are ad justcVLe. vertically,
laterally, and longitudinally ,the motions for the rear one being control
led by rods running to the contact man at the rear of the bar. 3ach tri
pod leg is adjustable by rack and pinion and by
foot screw.
The end of a bar is transferred by a transit at
right angles
54. POBRO APPARATO3. In this a return is made^o
the method of measurement with chain and pins, the
base bar taking the place of the chain,and 4 micro-:
scopes with very firm supports, that of the pins.
As originally designed the rod was made of fir,
varnished and encased in a copper tube; but as soon
modified, the fir was replaced by 2 metals, form
ing a Borda thermometer.
The microscope, Pig. 46, has 2 objectives, one for
plumbing over a point on the ground, and the other
for.sightind at the bar,a cap with a central open
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ing shutting oTT the light which does not pass through both when looking
at the bar.
The telescope of the rear stand is used for alignment by sighting along
the line at an offset target and then aligning the front stand, a scale tak
ing the place of the front telescope axis.
55. U.3. [..3. REP30LD APPA3ATU3. 3ee Pri.Tri.iJ.3.L.3an<ey, p. 133. This
is of the Porro type. The components .steel and sloe are placed side by side
in a 4-inch iron tube; they are fastened at the center and are free to exw
pand each way upon rollers; their ends are cut away to the neutral axes and
graduated platinum plates attached. In measuring the micrometer micro scope is set upon the zero of the steel bar for contact and a reading takan upon the nearest division of- the zinc for temperature.
The tube stands are placed at the ends of the bar or tube,so that the
front for the first position becomes without disturbance the rear for the
second position, etc. The tube is lengthened by a bracket at each end, the
rear one resting on a knob in the center of the tabe stand head, the front
one carrying 2 rollers, one Vr-shaped,which res* on tracks on the tube stand
head.
The microscope stand is placed opposite the tube stand,a long bracket
supporting
microscope
the end
The bar isthealigned
by a over
telescope
on of
the the
tubebar.
and its inclination meas
ured
leyel sector.
To with
set a a microscope
over the starting point, the tube stand head is re
moved and a telescope tube placed over the rock crystal knob marking the
point the end fitting accurately. The tube is made vertical by an attach
ed level tube and the microscope set on the zero of a horizontal scale at
the top; a direct and reverse reading eliminating any index error of the
scale. The tube is then removed and the end of the case bar brought un
der53.theIEANEZ
microscope.
APPARATU3. tEngrg.3ews, March 1884, p. 133). This is an out growth of experience in Europe with the complicated forms due to the use
of the Borda thermometer for
temperature or compensation.
The bar -is a 4™ 110" ,ironX-b'.r
without case or cover except a
large observing tent. Marks
are engraved on small platinum
disks at points 0.5 aparu; while
4 mercurial thermometers mth
bulbs encased in iron filings
are attached.
Underground! monuments are set
in advance dividing the base
line into day's wprks.and no
transfers to the ground are al
lowed at other points. Depen;
dence is placed upon rapid con.
tinuous work (160™ per hour,
Aarberger Base) between these
points, and the use of a shel
ter tent for freedom from er
rors due to instability and
to temperature changes
thlVh^'!^"6 ^soPe * 13 replaced by one having its axis near
the object end so that it can be made vertical and set over the monu
ment at 8; P is returned, and sighted to a target on the lina at A- the
next microscope stand is set up 4""ahead and a target at M.taking the
place of the telescope axis, is brought into line by sighting through fr
its aligning telescope is replaced and sighted to the target ahead; the
bar E is then brought under the microscopes W.,the dot b at the rear
end being accurately bisected, while the front microscope is moved longi
tudinally on the slide 3 to bisect the dot at the front end; the 3rd.
stand is set up like the 2nd. and the bar moved forward, linen a monu
ment is reached a stand is set over it as in starting, the bar put in por
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satioo and a. 1JZ" scale used to measure the distance from the microscope
to a l/2~ dot on the bar.
57. IT-3. C.3. 3EC0NDARY APPARATUS. vBep. 1830,App. 17) The construction
is clearl7 shown in Fig.48 from 3negmuller's Catalogue. The measuring
rod is steel 4™ or 5™ long. The outside tubes ace zinc, one fastened "to'
steel at the rear with its Borda scale at the front, the other at the
frost with scale at the rear, iach scale is read by a magnifying glass
at the top of the case. B is the tangent screw working against the
springs C «t the front end for contacts with the slide C. The mercurial
thermometer E is attached to the case and its bulb is not in contact with
.the bar.
The case is a pine joist about ? <P. The tripods are
mainly of wood;the cross bars can be clamped to the standards at any
height.

3ith the College bars the Borda readings have been abandoned as unsatisfactory;the case has been covered with hair felt and canvas;and the
thermoneter has been replaced by two near the quarter points with their
bulbs in close contact nith the .steel bar and surrounded by iron filings
53.U.3.C.3. GRIDIR0N C0MPEN3ATING APPARATU3. |Rep. 18B2,App. 7)
The ax- "
passion of the steel is balanced by that of the zinc for equal temperature,
changes for the two components,
The details of the secondary apparatus, %57, are elaborated for
the case, costacts, and tripods
iz. 1. Pind the lengths of the
components of Pig. 49 for a base i—a
G3
,
tor 5™ long.
i!Z.2. 3ketch the construc tion and find the lengths for a
brass and steel combination 5" long.
59. B.S.G.3. HJ.PliBX APPARATU3. ( Rep. 1897, App. 11). As seen in Pig. 50,
there are 2 separate bars rith contact slides, a steel tube and a brass
one. They are placed 1 1/3" apart in a brass tube, which can be rotated
I3O° about its axis in an outside usupporting tube. In use, double con-
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tacts ace made, steel to' steel and brass to brass, the accumulated differeotial expansion snowing itself by the movement of one rod npon the
other as noted by reading the vernier and scale at each end at the begin
ning and end of the measurement of the section.
About 2 reversals, or rotations of the tube, are required per day, arTanSed symmetrically as to rising and falling temperature and so as to
nave the same number of bars placed in each position.
The outer tube is covered with felt and canvas, and the bars are used
under a portable tent draws by a team as the stork proceeds. A speed of
&Q 5-meter bars an hour is claimed to be easily maintain w.
30. 3TANDABD3 0P WW. All measurements of the' Coast 3urvey have
been referred to one of the 18 original iron meter bars standardized in
1799 by the Prench Committee in terms of the toise which had served as
a standard unit in measuring the meridional arcs of Prance and Peru. In
3ov. 1899 the 3overnment received 3 platinum iridium bars of the Proto
type meter standardized by the International Bureau at Paris, and from
early in 1900 these have referred the Coast 3urvey standard to the Inter
national.
The length of the iron bar is now taken
= f + 0.3^ O.&P
as the result of recent comparisons, instead of
= 1" - 0.4** , as given in 1799.
In App. 5 of the Beport for 1393 it is stated that no legal standard
of weight or length was adopted by Congress until July l355(a Troughton
62 inch scale ha* oeen used by the Treasury Dept. as a standard in col lecting duties, etc.) when the metric system i?as legalized and the weights
and measures in common use sere defined in terms of the metric units giv
ing,
1 yard =
meters; 1 pound =
kg.
(25)
As a lesult the 3urvey now uses l™ = 3.2308 1/3 feet .instead of 1" =
3.280339 ft. as formerly.
3tandards are divided into line measures and end measures: with the
former the length is between the end surfaces,with the latter, between lines
or points near the ends.
31. C0KPA3&T3N3. In comparing two end measures they are placed between
parallel planes or spherical surfaces, first one and then the other, and the
change in position of one or both planes measured for the difference in
length of the two bars. With the old 3axon pyrometer of the C.3., one
planeAwas fixed on the top of the masonry 'pier,while the other, B,was
supported from a casting at the top of the second pier, being pusned towards
the first by a spring and held back by a delicate chain C wound around
the vertical cylinder D actuated "by a weaker spring.
In placing the bar between A and B.the
first spring insures contact and the
second tension in the chain, giving a
fixed position of the cylinder for a
rn
H3
I
fixed leagth;this is noted by reading
b
J*
through the telescope E a division of
the scale P reflected from a mirror
FicySi
on the cylinder. Ihen the other bar
is inserted, the cylinder has a different position, and another division
is read.
The contact level comparator is more convsnient. especially for field.
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comparisons. A contact level is usea at
each end to make certain that the bar
touches without undue pressure. The
The. micrometer scres A is timed
forcing the small rod 5 against the arm
of the level until the bubble reaches
the center.
The College field comparator has the
base bar contact slide in place of the
contact level.
To find the length of a 3™ bar, 5 1*" bars are each compared witli
the standard; they are then placed end to end compared with the 8™ bar .
In comparing line measures, micrometer microscopes are mounted on piers,
or on a rigid frame if changes in distance are frequently required, and
the difference in length obtained in terms of the serew.
Por comirensurate unit.a the aliquoit. parts are marked off on the
longer bars and comparisons made .sith the shorter one, the results, being
added as with end measures.

Pig. 53. snows a 1"" comparator used by the international Bureau.
2 tanks are for determining coefficients of expansion, one bar being heat
ed by circulating warm water through the pipes, while the other remains'
at a constant temperature. The microscopes shown are for reading the
thermometers near the bars.
The micrometer microscopes of the College line - measure comparator can be
placed at any distance apart frow 4" to 47"
52." MERCURIAL TNERK0MET3R3. Thermometers are divided into standard and
toxiliarn the s.cales of the former include both the boiling and the freez
ing point of water which allows of their being studied and standardized
each one independently; the scales of the latter do not contain both of
these fixed points and they can only be standardized by comparison with
some
Withother
glassthermometer.
,as with tempered steel, zinc and its alloys, and some other
substances, the volume changes lag behind the temperature changes, giving
rise to residual expansion. This is especially apparent in the variations
of the zero point, the volume of the bulb at the temperature of melting
ice depending .for some time upon the previous temperature of the ther
mometer. The depression of the zero, due to the slowness of the bulb in
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oontracting is produced much more rapidly for a given change of temper
ature than the elevation due to slowness in expanding; the rapidity of
both movements increases as the temperature is raised. 3pecial high
melting point glasses (the verre dar of the Prench, and the Jena of the
Germans) are made ichich have much less residual expansion than the crys
tal glass commonly used.
Hhen a thermometer of verre dur glass is heated from ordinary temperture to 100° ,the stable condition is reached in a fen minutes; when
cooled more than one-half of the residual expansion remains after £4
and the stable condition- is only reached after several (reeks. With crys-^
tal.the stable condition at 100" is reached in about an hour.shile months
are required after cooling.
Por the accurate determination of temperature, read the thermometer, then
plunge into melting ice and read; the difference will give the temperature
above 0" referred to the fundamental interval 0° to 100°, the 100° point
having been found by referring to 0°
the same way. 3mall bulbs are
often blown in the thbes of standard thermometers to aliow of the 0° and
100" points without too long a t-be.
fhe scales of the best thermometers are scales of equal parts etched on
the stems.
Ihe tube is calibrated by breaking off columns of mercury of different
lengths and noting the length in scale divisions astht^~* moved from end
to end of the tube (a small bulb at the top is necessary for this work) .
The 100° point is computed from the observed temperature in steam under
a given barometric pressure, and the 0° point by melting ice immediately
after, "1his gives the fundamental interval which is to be divided into
100 equal parts for the Cent, scale. The calibration corrections refer
these equal volume- parts to the scale divisions, so that the scale divis—
3 ions can be expressed in degrees. A perfect tube and scale within the
errors of observation is thus secured and residual expansion can be elim
inated in use. These corrected temperatures (including a correction for
pressure on the bulb) are called mercurial thermometer temperatures, and
they are usually accepted as standard, assuming the expansion of mercury
in glass to be proportional to the temperature.
The International Bureau has adopted the hydrogen scale as standard,
and by comparing the mercurial thermometer readings nits the correspond?!
ihg pressuresof a constant volume of hydrogen, by Variottes la.v, they
nave derived correction tables for different kinds of {Slass. The Coast
3urvey has also adooted the hydrogen scale.
The corrections for verre dur glass are as follows:
t Cor.
t Cor.
t Cor.
t " Cor.
t
Cor. t Cor.
-25° +0.233 0° 0.000 +25w-0,095 +45" -0.106 +65° -0.082 +85"
Hi. 038
20
.172 + 5 -0.028 30 w . 102~ 50
.103 70
.072 90
.026
15
. 119 10 .052 35 .106 55
.097 75
.062 95
.013
10
.073 15 -.070 40 .107 60
.090 80
.050 100
.000
5
.034 20 .085
See TttermomStrie de Precision, by Quillaume .Paris, 1889.
"
LENGTH OP APPARATU3. Prom uhat has been given in«50-6* the meth
od of finding the length of a base bar is evident. All the comparisons
except field comparisons are made in a room so protected that the daily
range of temperature is 3mall; thermometers are placed in contact with the
bars and a fen readings at a time are taken quickly before the heat of
the body causes a local disturbance of the temperature of the bars, the
latter being protected by a case or cover. With bars of the same mater
ial the actual temperature need not. be known very cleselyj, but the exact
difference is essential.
3ince the probable error in bisecting a line mth a micrometer micro scope under favorable conditions is given in i. 25 as fl.25^ upon the retinas
g^glgg - 0.13* upon the scale ,and 0°.01C changes the. length of a steel
-bar 0.12* per meter, attention should be given to securing good temper
ature conditions, and to avoid the accumulation of constant errors. This
.rill- recu<re chsneing the order of the readings, the positions of the bars
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eta.for tin, different sets.
The determination of the coefficient of expansion reonires great care on
account of the difficulty of getting all parts of the warm bar at the
same temperature and keeping it constant long enough to read the thermom
eters and micrometer microscopes. The bar is usually immersed in water
or glyceriae,while its companion is surrounded by melting ice. In Pig.53
the water is heated by a gas -jet at a distance and circulated through the
pipes shown: circulation in the tank is secured by turning the 1 heels shown
at the ends. Readings are taken through the water.
The comparison of
incommensurate units, e. g., the foot and meter, re •
quires great care and labor.
Comparison of line measures with end measures.
field comparisons are very desirable ,in order to detect any change in
length due to disturbance in transportation, ana also to find the actual
length of the bar as compared with the computed .when exposed to sun ,
nind,
rapidthe
changes
lengthofoftemperature.
secondary bar So. 1, the following comparisons
fx. 1 and
To find
with standard 3o. 2 and data, are given (C.3.R. , 1338) .
Length of standard bar No. 2 at 32" Fo.999933a3
One division of the 3cale of pyrometer
0.00000174
Coef. of expansion for f. scale
0.00000641
Thermometer attached to standard ,too high
„1
.i
•
w ro(j
0.0
3tandard
3o. 2
3od
Ho.l
Thermo.
Div.
Thermo.
Diy.
77! 3
21
76*. 0
- 10
15
76.4
+ 41
78.0
Ifl
77.0
+ 55
78.5
13
76.47
77.23
23.67
13.00
77.93
-0.70
+.76
10.67
77.23
Computation.
0.76 x 0.00000541 -.w 6 = + 0TOOOO2923
IS. 67 * 0.00000174
' + 0.000O1B57
At 77°. 23 no. 1 longer than "sj^jdardj). 00004780
At 77 . 23 standard Ho. 2 6.00172188
At 77 . 23 rod no.l
6.00176963
At 75
* t 1
6.00168391
field comparisons are very desirable ,in order to detect any change
in length due to disturbance in transportation, and also to find ttfe*i"^i
length of the bar as compared with the computed, when exposed to sun.i**
and rapid changes of temperature.
64. DBSBCT3- AND DIPPICULTIE3. It is very difficult to find the
temperature of a bar and its consequent length under field conditions.
The Colby apparatus (§52) after being used in England was taken to India
Jalarge number of bases measured, bat the -compensation could not be relied
npon and merairial thermometers were substituted. The Bessel apparatus
(552) gave as the mean of 2 day's observations at the Gflttingen base in
Aug. 1380, the temperatures shown in Pig.54. The case was wood .covered
with white cloth and exposed to direct sunlight.

180nS being made in a tent. The standard was kept in melting ice..
0ne kilometer of the 0.3.C.3. Noltoh base was measured nth J to il
melting ice; but base lines having an uncertainty of l^s than one-xil
lionth of the length are often measured with both the Borda and
ill iSermometer apparatus, and with both micrometer microscope and contftct slide contacts.
ill defining lines and surfaces should be in the neutral axis of the bar
to prevent changes in length due. to changes in stress of outer fiber by
slight changes in the points of support.
Ix.l. with the Bessel apparatus, % 52, find the difference in tempera ture between the two components required to introduce an error of one
millionth the length of the iron bar in its computed length.
Ex. 2. Pind the error in the observed temperature of the iron bar for
the same error in length.
Ex. 3. With the Colby apparatus, 352, find the effect upon the distance
between the end dots due to a difference of 1° ber.ween the two components.
ex. 4. Compare zinc-steel and brass-steel Borda thsmometers with mer
curial in the effect upon the length of the measuring bar of a difference
»K 1° betneen the two components, or the component and the mercurial ther
mometer.
55. PIELD W0RK. The surface having been properly prepared, monuments set
and signals erected, points should be fixed in line from 1/4 to 1/2 mile
apart, so that the bars can be accurately aligned during measurement. Er
rors of alignment are cumulative.
4 preliminary measurement is usually made with steel tape or wire; and
on the O.3.C. 3. a stub and tack is left every 80 bars to serve as a
check in counting the bars. w"hen a wire is used, a length of say 30 bars
is measured off, the bars removed, the wire suspended over the line under
a given tension and points plumbed up, the wire notched and the temper
ature noted. The wire is then moved forward. placed under the same tenr
sion,the rear notch brought over the front point, and a new point marked
under the front notch; etc.
The method of final measurement varies with the form of apparatus. A
large force is required. Prom 1/4 to 1 mile is measured per day. Many
bases are divided into segments and twice measured in order to find the
probable error of measurement.
The bars are seldom leveled.it being less work to correct for inclina
tion as given by the level sector. Observing tents are often used.
The 0.3. secondary bars require the following outfit: 2 transits, 1
for alignmenttunless the alignment telescope is attached to the bar as
in Pig. 48), one for transfer fo.f end of bar to ground; level instrument
for adjustment of level sector;steel tape; ax; stakes and tacks. Also 7
men; one for contacts;l for alignment; 1 for notes , reading inclinations,
etc.; 2 to move and adjust bars ; 2 to set up trestles; 1 to bring up
instruments .drive stakes. etc.
The left hand page of the record book is .ruled. in columns giving in
order; time;number of tar , counting from the oeginning; name or number of
the bar; inclination; temperature: Borda thermometer, rear and front.
The name of the base, date, and the name of the person in charge should be
given at the top of the page. ?he temperature should be taken every
10th. bar. or oftener if changing rapidly, and the time noted; also at the
beginning and end of each day's work, and at any time when there is any
delay.
35., TAFE iffiA3JBEMENT3.. 3ome years ago M.Jaderin introduced a method
of measurement with tapes for which he claimed an accuracy of 1/1000000,
even when the work tfas done in sun and wind. Ne used 2 tape*, One steel
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toe other brass. each
long.the eoas resting upon portable tripods
ser/ing as pins to mark the tape lengths. while under a fixed tension ap
plied by a spring balance. The differential expansion 01 the steel and
brass is relied upon for the temperature correction of tae steel.
Id using a long tape. 300' to 500' ,slim stakes are driven 50 ft. apart
with their front faces in line, and narking posts at the enas. The posts
are cut at such a height that a straight grade betteea can be narked on
the faces of the stakes. Hooks or wire nails in the stakes support
tape on gradeiwhile straining posts each 2 feet from the narking posts al
low of a fixed tension by spring balance or bent lever ana weight iitnout disturbing the narking posts. ft is usually better to read between
fixed marks on the posts than to attempt to lay off an e^act tape length.
The tape length is sensitive to tension and to temperature. requiring a
constant pull for each length and work at night or. on a cloudy day .»hen
3 or 4 thermometers distributed at shakes along the tape lengths will
give a close approximation to temperature.
Tko to four contacts .iith
thermometer reaaings for each position of toe tape.letteng off the ten
sion after eaca till increase the accuracy with but little increase of
labor.
The length of the tape when suspended. can best be found by measuring
a line "hich has been measured with a base bar.
Tne coefficient of expansion can be found by placing firm monuments a
cape length apart and noting the reading on the tape at different temper
atures.
At the *ass. Inst, of Tech. a thermopboue, . on the principle of a
Theatstone
is used
temperature.
c»»^^Br^v»,/A[,.
The tape is bridge,
paralleled
by aforGerman
silver .
t.»^-t*n"**'-^
and by a copper wire as showa. The cur- r
'
rent from the battery C divides at A,
'
part passing through the tape and nire to
B and a part through the fine sire AEB.
r^ss.
If the resistance from P to B differs fron,
that from B to B current /<ill flow through the copper lire operating
the circuit breaker D. The arm at E is moved over the dial to -equalize
resistances. A3 the temperature increases the tape resistance increases
(the Carman silver resistance being only slightly affected) requiring a/
new position for E. The dial is graduated under favorable conditions,
and the temperature of the tape can then be read under field conditions.
Extensive experiments were made in connection with the measurement of
ithe Holton base ( ^64) and it was found that the inaccuracy of a tape
base line could be reduced to less tha* l/1.000.000.but at about the
<
same cost as with bats.
In triangulation for bridge spans. or for other work where a fair de
gree of accuracy is required, a 100 ft. tape beUeen tacks in hubs high
imHough to allow of swinging freely under a constant spring balance ten
sion will give good results. Hubs 50 or 75 feet apart would give
greater accuracy but with more labor.
67. C0RBECTIOH P0HKJLA3. The-leogth of a base is made up of the fol
lowing terms: (a) the normal length of a bar into the number of times
each has been applied: (b) the amoint which the last bar overran or fell
short of the end of the base: ( c) the amount by which the true length
of each bar, corrected for its mean temperature during measurement, differs
from the normal length, into the number of bars: (d) the sum of the correc
tions due to contacts (in those forms only in which the distance between,
consecutive positions is not the exact length of the bar) : (e) the sunm^
the corrections for inclination, both vertically and horizontally.
Temperature. The coefficient of expansion is constant between the lim
its usually used, 32° to 100"f, so that the correction can be applied to
the mean temperature. *ith zinc, however, a term must be added involving
the square of the temperature.
Inclination. Let a = the difference in height of the two ends of the
bar or tape: b = the inclined length: V * the reduced length: x = the
correction.
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If the inclination angle I. is given
tf = b cos i : 2s b-tf = b( 1-oos i), or
x = 2b sin8 i/2
(27)
(£7) is bes<; used by forming a table for eich minute wlthin the limits
the inclination, using the normal length of the oar.
If the average length differs sensibly from the nominal, the total correc
tion for the base can be changed in the ratio, actual mean length to nomin
al length'.
. ,
for tape worx.wbere a is given by level.
^2 = -(b'+ *)2 - »*..• b'*.* 2 V x + i2 - a2, or
x . = a2/(2b'+ x). = a2/2b
(nearly,
(23)
63. REDUCTION TO SEA LEVEL: Ease lines are usually reduced to 3ea lev-*
el 30 that all the computed triangle si-des mil be arcs of the spheroid
irhose surface is that of the sea produced under tbe land.
Let B* = the reduced horizontal length of the base at an average
height h: B = the sea level length: y < the correction! B* = radius
of curvature of the plane section through the base (see Table V).
Then since arcs are to each other as their radii,
B -R.
B'B
T-i^.VB^
: 1
y =
123)
Unless h is large, or extreme accuracy is desired the h of the denomina tor may be omitted.
69. ACCURACY OP RE3ULT3. This can be inferred: (1) from remeasnrements
in segments ;( 2) by dividing into segments and connecting the different
-ones by triangulation: ( 3) by 1computing the errors from all known sources
and adding. (3) in connection with (l) is the most satisfactory.
The principal sources of error for the C.3. secondary bars are: (a) in
the length of the bar as found, by the office comparisons. ( b) in the
temperature as inferred from the thermometers, (c) Instability of tri
pods, (d) Backward pressure of contact spring, (e) Inclination horizon
tally and vertically. ( f) Gontacts.and transfers to the groasd.
In the most accurate work,the probable error from all sources is about
1/1,000,000 of the length. It diminishes slightly with the length. The
same expenditure in short bases placed near together will usually give
triangle sides more accurately than long ones far apart.
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TRIG0N0METRIC AND PRECI33 LEVBLING.
TRIG0N0METRIC LE73LING.
70. 0B3ERVATI0N3. The zenith distances, or vertical angles, are usually
jmeasarec; nhen the station is occupied for horizontal angles. This nay be
done sith a vertical circle. or differences may be obtained *ith a micron*,
eter eyepiece.
The height above the station mark of the telescope and of each point
sighted at'should be. measured, k line of spirit levels is usually run
from tide water,or from a station of known height above tide, to one of
theRefraction
stations. is least and nearest constant during the middle of the day,
and greatest and most variable at night and morning The best time for
observing is thus usually from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.. and the worst at sun
rise and sunset. 3imultaneous observations at the two stations will
give the best results. If not simultaneous they should be distributed
over several days to get an average value for refraction. Instrumental
errors are small in comparison with those from refraction, so that wita
good instruments it is not necessary to eliminate errors of graduation
by shifting the position of the circle.
The following form of record is taken from tha U.3.C.4 G. 3urvey.

Telescope 7.10 ft. above Bolt. f^of Level
71. DIPPERENCE3 0P NEIGNT SH9M 0E3ER73D ZENITR DI3TANCE3. Let 3, 3'. be
the measured zenith distances, corrected for difference of height above
station irark of telescope and object sighted at; h, h'., the heights of
the stations above mean tide; k ..the horizontal distance in meters at sea
level,Ri .its radius of curvature, and C .its central angle: = kJR^ ;
mp ' ' vcoefficients of refraction: wC,angle of refraction. Assuxing the an
gle between the tangent I| A and the chord AB.Pig. 55, proportional to the
distance is equivalent to assuming the line of sight an arc of a circle"/*
though the actual curvature is irregalar.
(a). Non simultaneous observations: BJtormula Zfl
hpZ .r h,1 = (h„2 + h,+
\{k-E)/%
1 2S Z ) tan
tan[(A*E)/^
But, A= 180" - S- mC ;
B = 180' = 5v- m2 C .
giving (A^Bl/Z =
(S^-S, )/2 +C(.m^-m1)/2
Prom theA AEC, (A+Bl/2 =90"- C/2
3ubstituting,
hg - h2 = tanC(^x-SJ/2)+ C(ng - mj )/2 ( hg+bj+3R^wxC1!
C/2 being small, tan C/8 = k/2Rx + k"724 R^.by Pormula llQ.
C(i»*- m,)/8 being very small. Pormula 5} gives,
\ /c
tanft3W. )/2 + C(«x - m,)/2) = tan (St-*, )/2 + k(mx - m,)J2 B»"
3ubstituting.^ k (;an{fi_.J. )/g + („x_ mi)kV2 fi}(l +(hxA.Vx«r*>''*r^l«»
(b) . 3imultaneous observations:!, - m^. giving,
-h, = k tanK3--* >/2)( 1* (k* * b, 5/2 Rx 4 k*/12Bi
W0>
micn is the formula used on the U.3.C.4 5.3.
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(c). Zenith distance at one station only.
t=190<i-£,T m.C.as before . B =f+m, C-C;giviag kh-EUZ = 90" -(J, +(«.,-. 5)C>
ng,h1 = k oot
+(-mr.5)K/3jsin 1")
+ k
;.(»)
By calling the second factor unity and expanding the cot by Poroila 5j,(si)
can be reduced to another form which is sometimes given.
tan(5.+U,T .5)»") = (1-U,-.5)C tan^(tw S, +4*, -.e£) =
° cot£, +(.5-m)C H.5 -a) cot* S< C ,by Pormula 32)
3ubstituting in (31),
hg . taj» k cot3, +f.5-m,)K7Hz + (.5-mj) (kVR^cotvJ,
(32)
|f the line is sighted from the other end, a second value will be ob tained.and the weighted mean will give the required result.
72. 008PPICIE8T OP RBPRACTION. " Prom Pig. 53,
S,+ w,C +3vtmvC ° I3O° + CjOt
mj + m2=(l80w - (o",+ yO)CR, /k )sin 1' +1 (33)
The refraction coefficients are thus indeterminate from any nuatw of
reciprocal observations, since two unknowns are introduced for each equa
tion. If the observations are simultaneous, m, is usually assumed equal
to
. each line will give a value for a, and the average for the whole
area can thus be fijund by taking the weighted mean. Thus
(34)
« = (130° - (3, ~3X S) {Rr/Zi)aia 1" + 1/2
If not simultaneous, the coefficient for the lines radiating from each
.station may be taken the same, so that in a system of l lines joining p
.points, there would be p unknown coefficients with l observation equations of the form (33) . If l>p,the coefficients woula be found by a
least squares adjustment. If the weigh* of each 5 be taken proportional
1to the number of observations, n, then by Part 1, $3 and (1*>, (33)
would have a weight w given by
1/w - R^sin* 1°/^ , M/n1+l/n2)/k'
(35)
that is the weight would be proportional to n^ ng kVUj +ng)
Bessel assigns weights by the arbitary formula,
nj ngvIT /(nj + ng)
oa the ground that errors arising from variations in w are of more im
portance than those from errors in 3 .
The average value of m as found by the U.3.C 4 G. 3urvey is:
across parts of the sea. near the coast, 0.073
Between primary stations
0.071
In the interior of the country, about
0.085
Clarke, Geodesy, p. SI, gives the range in India from -0.09 to +1.21.
73. OB3ERVED ANGLE OP ELEVATION IN 3BOOND3. If of = the elevation angle
(suDposed small)= 90°-S ,(31) becomes Ug-bj =k tan °f +( . 5^a) k" /&z
» kxtan V +(.&Tw)k)B
3ubstituting for R2 and m average values,
C.5-m)kVB = 0.000 000.0557 kv .log const. = 2.82413
tan 1" =0.000 00435
8 •
= 4.53574
giving in metric units, «c in seconds.
h,. - n, = 0.000 004 85W+ 0.000 000 066? i1" '
(36)
Por k and hv - h, in feet, the last term becomes 0.000 0000302 k\
It is claimed by the O.3. C.3 G.3. that forvc<5° and k < 15 miles, (35)
will give results within the uncertainty of refraction.
74. REDACTION POR DIPPERENCE IN 3BIGflT OP T3LE3COPB AND OBJECT ABOV.B
3TATION MARi. Let s be the difference. Then from Pig. 57.
3in -i = ^, - -s 1 sin BDA
3inABD AD A3 sinABD

Km.40, Maksacbuse<ts State Survey Levvu

F1o. S» French Government Levev ( Ftovtv Py,t.Aw.

iq.33.)
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sin ADB = sln(<f, + mp - C)
sia 3DA = sin(S, + m,C - x 0)
sin ABD = sin(ecr + C/2)
3abstita.ting,
sin 1-. s sin(£, + mp - C)sin(Si + mp - C - x)
AB
sin (90°+ C/2)
The denominator is nearly unity,:x is small,
mC-C is small for short distances, and £, - 90°
nearly for long distances.
Nence, sll0rt aistamces . xw = s sinx£/(k sin 1")^
Fiq an.
(37)
long distances, x" - s/(k sinl")
J
75. ZENITR DI3TANCB 0P 3EA N0BI20K. She line AB.Pig. 35.«ill be tan
gent to the sea level surface at B, giving in the right angled triangle ABC,
Rz + hl = Rz 1 008 C
or, h, = BT (.1- cos C)/ cos C, by Pormula 11] ,
iBj.Ksin^C/aJ/cos G * ttjpinx C/2)/sin C)sin C/cos C, V,,
=Aq. 1 6},
= Bz((sin C/2)/ 00s G/2) sin C/cos C:Hltangi«'nt
= (EZ /2)tanx C, nearly
= 90° + C, or C = ($, r 90°)/£ - m. )
n, ° (B, / 2)/(l-m,)X tan2 (S,- 90=> (38)
78. IN3TRUMENT3. Precise spirit, or geodetic, leveling is distinguished
from ordinary spirit leveling by the use of better instruments and meth
ods
observing.
3omeandof more
the care
more in
common
instruments in use are shown.
In Pigs. 58,59,50, the level is used as a striding level giving great
er facility of adjustment for both level tube and colli mat ion, and oppor
tunity to eliminate both errors by reversals in observing. The rear y
can be raised or lowered by a micrometer screa, giving a delicate means
of releveling when pointing at the rod. In Pig. 50, this slight releveling cannot offset the N.f. of the instrument as with the others.
In Pig. 61, the level tube is dropped into the telescope tube down to
the cone of sight rays, in order to diminish the lack of parallelism of
the 2 tubes due to locally heating either end of the instrument, thus
sacrificing the striding level. The tiro tubes are cast from an iron nickel alloy having a coefficient of expansion * C. 000, 004 (Cent.), about 3/5 that of brass. The motion with micrometer screw is retained .
In Pigs. 59 and 61, the mirror for reflectiag the bubble to the obser
ver at the eye end is replaced by a system at prisms whica eliminates
parallax by giving vertical sight rays cpoB both ends of the mbnle.
Pig. 59 has a qwick leveling ball and socket tripod head which is
very stable.
The focussing side of the tele aeope should be long and well fitted
to preserve parallelism with the line of coliimation wten sighting at
different distances.
Baff 4 Berger have a more reseat type of Pig. 50 in which the level
tube is placed on top as a striding level with a mirror above as in
Pig. 58 rather than at the side. The power is 50, with 2T.1 level di
visions.
The principal inmtra mental constants are
Power 3tadia |Two m.m. div.
Pig. Pocal length Biam. of
ratio, of level.
. objective.
50 1/231 1 1.7 to tf'.4
59
14"l/2
i 1/2 in
1.4
25 l/100fl/200
8.3
K
14
15
35 1/100 1 8.1 to 3
"TT?2
00
*X
13 V 32 1/333 |
01
15
1.7
It will be noted that these values do not differ materially frois those
for ordinary levels, except in the sensitiveness of the level tube and
in the magnifying power.
77. B0D3. Bote target and speaking non -extensible rods are asea.

^substituting,
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The fero or 3uss rod is shorn m Pig. 52. This is used by the U.3.
Boers. Corps with the Kero level. Toe s mallest'gradaations are centi meters, *hi le readings are estimated to millimeters.
Th; trench rod is shonr in Pig. 93. It has a line graduation to 2*"w
printed upon paper and pasted to the rod. The rod is rather flexible.
To determine changes in length due to changes in temperature and mois
ture an iron and a brass bar are inserted side by side near the center
line and fastened^ to the base plate, while at the top a scale is' attach
ed to the brass'ime to the wood, each being read by an index on the iron.
The brass scale is so. graduated that each division represents an expan-

Fra
3100 Of J01
meter ofofthe iron
each division of'<'B8,saw
the scale
on the
b bar:
wood gives an expansion
meter
the wood.
sum ?.
of of
the tha
uo readings .(A and E) Kill thuspergive
the oftotal
change The
in length
wooden rod.
The 0.3.G.3. rod shown in Pig. 54 is a doable target rod made by W. 3 U.
B. Girlev of white pine impregnated nth boiling paraffine to a ! depth
of 1/8". It is graduated on both sides and each has 2 targets,one oval
and red. the other rectangular and black. The targets are handled by
endless tapes as shown,the length of the rod being a little over 10 ft.
The steel base shoe has an. area 1/2
«.
\.«=.>=.
The two targets are for use on "double rodded lines," where two sets of
turning points and two sets of notes are carried through with one is strumeni.the instrument ess set.ting the rear and front rod targets as
usual for the first set of I.F's, then the front ana rear rod targets
of the other faces for the second set; afterwards checking both target
readings as the instrument and rear rod are moved fomard.
The (J.S.C3. speaking rod is shown at Pig. 54 a. The unit is 0.2 ft.,
divided and read to fifths, or to. .004 foot. The notes are kept oatkt
2-ft. basis to correspond .requiring all derived elevations to be doub-
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bled. The shaded portion is red. the other pojtiotfs black, on a white
ground.
fhe U.3.C.4 li.3.rod is shown in Pig. 85. The centimeter graduations
a.r? on the edge 2. 2*"" wide.
Tbe center of the bell metal foot is in the plane of the graduation.
3ilver faced plugs are placed 1" apart and the distances between them
checked by steel tape for field comparisons. A thermometer is attach
ed tor temperature. and a diss level for plumbing as with the others.
The pine is soaked in boiling paraffine for its entire thickness which
increases the weight, does away with moisture chaoses and does not ap
preciably affect the coeff icientoV «."s-5o.f..t,i.m
78. 0.3. C.ERGR3. M3TR0D . The instrument is leveled and pointed at
the rear rod; both ends of the bubble are read. the 5 wires and the lev
el again, for the backsight. 3imilarly for the front sight. The length
of sight is limited to 100"" . and tbe difference between front and
back sight to 10™ . A heavy canvas umbrella is used to protect from
the sun, or sometimes a tent if We weather is windy.
Each rod reading is corrected for observed inclination by the formula
Correction = 4 id(lm tan TJ4) * 4 i d A (39)
where 4 1 w B + E'. ? (0 + d),the sum of the two eye end minus the sum
of the two object end readings of the levelj d c stadia interval; Z '
value of I4 of level; re = stadia constant; A • lm tan 1*74. a constant.
'ihe difference in elevation between two B.lls. is corrected by the tornala.
B. II. Cor. = (d, TdJ cm tan 1"
(40)
where d, - sum of stadia intervals for back sights; d* • sum of stadia
intervals for front sights; c = inclination of line of collimation in
seconds when the bubble is in the center (+ if object end low), c must
include inequality of pivots, level error and collimation error.
The level tube is adjusted until within 2 divisions, and the collima tion until the mean of the
The level thbe is adjusted until within 2 divisions, and the collima tion until the mean of the 3 wires for direct and reverse position up
on a rod at a distance of 50*^ do not differ more than 2. o""* . Read ings are then taken every morning, and at other times when there is rea
son to suspect disturbances, for the level tube and collimation errors
to use in (40).
By keeping the saas of the stadia intervals, as in the
record shown, these can be made eqnal in closing on a B. V. so that the
correction (40) will disappear.
Steel pin3 are frequently used for turning points instead of the foot
plate of Pig, e2.
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79. PRENCN G0\i METN0D. In this method the bobble xs^kept in the cen.
ter when sighting; the 3 wires are read on the back stent and also on
the front sight; the' level is reversed, the telescope ootated 130° about
the line of collimation. and the note keeper reads the nu.ddle hair on'
tne front rod and then upon the back rod. These reversals tend to e liminate the error of level and of collimation and those portions of tne
errors of refraction and instability which are proportional to time.
If the discrepancy between the first and last readings exceeds a certain
amoaat, both sets are repeated.
the longest sight is limited to 100"" and the greatest difference to
10"
Nooden hubs are used for turning points, and the same ones are
intSLded to be used on the return line between each two bench marks.
The only corrections required are for rod. errors, but since these mclade
scale
(paper
mane separately
for each
set errors
up, taking
intoscales),
account they
the have
chantjpto inbe length
of the rods
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as shown by comparisons witn the enclosed steel bar.
The change of observers adds to cost in requiring a good observer for
note keeper, and it adds to delay and instability in changing men. espec
ially if the cross hairs have to he re^foenssed on accoont of the change.
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80. O.3.3.3-. METHOD, for double rodded lines and the doable target
rods of Pig. 64, the rear rodnan hold3 on the T.P. of line a and clamps
feis red target when covered by the cross hair; the front rodaan than
holds on the next T.P. of line A and clamps his red target at the proper height; he then holds on the T.P. of line B and clasps his black tar
get, the rear rodman then holds on the rear I. P. of line'and and clamps
his black target.
3eparate note3 are kept for the tse. Iines ( claimed to se equivaleav
to having been rue in opposite directions) : while the lilstrLlieat can
checks all 4 rod readings as he and the rear rodman move forward.
The babble is kept in the cenf-er when sighting 3teel pegs are pre ferred for LP's. The level is adjusted daily, or oftener when necessary.
Attention is called to the fact that the length of sight should ba kept
so nearly constant that the focus of the telescope will not require change
ing for front or back sight during the day, and that if it should reouire
changing on account of grades or atmospheric disturbance requiring short
er 3ights,then the level should be readjusted for the new position of
the slide. Tt does not appear, however, that this restriction is enforc
ed nor does it appear necessary with a well made precise level telescope,
fith target rods the rodsan is usually required to keep a separate set
af nntM.
31. 0.3.C.4 G.3. METHOD. In the old method(Report 1879, App. 15)the Vdenna
or 3taopfer level, slightly modified.was used. Its general construction
is like the Kern. The rod is a non extensible pine rod graduated to cen
timeters on the front edge of the + as a speaking rod, and on a brass
scale on the side of the~front portion for the target. The target is
moved by a chain similar to the tape of Pig. 64.
of RECORD
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To take a reading; a* The babble is- broaght near the center and the
target clamped to correspond, the bubble is then accurately centered.and
the micrometer screw of the rear 7 read; the target, iswbisected by tarn-r
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lag the micrometer screw and the screw again read; b. The level is re
versed, the babble brought to the center, and the target bisected.and
both screw readings taken, c. The telescope is rotated 180° about the
optical axis, the babble brought to the center, and the target bisected,
and both screw readings recorded, d. The level is made direct, the bub
ble brought to the center, and the target bisected, and both scre'r read
ings recorded.
The stadia hairs and the edges of the target are then read by the levelman; while the target and the rod thermometer are read by the rodman.
Naving the value of 1*. of the micrometer screw.and the distance to the
rod, the rod correction for each of the 4 readings can be computed by a
formula similar to (39);the average of the 4 added to the target read
ing will give the corrected rod reading.
The method of double rodding.is in use, as also that, of running a sin
gle line through and checking back.
In the ner method introduced in 1899. and slightly modified in 1900 to
adapt it to the new level, Pig.81, the babble is kept in the center while
reading the 3 wires to millimeters on the speaking rod;the front and
back sight readings are so taken that the time interval between shall
be small;at odd stations the back sight is taken first, and at even sta
tions the front sight; the difference between front and back sight dis
tances. is' limited to 10™; the diffenenoe between sums of front and back
sight distances between any 2 B.N's.to 20™; greatestlength of sight 150„.
Tne cheek line is usually run in the opposite direction from the di
rect, and under different atmospheric conditions, e.g. .one in the forenoon
the other irr the afternoon:
a difference) 4""^istance in kilometers,
between adjacent B.ITs.ealls for the rerunning of both lines nntil2 val
ues are obtained within the limit.
The rodman reads the rod thermometer each time, and a temperature cor
rection is applied.
The error of colliaatiotr is determined each day by asing a front sight
readinglafter
np) with
a new10wback
sightthereading
10™ behind thecompleting
level^thena set
setting
up about
behind
front about
rod and
reading both rods again. The correction constant. 0 correction/Cstadia
interval) is found by
M
(sum of near rod readings)' (sun of distant rod readings) 1
C
{sum of distant stadia intervals) -( sum of near stadia intervals)
no adjustment is made unless C} 0.005.
Correction is made for curvature and refraction and for level when
the stadia intervals differ for front and back sights; also for length
of rod.
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The. corrections between JS.M's. are summed fho» tables or slide rule
iand entered on the computation sheet separately.
82. ISBaJALITY. 0P PIVOT3. The level is set ap bn a pier or other firm
support rhere it is protected from air currents and from sudden changes
of temperature and the bubble brought to the center. The telescope is
changed end for end in the Y's.and the bubble read without reversal.
The out of level. if any, must be twicedrithin the errors of observation)
the inequality of pivots referred to the supporting Y*s..or 4 times the
error referred to the telescope ajls on the basis of circular collars.
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The observations should be repeated until the desired accuracy is 3Scared.
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Referred to. telescope axis, 3ye end large = 1.01 * 3.8/2 » 1".92. Cor
rection to rod reading negative.
Sx.l |f the collars are 10" apart and the angle made by the sides of
the"* supports and level legs are 90°, find the inequality of the col lara in inches for the yalue 1"92 given above.
83. 3OD CORHECTIOU. Por the paraffined rods and those rhere a brass
scale is used, the temperature at which the rod 13 standard can be found
by comparison with a standard. A table of double entry can then be made
oal or a slide rule used for the correction for any observed temperature
and rod reading.it being the product of the temperature increment. the rod,
reading, and the coefficient of ex pans ion. and positive Then the rod is
too long or the reading too small.
Por the Kern rod which changes length with moisture as well as with
temperature toe actual error per unit. length can be determined from day
to day by comparison with a standard tape and thjs corresponding correc
tion applied if appreciable.
Star the Prench rod the paper scales requj.ce cp.FrectiOm for scale errors.and the woooeri rods corrections
for length, and for changes in length
as denoted by the A and B readings.
This- is accomplished by comparing the
rods rith a standard and at the same
time reading the scales A and B. The
scale corrections are platted on
cross section paper as ordinates with
rod readings for abscissas and the
correction curve drann. An equaliz
ing line iS- also drawn through the
origin, Thich separates the correction
into 2 parts.one proportional to the
rod reading and the other a local
scale correction. It is assumed that
only the first is affected by a
change in tire length of the rod
To obtain the corrections graphical
ly. the straight line correction. say
150*-""^ l™ for A + B = 135. is laid
off on a vertical from D. Pig. 86, to
a scale 15/1. An oblique line is
drann through 0 and these corrections
projected upon it by horizontals, and
the corresponding rod corrections
marked. If the rod should expand or
contract ^"""per meter, the inclination
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of DP can be changed so that the projected length corresponding to the
1st. meter shall be Is-"" longer or shorter than before, when the cor
rections- will all project into their new values.
The cosines" of the we* inclinations of DP for values chaaging by
vill thus differ by unity for the radius 150. .-.describe an arc with D
as a center. lay off the different angles found from the cosines starting
from the vertical and mark the corresponding numbers for A + B.starting
with the highest expected in the field work Then with the scale correc
tions as radii and the, corresponding points on DP as centers describe
arcs. Horizontal tangents to these ^rcs will give constant values to
these projected scale errors, while the straight line correction till de
pend upon the A and B setting.
The corrections for the other rod are placed on the same sheet with
the center at G. A celluloid sheet is ruled with 54r"" lines. to the
scale 15/1, and kept in position by the strip HI.
To take out a correction for a set up; set each arm to the correct A
-+ B; slide the celluloid until the zero coincides with rod II read
ing and read the scale for rod X reading. Thus if ('A -+- B), = 135;
{* 3+- B)x = 113; the correction for a back sight reading of 2.0 on I
and a front sight reading of 1.5 on rod II would = + 1021'™-™.
84. ACCURACY AND CO3T OP RE3ULT3. The authors of Lever des Plans et
Hivellement estimate the probable error for a set up with the Prench
Gov. level for sights 75"" long 83 follows:
1. Brror of level. The eye can detect a difference of l/2""in the
readings
ends of inequality
the bubble with
the 3™"'divisions
on theout
tube.
This
givesof a the
probable
of about
81,n~or a probable
of
level of l4"™ This would give the same uncertainty for a rod reading
at a distance equal the radius of curvature, or 3O™, or 1, 3^'at 75-m.
2. Error of estimation. flitb a power of 25. the centimeters of the
rod at conditions
TO"* appear tenths
of the can
samebe easily
size asestimated
millimeters
- ^
these
with ata 0.3™
probableUnder
err8rAv'
0.33*""", giving 3.3a""<Vhen referred back to the rod.
3. Errors due to temperature changes. Bxperience has shown these
to be as great as No. 2.
Combining, the total for a reading.
r =vl{1.5)v* (iTsT* (3.31*" ' 5a"-™
Por a set np.l.P. to T.P. ,
r', » vr-i- + rv ° r *Jz
With 75" sights there are 6 2/3 set ups per lv .while with the 4 ob
served differences between each pair of T P's would give the resulting
probable error per £i<. ,
r* = r n/2 w 9.66/4 =
which agrees with the results found for the fundamental Prench lines.
The above supposes- all constant or systematic errors eliminated by
the methods- of observation or by applying computed corrections.
.The principal constant errors recognized are:
1. The variation of gravity with latitude. This results in making the
distance between 2 level surfaces vary inversely with g, the work re
quired to raise a unit mass from one to the other. or hg, being constant.
The observed difference in height of 2 points would thus depend on the
height of the line of levels run between them. Heights above sea lev
el obtained by direct measurement are called orthometric, obtained on the
basis of work done in raising a unit mass. dynamic; the differences are
usually within the errors of observation, but in rugged, country they
may be greater. Por full discussion see Helmert Hohere Geodesie, or
Lever des Plans . , .
2. Variations of refraction with height of line of sight, with charac
ter of ground surface over which the line passes. and with the time of
day. In ascending or descending long grades this becomes cumulative
and may easily exceed the accidental errors unless ahort sights are
taken.
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3. Caange in height of instrument or T.P. due to sstHement or spring
ing up of ground. This has long been one of the reasons assigned for
greater discrepancies between lins3 ran in opposite directions as com
pared with those run in the same direction.
4. Change in collimation and level error due to heating the end of
the telescope nearest the sun. fhis is the principal reason assign
ed by the Coast 3urrey for the change in method introduced in 1399.
In Proc.Am.3oc.C.Engrs,vol.26,p 838. the prob. error per kilometer is
given for some 1200 miles of O.3-. C.4 6. levels averaging 1.07",,'and for
some 1500 miles of U.3. Engr. Corps levels averaging 0.637"" These ap
parently are from circuit closures.
In checkiag forward and back between benches the limit = 4" v/kilometers
as already stated.
The cost is estimated by D.Molitor (-Pro.A.3.C.E. 26, p. 897) at $24.
per mile for a double line with permanent bench marks about 0.6 mile
apart.
On p. 1160 it is stated by Hayford that the total cost of the 1899
work of the C.3. was'13.55 per mile.
3even minutes per station is given as about the average time for the
same (C.3.) work with a record of 111 stations in 9* 20m on June 20,
with 40"" to 30-m sights. and of 10.3 miles July 14 in 7.4 hours with 80-m
to llD™ sights.
85. DATUM. Mean sea level is the ultimate datun to which all land
levels should be referred. It can be obtained approximately from the
mean of two consecutive high tides, and the intermediate low tide. For
more accurate results, a permanent bench mark and a tide gage should
be established and readings taken for a semi -lunation .or longer.
The zero of the tide gage should be occasionally referred to the B.M.
to guard against disturbance.
The yearly means- of six year's observations at 3andy Hook, with a
self recording gage, gave a mean which has a probable error of 0.031
feet; the lowest mean 1376. being 0.168 below, and the highest, 1378,0. 177
feet above.
CHAPTER 7. I.
TOPOGRAPHIC AND 3YD30GBAPHIC 3URVEYING.
86. T0P0G3ArHIC-3UR7BYING. The problem is usually to coUect the
greatest possible aoount of reliable information for a given expendi ture which shall at the same time bring out the characteristics of the
entire area with a detail proportioned to their relative importanceand the objects- in view,
ffhile the methods are mainly those of ordinary surveying, the young
topographer soon learns to distinguish the difference in accuracy and
detail required for an exploration survav and a survey of valuable
property for the proper study of proposed improvements. In exploration
surveys-, check points are obtained by observations for latitude and lon
gitude; in more detailed surveys covering considerable areas the best
results- are obtained by starting from triangulation points. only a few
miles apart. whose positions are known both horizontally and vertically.
Method with transit ana stadia; plans table and stadia; preparation
of plane table sheet; n-point problem: Colvin'3 lake meander; baromet
ric heights; aneroid prof ile; Ashbufrier's method with aneroid; photo
graphic methods ; sketching. Only such details should be taken as will
show: when plotted to scale. 3mall distances which can be estimated as
closely as they can be plotted need not be measured. On the other hand.
mistakes,omissions. inaccuracies. etc.. which are not noticed by the inex
perienced who have been over the ground, show themselves when the map is
put to use, or are often picked /jut. and the map condemned by some- old
resident who is familiar with the particular locality.
87. HYDROGRAPHIG 3URVEYING. River Sfl£y-evs.. Por the best results a
triangulation should first be extended along the river valley. and con
venient point* established for the detailed survey. Otherwise, points
can be fixed by latitade and longitude observations. Por a small stream
a vTaverse line can be run along shore, the width can be found by di
rect measurement, by stadia. or by bearings from two stations on one sWrc
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to a point on the opposite shore. If the baSks are impassible the mean
der line can be ran on the water, using a boat,the distances being obtain
ed with a long chain or wire, or by stadia.
Depths, cross-sections, character of the bottom.velocity of the current ,
volume of water, rate of its surface slope, and high and low, water marls
are often important.
Por a navigable stream. the traverse line may be ran with a steamer whiob
may be steered by a compass or by 2 points in line ahead. The direction
should be changed quickly so that the course will be made up of a series
of straight lines. Distances along the line may be measured with the
log, anchored lo£.or buoy and nipper. Bearings should .be taken to side
objects by an observer on deck from two or more positions, and the time
of each noted, fhe sketch must, of course.be kept up as the vessel, pro
ceeds. If some distant prominent object can be sighted frequently it
will serve as a check. on the bearings. 3oundings may be taken with a
common lead, unless specimens of the bottom are required.
Two boats can be used in place of the steamer. The distance between
them may be found by the angle subtended at one by a mast of known
height at the other.
If triangulation points have been established, the boat's position can
be tied to them as often as desired by the s- point problea.or by taking
cuts to it at a given signal .with transits at 2 or more stations. If
approximate latitudes and longitudes are the only checks, only rough work
can be expected.
In all field work the day's notes should be carefully looked over at
Amht.and plotted if the work 13 to be plotted, so that all mistakes and
obscure parts can receive attention while the notes are fresh and the
parties still in the field: also the better to lay ont the remaining
work wiia <eference to that already done.
Lake. harbor. sea coast. surveys. General methods ; methods of locating -oundings. A tide gage should ce established and records kept so that all
shallow soundings can be reduced to low water. 3he position of the chan
nel; character of the bottom; depths;and for approaches to harboi-i.views
of the shore as seen from different points with "ranges" and angles be
tween proKinent objects, are usually required.
Lead imh tallow for specimens of the bottom. 3and's specimen cup.
Erook's specimen cup. Ericsson's lead. American method, 32- poana shot ,
not recovered. A wire is used for the line in very deep sounaings, and
the inst30» of striking bottom is determined by the change in rate of de
scent, Miller-Oassella thermometers for deep water temperature.
88. View COyiDNICATION3. With several parties in the field.it is some
times very convenient to be able to cummunicate with each other.
IVie Korse telegraphic alphabet is usually employed. Por long distances
•he heliotrope is used for flashes, the parties having orders* to watch for
Signals at a certain hour each day. Por short distances a flag is used.
CHAPTBH HI.
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89. MERIDIAN 3ECTION, COORDINATE3 OP POINT. In reducing geodetic da
ta the earth is usually assumed to be an ellipse of revolution. The
dimensions given in Table I best satisfy the degree measurements which
had been made up to the time wiien they were derived.
In the meridian section, Pig. 67. throe gh M: MH = N: MG - n: MGD = geographio
graphic latitude » L: MCD = geocentric latitude = L, : Bm - radius of
curvature of the meridian: x ana y ■ coordinates: a and b = semi-axes.
The equation of the ellipse is
K
xVav + yVb* - 1
or
bxx* + a*y* = avbv
(a)
Differentiating,
2x dx/aw * 8y dy/bx = 0
or,
dy/ox = -x b"7(y o>)
(b)
Prom the differential triangle, Pig. 67,
~~'— F\f4?
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dy/dx = -oot U = -003 L/sin L (c)
Equating ( a) and ( bj ,
bvx/(avy) - cos L/sin L. or bSV(a*/) = a" coswL/( b'sin^) (d)
Prom the definition of eccentricity,
b* = av( i - ev)
3u bstituting in ( a) .
xTl-eN + y* = <*(l-ex)
(e)
Prom (d), Tl(l-ev)iSio*ti -y*cos%L = 0
( I)
Multiply (e) by ^i, an(1 a(ia t0 (f),
xMl-ev) (cosvL + sin^L - e*3invL) - av(l-ev) oos*fc
x*= axcos,-L/(l-e"-sinxL)
(42)
Multiply (e)- by ( l-rev)sin-'-L and subtract (f).
yi.= aM'l-eMSitt^L/tW-sinH)
(43)
Putting l-e^sin^L = r*
x = a cos L/r y = a(l-e*)sin l/r (44)
90. PRINCIPAL RADII OP CURVATURE. 3ince arcs subtending the sane angleare to each other as their radii, the radius of curvature of the meridian.
8m= ds/dL » -( l/sin L)(dx/dL)
Prom (44). dx/dL =(-ar sin L * ar"' exsia L cosxL)/r-v
5v,h„,i,1,,i-.
= - a(l-ev)sin L/f3
3ubstituting,
Bw= a(l-eM/r>= a( l-ex)/( l-e*sin^L)** C^S)
The section by a plane through the normal MH and X to the meridian is
called the prime vertical. It is tangent to the parallel of latitude at
M and its center of motion. or of curvature, is on the axis at H as the
point U moves past the meridian plane, .-.from Pig. 67 and (44),
Radius of curvature of prime vertical = normal ending at minor axis,
N = x/cos L = a/r
(46)
Dividing (46) by (45),
H/Rw = rV(l-ev)
U7)
This ratio is often of value as indicating the deviation of the surface<
at any point from that of a sphere.
Por L = 0° K/Rm = 1.0067 L » 45° N/R^ ° 1.0034
15
1.0053
60
1.0017
30
1.0050
90
1.0000
The geometrical mean of N and B^is taicen for the mean radius of curva
ture at the point, i.e..
Mean radios of curvature, B 'vTTE^
(48)
Radius of parallel.
(49)
B,» x = a cos L/r » I cos L
Normal ending at major axis ,
n • y/sin L = s(Uel)/r
(50)
Geocentric latitude, Pig. 67
tan L 1 = y/x =( l-ev) tan Ii
(51)
^~.the pole,
(L-C, varies froa 0° at the equator 8KV40" in latitude 45°and 0° again at
91. RADIO3 OP CORVATURB POR A GIVBN AZUOTH. A plane through the normal
MO outs out an ellipse. Its equation is found ty expressing the coor
dinates of a point in the equation of "e surface in terms of the co
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orainates ol the carve. rue equation of the sarface is
awz,x+ bx(xx+ r) • axbx
Por the point P,
/ OG+GR-NA=Nexcos k+ycos L-x cos 2 3in L
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y' » PN
= x sin z
z' w RQ ♦ OA - y sin L +x cos 2 cos L
sabstituting in (a) and using for b,
a>n""^Tx
j^t l-e1 ( l-oosx2 cosxL)) + yx(l-excosxL) + xy(2 exsin L cos L cos 2)2x( l-ex)Nexcos L sin L cos z+y 2eMl-ex)N cosvL=( l-ex)(av-»V*cosxL)
or. A xv+ Byv + Cily *ftj + By = P
6y Pormula 35) R^ = - ( 1 *<iy,7divjS',aiVdvy
*Cwwe)

= ((l-ex)(BinvB + coslz) + excosx z( l-siniL)/B( 1-eM. CR„ /RJ
* - (R»sinvz + N cosx zr/H Rm
or.Ri = N R„/(N cosxz * R„sinv 2)

(52)

If 2 » 0 *.8 0 = HB-m /N = R-IB ,the radius of curvature of the meridian.
^z = 90. R,» "H R^,/R»v » N , the radia3 of curvature of the prime verThe geometrical derivation of Rw is simpler.
In Pig.-3S drau a tangent plane at II and a paral
lel plane at the infintesimal distance t. from it .
The latter will cut an ellipse as shorn in plan .
The 3 points B If ?. are consecutive points in the
prime vertical or 3 points in the circle with
radius N. 3imilarly for the meridian with ra dius of curvature R,». Hence if a', and b'. denote
v /|M ?
the semi-axes of the ellipse through B B\ and
a the semi-diamtwr making the angle 2 nith the
.oeridian.
f.^n
a'V(2N) = c = b'V2Rm) » aV(2Rz )
**- s'H/R,. bv= 3*8^2 ..... (a)
The coordinates of C are, x = s sis 2 and y = s cos 2,
3abstituting in the equation of the ellipse,
sxsinxi/a'x + sxcosv z/vx= 1
Prom (a) RIsinv 2/ A + (^003*2/8^= 1
or
8X • NR/(8.sin,z + N cosxz) . (53)
Table V. is computea frow (53)
92.LB(ieia OP i-BRIOlAN ARC. 3ince 8m changes slowly *ith L.for arcs of
1° to 2°.
ds • R d L"- sin 1"
.
m
•Sere d^"- is" in seconds. and 8,- is for the middle latitude.
Por long arcs (54)^mast be integrated. 3ubstituting the value of Bw
ds *Aa(l - ex£(l - exsinxI.n«r
By Pormal^},
ds -a(l-ev)(l +(3/2)evsinvL+(15/8)e-lsin-1b+(35/12)e<-3io'L)dI,
3 = a(t-ex)j;U+(3/2)exsinvb+(15/3)e-sinHl.+(35/ie)etsin<-L)dL
By Por aul as If) and 12].
sinxl< = (1/2)(1 - cos 2L)
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sin^L = (1/3K3-4 cos 2M cos 4L)
Ey roroula 3] .
=
_ 1 1/32) ( 10-15cos2L+5cos4L-cos5i.J
3ubstituting and putting
A = l+l3/4Je**<45/04Je,+(i.75/25«)e*'... • 1.0051093 Loft. = 0.0022133
B= (3/4)e* H13/15)e* H 525/ 5 12) e*- = 0.0051202
= 7.709237
C=
(15/ 54 J +1105/ 25e)e* ='0.0000103
= 5.0S342
D =
c
135/512) e*
= 2.325
s = a(l-e*) /C(A-B cos 2L + C cos 4L-D cos 5Lv,JdL
.= a(l-ex)(AL-U/2)B sio 2L+(1/4)C sin 4L- (1/5)D sin eL...)|f
3ubstituting the limits, and putting L"-L'=°<. L"+L' =P,we have by Pormula
^" s=(1.4395389)°c"-(4.511035)sin°r cos9+( 1.33414)sin2rrcos2 &
-C8.551)sin3oecos3P
(55)
■here s is in meters and' the numbers in parentheses are the logs of the
constant factors.
3ouation (55) is correct tor 7 decimal places. If more are desired, tne
next term tor A is (11025/15334)e*;for B,(a505/2043)e*;ror C.( 2205/ 4095)«%,
for D, (315/K)43)e*.vihile an E term is adoed = (315/15384)e\
93. ARBA3 0N Iris r.LLH.30ID. Dividingthe surface into fruatrums of cones
by the parallels: xidth = RjlL: circumference =
Z^N cos L.
Differential area.
'dA ■ 2"NR„cos L dL
(a)
3ubstituting for N and R„ from (45) and (45),
with b* for aMl-ev).
dA = 2.nb'xcos L 0L/ ( l-e^sm* Lr
By
formula
,
( 1-e* s in* L 32] l+fce""
s x nx L+3e"' s in" L+4e'. s in4 fa
+5ewsin* L
3ubstituting. the expression to be integrated
becomes
Fitt.")o.
5 cos L sin" L qL = (lAn+l))siff' L
*»
nhich gives.
2bV(sxn L + (2/3)e*sin*L + (3/5)e- sin*' L +{ 4/7)e" sio* L+ £
A^ = 2bV(sin L"- sin V * (2/3)eXmin*L" - sin'L') +
(3/5)e"(sin*"l."- sin'"L' ) + (4/7)e' (sin7 L" - sia'C)* )
(55)
To pat in convenient form for computation,
sin* 1. = (3/4)sin L - (l/4)sin 3L
sinw'L = (5/3)sin L - (5/15)sin 3L + (l/15)sin 5L
sin^L = (35/e4)sin L - (21/54)sin 3L + (7/£4)sin 3L -(l/34)sin 7L
3ubstituting in (55). we have. by Pormula 8],with L" - L' = 2Yand L"+L' -23,
Ac= 4bNr(B sinv cosS- C sin 3Ycos 3S+D sin =Ycos 5f-B sin 7?cos 73.£(57)
wae're d=l+(l/2)ex+(e/8)e<*(o/ie)ec+(35/lJa)ew =1.00340ie Log=0. 0014743
C= (l/e)e*+(3/15)e,+(3/15)e' +(35/192)e=O.00li2e=
7.0555S
D=.
(3/3Oe1 +(l/ie)et +(5/54)e* =0.0000017
4.2304
(l/112)e' +(o/255)e%=0.0000000
F(5/2304)e*=0.0000P00
ir (57) be divided by 350 and L"-B' = 2v= l°,the area for 1° souare.
t=(bW90)(B sin 30' cos«"-C sin l°iO' cos 3S+D sin 2°30' cos 53
-& sin 3°30' cos 73.0
(58)
The values of B.C. etc.. should be carriea to more than 7 places for ac
curate results mm me Clarke ellipsoio.altnougb me above values are car'
rico as tar as as me data mil warrant wnia applied to the earth.
94. 3FNc,niC*L c>C£33. Ia Legendre's tneorew it is provea that in a spher
ical triangle ahose sides are snort compared with the r'anius R of the
sphere and a plane triangle with sides of equal length the corresponding
angles differ by lUe samft oaantity ntiict is oas-ttiicd. the spherical, excess.
Let A.B.G, = the angles of the spherical and A';E'.C', those of the plane
triaoglela. b.c.('T-measare)ana a' ,b' .c'^the corresponding sioes;aR = a :"bR
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» b- ; oR = o' ..
Plane triangle.
j. .
j R^/R^)
_. .
5~ By Pormula 2l], cos A' =(b+cv-avy(2bc}l
la)
By Pori.1], sin**' -l-ooswA' -febV-(bv V-a^V^V-HRVO)
or. sin* A' »l2axb'-+2a1 cv +2b*ca-a-'- b" -o"1)/4blov
*M
3pherical
triangle.
6y
Porm.
27],
Q-c- =;—
r-°—
cos A-(cos a-oos b cos c)/fein b sia c
fiy P.ldJ and 14J , -(^x, 2+a^, 24-< ^bV 2+b"V I4U 1-cV 2+cV 24))
/ u-tf/euc-c5/ 6j
-((-a* +b* to*)/ 2-1 bH+c-< -a11 )/ 24-b* cV 4i)Abc U- ( bv +c* )/ 6)
-(V-a*+b*"teW/ 2-1^ tcW)/ 24-bxcV 4)11+^ +cv J/ 6))oc
'((bx ^-i^)/ 2+( bs +0-' +2bv ox -a* cv -av bx J/ 12)7V s.
-rc^+C-a1 +6bv cX24ho _
Prom la) and (c), cos A, _» cos A„ - (1/6) be sin*A
. a,.
3ince b and o are very small, the difference between A and A' must oe
small. Putting this difference = x,
.
.
.„
cos x " 1, sin x - x sin 1
cos A = cos lA'+x), by Porm. 41,
- .
- cos A -x sin 1 sw»A; ty IcJ,
,v
=cos A'-lV6)bc sinvA
« _ .
....
or
x = dc sin A / 6 sin 1 _ ~ .
—
where b and c are in ir-measure. If b and c are iu units of length on the
sphere of radius R.^ ' ^ ^ A</a ^
of triangle/ 3Rxsin jw
The same can be found, for B-B' and-C-O'.
3ince the areas of spherical triangles are to each other as thivt spheri
cal excesses, ite have from the trirectangular t-riangle,.excess- 9p°,
3pherical excess in seconds, s. -area 2 90" -360Qtn!0-=. 5bc sin A'7Bxsin 1"
Comparing this with
(e), excess, s.- 3x ».5bo sin A'/Rxsin 1".
Spherical
(591
OT.
s » 1 bo ein A*
(60)
wbere m » .5/Rxsin 1" .BKR^in 1" by (48),.and is given in Table VI in
metric units.
95. EPPECT OP HEIGHT OPO3 HOBIZONTAL ANGLB3. The observer at A. Sig^l
at sea level sights upon M at the height h &r above at 8 . Tbe vertical*
Blane of oolliaation at A projects,
to B on the line drawn to Ho.
N v
where the normal at A meets the
axis, while the true projection
is at 6'. on the normal MH;, to
the surface at M. This makes
an error x in the horizontal
**
J
angle at A due to the height h.
Pirst
to
find
the
angle
Be,.
n
tween the two projecting lines
«V^*.
■■
at M. In Pig. 73 let C be the intersection of the normals at 1!, and IT*
both in the same meridian. If As is small C sill also be the center
of curvature for the arc M, Mv and
ks- = SJ^U
(a)
If M1 C be produced to meet the axis at H, ,and the reduced difference
in latitude U.H.I^be called At/ (li, B| = H)
As = Not/
(b)
Pron (a) and (b),
AL/At/ = N/R
m
But,S"=Al, wMi' =AL(1 -Ul'/hL) =AL (1 - f^/N)
Prom the values of R„ and N,(45) and (46),
R»/8 = (t - e*)/(l-elsin*L)
3ubstituting,*^^ (l-((a - ev)/(l- evsin* D)
~b.L eSxJsH/a- elsiavL)
?rom Pig.71;R„AL = - k cos z.nearly (lat. " dist. x cos of bearing)
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S =-k e*oosH cos s/(l-e*sin*[1) B
«
=- ke'-oos'-Ii cos z/(l-e*)N
BB' = hS = - h k e*cosH cos z/ (l-e-v)K
The corresponding horizontal angle error at A in ir-measure,
x = - BB' sin a/k = h e^cosMi sin z oos z/d-e'-) H
x" - h exoosvB sin z oos z/(l - ev)S sin 1"
(61)
This will be a laximum for Z = 45°. It L also = 45",
x" - .000055 h
(62)
where h is in asters.
Por a height of lOOO1* this would give 0."05. Ihe orobacle error in the.
value of a primary angle is seldom less than 0?25, so that t"ae above cor
rection would be negligible except for very high altitudes.
96. THIAHGL3 3ID5 COMPUTATION3. The triangles of a triangulation are
strictly spheroidal, but by §95 the 3 vertices of a triangle can be pro
jected down to sea level by lines drawn to the center of a sphere tangent
to the ellipsoid at the center of gravity of the triangle and having N/HH»
for radius, only affecting the horizontal angles within the limits of the
errors of observation.
The sides of these projected triangles have the same lengths, within the
errors of measurement, upon the tangent spheres as upon the ellipsoid.
The triangles can thus be considered spherical, and by Legendre s theorem,
computed as plane by subtracting one-third the spherical excess from each
spherical angle.
In simple systems, and where the greatest accuracy is not desired, if the
sum of the observed angles in any triangle does not equal 180° + s,or the
sum of those about a point 360°, the error is distributed equally among the
angles, or sometimes -inversely as the number of reoetitions.
But in complicated systems, or where extreme accuracy is desired, the er
rors are distributed ny least squares.
The following is a convenient form for computation.
Base 0 0= 6410.66 ft.
0W 0w
3in A'^

3.8069028
9.9907935
3.8161093
3in Oi,....
9.8593280 3in 0£ .....
3.6754373
AO4736.23
0 ww
A = 5391.72
we
3.6754373
3in Aj
9.8135605
3.8618768
3.8613768
3in 0\ ' 9.9999957 3in Ai, 9.3819486
3.8618725
3.7438254
A A = 7275.66
0 A = 5544.03
we
n e

3.8161093
9.9156182
3.7317275

A / i >v
^
N.
°«
\^ X /
FiV*-\.X
v*t

CHAPTER VIII.
a3OD3-PIO PO3ITION3.
97. DIPPS33tfC3 OP LATITUDE. It is usual to find the latitude and the lon
gitude of one op more of the triangulation stations by astronomical obser
vation, as also the azimuth of one or more of the
aides, and from this data to compute the positions
ofIn the
other Psides.
Pig.74,
is the pole of the ellipsoid and P
that of a tangent sphere. The latitude of A and
the azimuth z and distance K to B are given.
3ince k is always small, its subtending angle being
usually <l°,we have by 14aclaurin's theorem, Pormula
33], £1' - f(m) = L + (dL/dm)m + (d1 L/dm'-)mV2
+ (d*L/dmw)mVa +
In the differential triangle ?A3',?ormula 27],
cos PB'=eos PA c03 AB'.+sin APsin AB' cos PAB', or
sin (L+ dL) = sin t1 cos do - cos L sin dm cos z
Expanding the first member,
sin L + dL cos L = sin L -dm cos L cos z;or dL/dm » - cos z (a)
d*L/dinv= (-d cos z/dz)(dz/dm) = sin z(dz/dm)
lb)
Pormula 25),
cot PB'A = (sin AB'cot PA - cosAB'cos PAB'J/sin PAB'
cot(z+dz) - = (dm tanL + cos ^z)/sin z
sin z (cosz - dz sin ?.)- (sin z+dz cos z)(dm tan L + cos z)
sin z cos z - dz sin^z * dm sin z tan L + sin z cos z + dz cos'z)
(c)
as/dm = - sin z tan LF„m(tl, d'L/dm^ = - sin^z tan L
(d)
d,L/dm-1 * d(- slnlz tan L)/dm
= - 2 sinz cos z tan L(dz/dm)-3invz secvL(dL/dm)
* 2 sinvz cos z tan*L + sinlz oos z(l + tanvL)jby (a)and(c)
= 3invz cos a. (1 + 3 tanH)
substituting iff 33),
= - m cos z -lm,-/2)sin1-z tan LJtaV3)sin*z cos zU+3tan'L)
(<a)
•here L'.-L and m are in-t«measure.
Por radius (i, m = K/3 and,
L'-L = - (ty3)cos z -(*V2Nv)sinlz tan L +(kJ/8J|,)sinvz cos zd+3tanvL)
If the center of the sphere is taken at Ha. it will be tangent to the ellip
soid at A so that L will be the same for both, as also V and z. The linear
difference in latitude will therefore be the same- for each surface, i.e. ,
IL*-L)H = AL sin l'.Rm, or AL KL'-DH/R^ sin V (e), where AL = differ
ence in latitude in seconds for the ellipsoid, and R is for the middle latlatitude.
3ubstituting,
-AL - (K/a»sin lw)cos z +(*VlHRmsiu 1") sin*z tan L -(kVefl^sin l»)x
sin1- z cos z(l+ 3 tanvL)
(64)
It is inconvenient to look out Rmfor the middle latitude which is at
first unknown. If Ru is used the resulting difference in latitude 3I will
be changed in inverse ratio to the raiia3,by (e),i.e.,
or.
AL : SL :: RL: Rm
=fUB,/B ) -SU- 1 -(R. - RJ/R )=SL(l-dR /R )
b «
*" m
mm
i.e., the true value can be found
by subtracting ^LdR..*w. /R m from the approxvalue.
'
Proa (45),

8m = a(l ^e2)/(l .- e"ain-,2L)3/2
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dB„" a(l - eM 3 exsin L cos L dL/U - e1sin1L.fv
3ince dEdis tne change from the starting point to the middle latitude,
dL/sin 1" -3L/2. SI< d3»/R„ - 3 e^sinlcos L sin l'lfLf/3U - B*sinxL)
Placing D = 3 e^sin L cos L 3in 1"/8(1 - e sin L),
The corrective term = (f L)VD
(65)
If B = 1/R-sin 1" ; C = tan L/2H R»sin 1"; h w 1st. tern of 164).
which reduces the 3rd. to h v>sinvz(l + 3 tanxI1)/(i N"3ith 3 » (1 + 3 tan'-O/a<T, 164) finally becomes,
«. AC = V 3 cos z + VlC sinl3 + (SI )* D - b kvE sinlz
(63)
B,C,D and E are given in fable IV, the unit being the meter.
Por secondary triangulacion the 4th. terji can usually ba omitted.
93. DIPPiRSSCi IS C1O3GITJDS. By Pormula 28,
sin AM = sin- m sin z /cos [/
Deferring to a sphere tangent at 5, its center at Hv , z.L'k and AM are the
same as for the ellipsoid, «hile m = VH .
(67)
sin AM w Vsin z/3'. cos V
It is more convenient to assume
AM = AK sin zl cos L'
(68)
there A ' 1/3'sin 1", and correct for the difference between arc and sine,
formula 13)( sin x = x - #3 ... - x (1- zY6)
Pormula 373, log x - log sin x = )< xl/6, <there Si = modulus of the common
3ystem of logs.
logUog x - log sin x) = log(M xWS sin1- 1") = 8.2303 + 2 log- x
for All, logUog difference) = 8.2303 + 2 log AM"
(69)
Por « " k/N'sih 1", using an average value(8.5090) for log 1/N'. sin 1'
or log A,
logUog difference) = 8.2308 + 2 log k + 2 log A= 5.3433 + 2 log k (70)
Placing ,8.2308 + 2 log AM" = 5.2433 + 2 log K
(71)
log H- log AM" = 1.4910 for the same log difference
The correction for log K is - and for log AM = +. The vaiues ara
given in Table VIII.
99. C08Vaa33HC3 OP M3RIDIAM3. Pormula 23],
tan (A + B)/2 = cot (C/2)cos ((a - b)/2) /cosl^ +b)/2))
3ubstituting, Pig.74,
cot(AzM= cot(Aa/2)cos(ll' - L')/2)/(sin((!J +I/-J/2))
or,
tan(Az/2)= tan(Ay./2)sintL +u'J/2)/(cos(G - b')/2))
(72)
Pormulas 173 and 13,
4z/2 = tan (Az/2)-(l/3)taa>(Az/2)-1tan{Aii/2)=(Ai! /2)+ ( msf/3
substituting in (72),
+Az - AM sin <^/cos AL + (2/3) ( AiJ/2? (sin U_ cos At, . sinl^cos'AL)
or with, Az and AM in seconds, wita cos AL = 1 in the corrective terms,
-A.Z" = AJl" sin L /cos: AO +(1/12)( AM"/ sin L cosvb sin1- 1"1
mm
^(,a)
= iM" sin [i„ /cos AL + (Ai:"r P
-J
uhere P = (l?12)sin Lm cos*
sin* 1" tabulated in Table IV.
The inverse azimuth,
z' = 180° + z - Az
(74)
Por forms- of comoutation see U.3.C. & 3.Reoort 1894 0.237.
Ihe adjusted spherical angles must be taken and not tae plane ones used
in computing the triangle sides. Por each triangle, starting from the known
side, the latitude and longitude of the required point mast be the same com
puted from each of the two sides, while the inverse azimuths of these two
3tdsa must differ bi the third an=le.thj3 checking the uork,.
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100. POUfCONItJ MAP PROJECTION. This projeotion is the one moat gener
ally used in platting geodetio and topographic surveys* It supposes each
parallel of latitude to be developed upon its own cone, the vertex or which
is on the axis at its intersection with the tangent to the meridian at
tile parallel.
The side of the tangent oone,or radius of the developed parallel, Pig.75,
r - H cot L
(76)
If an arc of the parallel subtend the an"
Sle AM before development, and" after developent,
6
6 = AM R^/r = AM N cos L/N cot I = AM sin U (73)
The radii of the developed parallels are so
great that the parallels- are plotted by coor-t_. ;,
dinates.
x = r sin 9 = 3 oot L sin(AM sinO) \
y = x tan 9/2 = x tanisin 1&U/2) J
f»S
In platting, a central meridian is drawn as a straight line upon the map,
and the true distances between parallels- are laid off from Table IX. Per
pendiculars-, by describing arcs with a compass, are carefully drawn, through
these points for the )£axes of the parallels.
The x- coordinates are
then laid off on each lor the different longitudes- (77) from the Table .
Perpendiculars- are drawn through these points and the y coordinates laid
off from the Table, The meridians join the points- of the same longi tude.and the parallels those of the 3ame latitude.
A glance at Pig. 75 will show that, starting from the pole where the ra dius of the developed parallel is zero, the radius- increases more rapidly
than the distance from the pole, becoming infinity at the equator; the de
veloped parallels will then not be concentric circles- but the distances be
tween them will increase with the longitude from the central meridian;
distances
in latitudethewill
stretched
outiscale
as we isleave
the central
meridian, distorting
map then
sincebe the
longitude
constant.
The triangulation stations must then be plotted by latitude and longi
tude .interpolating between the nearest meridians and parallels, and using
the triangle sides for checks- only.
101. fcZaCATOa MAP PB0J3CTION. This projection is used by navigators- on
account of the facility in obtaining directions- for constant bearing sail
ing. A tangent cylinder is drawn at the equator; the meridional plantsare produced to meet the cylinder in elements, and the cylinder is then de
veloped. The meridians thus become parallel straight lines at dis tances- apart equal to the trui distances at the equator. $his- enlarges
the scale in longitude in the ratio a/RT .
To preserve local bearings the latitude scale
must be increased in the same ratio;the loxodrome or curve of constant bearing at sea thus
becomes a straight line with the same bearing
on the map.
To find a sailing course between any two
points, the navigator joins them with a straight
line on the map, measures the angle made with
a meridian and allows for the magnetic variation.
In the differential triangles- GCP ,lcp,
dm/ds = LP/lp = ee'/lp a/RF
nt^.n.
3ubstituting for ds Rn dL and for R» = N cos b
(77)
dm lilVN cos L)dL
3ubstituting the values of R-and N and integrating between the lim
its L, and Lj*ill give the distance on the map between the corresponding
parallels.
"
102. LOCATION OP GR3AT ARC3. If the two extremities of the line are given;
the latitude ajid longitude of each is accurately determined by observation.
The azimuth and length of the line can then be found by (64) and (33) re taining only two teras of (e4) thus,
AL » - k cos z /R^sin 1"-V.lsinl ztan L/2NRmsin 1"; AM = Vsin z/N'cosusinl"1
solving for Vein z, k sin z = AM;)' cos L' sin 1"
substituting for VSiuv z and solving for V cos z,
Vcos z = r R^AE, sin 1" - N'^AM^tan h cos1 U sin* 1VNJ,
oot z = -RwAL/N'^A!i oos V - AiUJ' tan I cos V sin 1V2N \
X= H' AM cos t', sin l'/sin z
J
(7B)
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If V, is large it may be necessary to employ several triangles in locating
it, or ;o test the direction by an observed azimuth at an intermediate point.
103. LOCATION 0f PARALLEL3, ffirst to find any point A of the parallel, a
station A' as near the parallel as may be is^ occupied and its latitude ieterinined; the difference between it and that of the parallel gives the
dL to move either north or south on the meridian to reach the parallel, or
in distance at sea level,
(79)
V = RmdL"sin
If dL is large the latitude of A should be deter
mined by a aea set of observations on account of
[he danger of station error.
Having one point A ,the parallel can be deter
mined by offsets from the prime vertical A3.
Cn th9£iPAB, formula afl,
tan = tan AH cos L. formulas- inland lis],
tan AH cos L -(l/3Jtan3 AH cos* L, *AJ( cos L+(l/3)( AM cosL?tanv I
m
tan1 L 180)
K - mN = N sin 1" AM" cos L +U/3JN (sin l"AMcos
z
=
90°
in
(ti1
)
for
the
prime
vertical,
Placing
-Ah" = V1- tan L/2N R„ sin V
60 = .-AL"R„sin 1" = **tan L/2N
V81)
Since BC varies as if if A3, or k,be divided into n equal parts, the oi<4i~»»v
to the parallel will be
(l/n)l6C, (Z/ufBC. (3/nj1 BC,
(62)
fhe direction angle, PBA = 90" - az
(83)
while those of the n - 1 ordinates, assuming k to increase proportionately
toAM.will be,9OO _Az/ai ^ ^. . 3Az/n
(84)
If the parallel to be located is long
should be divided into sections,
and each one located from a new prime vertical to avoid long offsets.
Errors of direction may bs prevented from accumulating, and station errors
may be detected , by observations for azimuth and latitude at the begin ning of each new prime vertical.
Ib locating the 49th. parallel west of the Lake of the floods, (U.3. Northern
Boundary 3urvey, ifashington,-1878 )astronomical observations, for latitude
and azimuth. were taken at points" about 20 miles apart, and the prime ver
ticals were ranged through with transits. Bach offset was. made up of ;
the reduction from the prime vertical to the parallel, increasing as the
square of the distance from the astronomital station to the parallel, con
stant between stations; the difference betweet the observed, and computed
latitude of the closing point made up of the station and observing errors
in latitude and azimuth, and the aligning error, and taken proportional to
the distance. The probable error in the position- of a latitude station
was about 4 feet, and in prolongong a 20-mile line, about 10 seconds,
ixample 1. Required tha data for locating the 42nd. parallel between N.if.
and Pa. from the Delaware River (appro*, longitude 1° 30'. B) to the west
end of the state (approx. longitude 2° 54' if) total distance 4° 24' lon1gitude.
Dividing into three equal parts, we have AM = 1" 23'
42°
5230"
AH
log(sin 1" AH cob L)J 4.83785
4.8355749
Log sin 1"
AM
3.7228339
6,80533
!
9.3710735
cO5 I
9.53233
1/3
tanaL
8. 2792313
9.90337
1.07496
N
8.B053577
5.0345400 k =
1st term=121517.8
121529,7 Mim
kx
10. 1893643
3. 72263
9.9544374
tan L
9.32557
sin L
10. 1233023
3533". 0
3.O4320
7. 1083377
2N
- 53' 53"
3.0174145
OB = 1040.9**
90°
v =
990 01' 07"
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lae ordinates and direction angles for intermediate points can be found
by (92) and (34).
104. PARALLEL3 Bf 3OLA3 COMPA33. If &L =0 in (T8 )
cot z = -{l/2)ki< tan L cos. L sin 1"; *=1rAM cos- L sin" 1"
.3ubstituting,
cot z = - V tan L/2H =Uz/2) tan 1"
, (86)
Toe first instrument point -being upon the parallel, the solar wiXL give tie
ceridian,
froa .<hich
'placed np3n the parallel;
etc.z can be turned off and the next instrument
whS
i;ne difference in length, d, between the north and south lines of a to«n-=
3hip flill be the distance V between them into the convergente in seconds,
tites tan 1".
4 = v &z tan 1"
(68;
J-or long distances the difference should be found by computing the arc of
the parallel for each latitude and subtracting.
105. R3CTAHG0LAR 3PS33ICAL COOBDINAI33. In Sarope. the positions of triangulation poinfcs nave been found more convenient for use by local survey
ors when expressed as coordinates- than as latitudes
and longitudes. In the rectangular system the merid
ian for tae survey is drawn through the origin 0 and
a great circle x to it through the required point A.
fhe coordinates of A are i and y.aud of 8, x and y'
oositive
to the north and east.
Uuaiw*-**The bearing or —direction angle oc is^ the angle made, ^
not with the meridian through A, but with the arc AP ]~parallel with the initial meridian (the parallel arc \
AP being.!, to tie great circle through the poles 3Q'J. \
.lo find toe coordinates ajuj direction ajiglg ai 5
from taose at A. In the triangle A B Q the c sides
are
kno.in
also the angles at Q(= (x'-x)/fO
— s— ^
and ST
= 30as -or).
;. for y', form. 27], cos 8Q = cos AB cos A3 + sin AB sin AO. ens A ^,T)
sin(y'/8) = cos(k/R)sin(y/R) + sin( k/R)cos(y/«) sin c<A
. Sbr x', form. 26], sin 3 = sin A5 sin A/sin &3
sin((x'-x)/R)
= sin (k/R)cos or/c-osly'/R)
(«*)
joror-.form.&al, tan((A + B)/2) = cot(e/2)cos((Afi - Bfi)/2ycos((A6 + 68/2)
cot((«-°0/3\
" cot((x'rx)/33) cos«y'r-yy2R)'sinUy/ + y)/2R)
tan((«-«-)/2)
= tan((x'-ry2R)sin((y'+ y)/2R)/cos«y'-y)/2f<J;
Replacing the functions of the small angles by the developments in series,
(87 y'.-y'VaR*
) becomes, = (l-kV2Rl )(y - yV63l ) + (k - k'/6av )(1 - yV2Rv)sinoc
= y(l - kVsa* - yt/3?>) + k sinocO - kV3 R* - yS^R* )
syice y's has a large divisor, the approximate value, y + k sin or, found by
neglecting all terms containing 1/S* can be used, giving,
y'r(y + k sinor)'/6Bx = y + k sino<+ y(-kV2R*- y V6HS+ k sinccf*-**--*/"".")
y' = y + k sine* -(3 If-y - 3 kvy sintoc + k* sinof- k'sin'oc J/aR1-y'. = y + k sin«r (kxy cosV)/2Rv r ( k3 sinevcos5c< )/6Er*Cvio)
9roi (88),
(z'-x)-(x'-xJV6Rv »(k - k'/3R1- )cosoc/(l-y'*/2R,-)= k cost* ( l-*WS-(VWt^
Por a first approximation, x' - x = k cos «
substituting,
x'-x = (k cosw^/SR1 + k cos<x- ^coscr/aa* + K y'> costsV
or, x' = x + k coa« + ky'V c03°r/2Bv - k'cosor sin** /3B*
(91)
?rom (89), (Of-or'} = (x'.-x)) (y'+ y)/2Bl
(92)
substituting for y'< y + k sin or
or-o<» (x'-xJy/Rv + (x'-x)k sin<Y/2R'(93)
If k sinor= n.and k cos°r= m,(90),(91) and O3) become,
y' = y + n - mly/2Rv - mvn/6Rv
x' = x + m + my'*/ 2 R* - mnV3ax .
\ (qS)
°f -of'- Br/R^sin 1'+ nn/2Rvsin-l or = w(y + y'J/Sa'sin
-)
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Por Rluse N Rm from TableHlfpr the given latitude.
The teras containing 1/3* in the values of y' and x' are the small cor rections to the values which would be found for plane coordinates.
l38- MAPPING 3PHSRICAL COORDINATE3. In mapping, the ordinates y are laid
off X to the central meridian .which enlarges the latitude scale away from
the meridian.
.
from (90), k since. (y'-y) + (.i'-xfj/2&1 * (x'-x)1 (y'-y)/3R*
fro.n (91). k cos<Y=(x'- x) - (x'-x)y'V2Rv + (x'.-x)(y'-<j) /3Rv
3quaring
adding,
k*= and
«y'.y) + (x/ - x)V2Rv + (x' - x)v(y' - y)/6Rv)v
+ ((x'. - x) - (x' - x)y'>/2K* + (x' - x)(y' - y//3Rw)x
= k,v + (x' - x)x(y' - y)y/R* + (x'. - x)v(y' - y)l/3Rt
- W - x)VVRw + (x'. - x)My' - y)V3Rw
» kj + ((x' - x)V3B*)(3.t)'W - r) * 2(y' - y)*--wH"0
= kj - «x/ - x)V3RMC.iV + yy. + y'»)
- k^(l - (cosW8B*)(yv + yy' + y'} )
k = k»(l - (cos'or/3RvKy* + yy'. + j'y)
(95)
where k. is the value for plane coordinates.
Putting the map magnification = 6,
G = k./k = 1 + (y* + yy' + y'.* JcosV/3R*
(98)
Por short lines y = y' nearly, giving
G = 1 + yi cosV/2 Rv
(97)
This becomes unity for°r= 90°, the map giving true differences of longi .ude.and a maximum ^of l +
fop^.' 0
CHAPTER IX.
DETERMINATION OP THE DIMEN3ION3 OP THE ELLIP3OID.
107. I3B MERIDIAN PROM WO LATITUDE DEGREE MEA3UREMENT3. These arcs may
be on the same meridian, or on different ones if
•
the earth is assumed to be an ellipsoid of rota
tion. The arc 3 is measured, as also the latitudes */\ \\
of its extremities for each case. If
L.- Lh- 6L; (Lx + L.)/2 = L; L,- L, - AC;
(L»+ Lj)/2
" ^ *
s = M' R„sin l"; s' = AL' R^sin 1"
(93)
Dividing, by (45),
Is aLVs'^L)'1 = ( 1-e sinvL,)/( l-exsin*L) = qv
.. ev= (,i -. qw)/(sin*L'- qwsin*LU
(99)
3ince Rm= a(l - 8**)/(l - swsinwC,P\ R_» c((l - ewTV(l
3ubstituting in c"='sC'l
(98),, - ewsin*t)iVAL sin l"(l - ewf* \ (l0o)
c = s'(l - e^sin^fVM/ sin
- e»J*w J
3emi-minor axis, b = c(-l - e*)j
3emi-major axis, a = eVl - e* (101)
The entire quadrant can be found from (55) if desired.
103. REDUCTION OP A MEA3URED ARC TO THE MSRIDlkH. The arc is 3l\irased to make onlv a small angle nith the meridian.
Prom (64),..
" s = nL R»sin V = -k cos z - (k*sin*z tan D/2N
+ kwsi.nvz cos z (1 + 3 tan*Jj)/68*
(102)
The second term of the second member.,is small so that
an approximate value can be Used for N.
Por- a chain of triangles, this equation can- be applied
to side after side until the whole length of the chain
-.has been projected.
109. THE M33IDIAN PROM 3EVERAL LATITUDE DEGREE MEA3UREMENT3. This in,
Toives the formation of observation equations between the observed latiuaes and the projected, or directly measured, meridional arcs. The sim
plest relation is (93) which can- be used for a AL of sever.al degrees on
account of the- probable error of a latitude determination, some 5.04" or
4 feet, aside from the station error,
-or longer a££s a correction for (98) will be reanired.

Bq.104.)Prom (64),

MERIDIAN PROM DEGREE BBi3OHElffi3fa.
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ds< = R_dL = aM - ex)dIAl - e^sin^Lj*.
= a(l - e*)dL(a + (3/2)ewsin*L) , neglecting terms
above ev
,
. , ,s
1/2=- aC'l
(172)
cos 2t + (3/4)ex - ( 3/4) e* cos 2L)
fit sin*L = ds
- ev)dL(l
a -a(<L-r s?)(jl + (3/4)s*)(t,"- L' ) - (3/3)e'(sin 2L*"-sim 21.)
Porm. §) ,
s."- aM - e*)(l + (S/4) e* )AL - (*/4)evsin A[i cos 2L)
Por sin AL ase Afr - (AL?/3,
s = aAL(-l - e*)(l + (3/4)e*-- (S/4)e*cos 2L +
(.l/8)e*(AC,]*- oos 2L)
(lfl3)
Expanding Rm,
rto=
. ew)(il + (e/2)e*s-in*Ii)
= a(l - e*)('l + t3/4)ew- (S/4)e*cos 20
,. the approximate value by (98) for s, ,
.sj = AIi Bm= a4L(l - eMOl + (3/4)e*- (Q/4)e>-cos 2L)
3ubtracting this- from the true value (-103) will give the correction 3s
to apply to the approximate value, or
s - Sj = Xs- =a AL(1 - e"-)(eV8)(AL)*" cos 2L, or Ab in seconds,
3s = a(W8)(AL/sin l'/oos 2L
(104)
The cqrrection for AL = 1° reduces to -Or 028 in latitude 0°; - 07*014
for L = 30°; OrOOO for L = 45°; -tor 014 for L = 60°; -0^028 for L- = 90".
Jordan gives the following data:
Latitude Degree Measurements in Europe
3tation [vatitude L
AL
Meridian aro 3
Pormentera L, = 33° 391 56.1"
Barcelona Lx = 41 22 47.9 2° 42" 51.8"
30 1 354
Prench CarcassonneD, = 43 18 54.3 4 32 53.2
505 137
Pantheon L, = 43 50 49.410 10 53.3
1 131 050
Dunkirk
Lj. = 5 1 2 3.812 22 12.7
1 374 572
Dunnose
Ll = 50 37 7.8
Greenwich L, = 51 28 39.0 0 51 3L4
95 320
English Arburyhill L«J = 52 13, 23.0 1 38 20.4
178 7 30
Clifton
» 53 27- 31.1 2 50" 23.5
315 892
GSttingen L„ - 51 13 47.8
Hanover. Altona
= 53 32 45.3 2 0 57.5
224 458
„
frunz
L,,. = 54 13 11.5
Prussian KSnigsberg L» = 54 4 2 50.5 0 29 30.0
54 985
Mesel
L,, = 55 43 40.4 1 30 23.9
137 932
Belin
Lw = 52 2 40.9
Jakobstadt L,< = 58 30 4.8 "4 27 23.7
493 1l4
Russian Dorpat
L_ = 58 22 47.3 8 20 8.4
705 209
3ochland L„ = 60 5 9-3 8 2 23.9
895 315
Malorn
L» = 85 31 30.3
»m
3wedish Pahtawara L„ = 37 8 49.8 1 37 19. o
130 823
The first 2 latitudes are connected by the equation,
Lt - I., = 3/a^sin 1" - 3s/R^sin 1"
(o)
where
1/RW = (-1 - e^sin'LjVaU - eM
(<b),
3ince a and e* are unknown, or required quantities, we substitute for thea
approximate values with corrections, a = a# + Ja e' = e£ + 3e* and
expand by Maclaurin's theorem
1/Rm=l/R. +(d(l/Rj/d(ia))3a + .(<!( 1/RJ /d(*ew Jie*
(<c)
But d(l/RJ/d£a =((1 - evsin* LjV( 1 - e*))(-l/a»), = - 1/aJ by neg
lecting all terms containing e*
d(l/H )/d(«e*) = (d(v%,)/dSe)(d(*e)/atfs*))
,
= (l/#^W*£lH'-«:^^-e>lHl,
= (-1/a )(l - (3/2)sinxL), by neglecting ev terms.
3ubstitution
(ii/al)fa + (4 _ (3/2)siaX[j)jeVa>
..; (a) becomes
, ,.
Lt = [1. + s/R#sin 1" - 3(l/alsin l')5&
s(l -O/3hjin'M3eVa.sin 1" -S3/^.w-i^,
Ihe value of Is is given in (104).
Considering the meridional arcs perfect or constants in comparison with
the observed latitudes, with corrections v, affected ty station errors the
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observation equations, ( £1) Part I, become,with
t, + v. = Vi; Lw + v, = Vt
V, - L, = s<.
Vt - Lx = vX
SC
Bat Vt =Vi + s/R,sin 1" - s(l/a*sin l")$a. + s('l - (3/2)sin* [i)(-l/33in 1\
3ubstituting,
v. +
L + s/R.sin
is(a/a*sin l')Sa + s(<l - (3/2)3in*L)( 1/asinl")W"
I.e.,
r, * a,.* + \j * lx = vw
*
wpere-lOOQ s(l/a*sin 1"J = av; <5a/10O0 = x; s( 1 - (3/2)sin»-L)(<l/1000a.^*,>"
= lj; 10003e,-= y L,- Lt + s/R.sin V - a.eii^Ly cos 2L /8R.siri»lw = lw (aV
Bquations (£2) Part I.thas become, as given by Jordan with a, =
6 377 397.2;log a. = = 6.804 6435; ej» 0.003 674 372; log ej = 7.824 4104
8, = the corresponding value of R„ for the different latitudes by (-b).
v,
»"
v,
- 1.53X + 3.71y -0.2" - vv
v,
- 2.57X + 5.33y - 1.4 = v,
v,
- 5.75x + 10.36y - 2.1 = fl,
v'
- 3.93x + 11.31y + .1. 2 = v..
"*
v.
- 0.43x + 0.29y +3.2 = v,
vt
- 0.91x + 0.43y + 3.2 = vw
v,
- 1.80x + 0.69y - 1.9 » v,
v»

- 1.14x + 0.40y

+ 5.0. » v„
" ..
- 0.28x. + O.Oly - 0.5 ».v„
- 0.35x - .0.03y + 3.3
v„
v,v.
= v,wvw - 2.52x + 0.13y +3.6 = v,t.
v». - 3.53x - 0.27y- +0.7 = v„
v„ - 4.54x - 0.94y + 2.-3 = v»
v,»
" w.w
v»- 0.92x - l.oly - 1.1 = vvo
Porning the noraal equations as usual,
* 5 v(
- 13.33X+ 31.21y- 2.50=0
+ 47t
- 2.99x+ 1.43y+ 4.50=0
+ 3 v„
- l-14x+ 0.40y+5.00=0
* 3^
1.13x- 0.02y+ 2.30=0
+ 4 v„
- 10.34x- 1.03y+3.30=0
* + 2 v» - 0.93x- 1. 5 ly- 1.10=0
-13.33/, -2.99m, -1.14v,, -1. 13v,i -10.34v,,- 3.92v» +137.07x- 155. lly-23. 13=0
+31.21v. +1.43vt +0.40v» -0.02v„ - 1.03v„-1.51v„ -155. llx+237. 21y- 14.03=0
3xnressin<5 the v in each of the first 3 eauations in term3 of the other
quantities and substituting in the last 2,ws find x = +0.4023
y. = -10.2347.
3ubstituting in (d),
5a = 1000 x = +402r 3
3e* = 0.001 y = + 0.000 2347
a = a. + Sa = 3 377 397.2 + 402.3 = 6 377 800 ew= e* + 5ev =
0.006 6744 + 0.000 2347 = 0.003 9091.
3ubstituting the values of. x and y in the observation equations <e) the
v'3 are readily found, from which 1v°l =-52.
;. (31), Part I, t =Y[v*l/(n-mJ = V52/12 = 2."1 for the m.s.e.of a lat
itude determination referred to the ellipsoid.
This is very much great
er than the m.s.e. of a latitude determination showing that-an ellipsoid
of revolution .rill not fit the data without large station errors or local
deviations of 'the plumb line.
The v's for each group, i.e., Prench, Snglish, etc. foot up zero within OlOl.
110. TR3 ELLIP3OID IH01T A D3GBE3 M3A3URSM3ST. 0BLIOJJ3 TO TtfE M3RIDIAN.
The latitude and. azimuth are observed at each end of the line, as also the
difference in longitude and the distance.
3ach observation would give an equation of the form
f('X,Y,2,
) - M, = v,
where the respired
quantities are the most probable values for the observed L.,.Ci,*H,Z1>Z ,
k.and p and e"- for the ellipsoid. Denoting the corrections' to the ob-X
served or assumed values by 5, we have for the initial latitude
f,(t,*S[ii) -U-," v, .
or SL, +'o=7,(a)
v,%
v,w
»,w

Sq.105.)
D3©3»! !i3A3rJN3Mi)WT3..
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Por L '. fAL,* 3L ,o.+3o,e;t + 3ex) r L*= vx
,
rV
" f*(L .c.'ejO - k + («w/at,)$t. + («w/*J)fo + (dfw/ae*)Xef-«f
The quantity fjti, ,c.,e;*) ,the computed value of L*,can be found by (54).
Place this computed value less tiw ; lt
,
£or ^9r«ifHil^tS.1
coefficients only the first term of the second member of (54) need be
osed, i.e.,
tx(L, + ST., ,o. +rc,e".x+Se;x) w L, - k cos z/R„
= L, - k cos z.Wc
(df^/dL, JVL, =SL, (df,./dc )Sc = (k cos V.Vc^Jv(dft/de*)3e"*=(-3k/2c) cos zx
cos^E.V.JO
Collecting results,
3L, + ('k cos z,V,'/c*)£c - (,3k/2c. )cos z, cos'L, )Se'N lt= v% (c)
Por Mi, ' Place 1,■ computed value by (58) less the observed value, rtile
for the differential formula usS k sin z/Ni cos Lj, i.e.,
f,(c,+ Sc.€f + Se?) - k Sin z/u'.cos L.'. = k sin z,V;Vc cos Lv
(df,/dc)3c w -(* sin z.V.'/c'cos LjSo (df,/de,x)3e'x= ( k sin z, cos'LyA.
e V)iev
.". -('k sin z,V'/c*cos Lt)Sc + (4 sin z, c0sxLt4c.V)Se"* + 1,w v, (d)
Por azimuth, f,('Z,+ Sz,) - z,= vH, or Sz, + 0' = vH
(e)
Por zt, f^{'z, + Sz, ,c„ + fc.e;* + Set*) - zK = vwf^' ) by (73) = z,+ 1S0°"+ AM sin L„a z, + 180° + k sin z,tan L/n'
w z, + 180° + k sin z,tanX,vy<3
(df4./dz,)fz, = Sz, (df,./dc)jc = (-k sin 8, tani. G,VX<9fo (df,/de*)3e* c
(4 sin z.sin L.cos L/acV ')*«*'
3z,— (4 sin z, tan L,V"/cj)Sc + (4 sin z,sin Ci,cos L^V)Se'*'+ 1,.= v, It)
Collecting equations (a) to ( f) and denoting the coefficients of 5c and
Se^by a and b,
SI,
\, z v,
«L,
a,fc + b^3e" * 1% = v,.
a, 5b + b,je'v + 1, = v,
(105)
3z,
1H = v.,
fz, a^rc + brSe'* + lr = vt.
Weights can be introduced if desired.
If k is large or poorly measured so that its m. s.e.is appreciable in
comparison: with those for L,AM,and z.another' equation should be added.
ft(c.+ *c,e;* + Set*) - k = vt
Prom (78), U(., ) = N'AM cos \Jaia z, = c cos LxbMJVf. sin z,
(idfc/dc)Sc = (AM cos L^/V,' sin z )3c (eft/de'*)* e".= -(c AM cos'L/
2 V* sin z.JSe"'.
a^3c + b^se^t lt = ,rc is the equation to be added to (105).
If."a second line starts from the initial station and its azimuth is com
puted from the observations ..Thich gave z, .there lould be added to (103)
3L, + a^c + b.,3e'= + 1, = v,
from L,
*! 4M,.1
a,Sc t b,Je» + 1, a v,
fz, + a,sc + b,3e'i +
" z3
ai.So + b«
+ ii. = *i=
if k,.3is considered.
The distance k can be greater than a tri
angle side by solving for an approximate z by
by ("3) ; computing through the chain of tri
angles with two angles and the included side
given each time to find the third angle and
the second side; calling the change in direc
tion of k at each intersection 180°." z,,
zx and k as found for the total distance can
then be corrected for the error in closure
at B by adding z to k and dividing y by k sinl" for the correction to z.
Por the more general treatment for an astronomical geodetic net, taking
ito account station error in its effect upon latitude, longitude and az
imuth, see 3elmeris 36'heren Geodosie.
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TABL3 I.
formulas and Constants.
sin'-x + cosvx = 1
Q
tan x = 1/oot x = sin x/c03 x =Vseclx - 1
2)
sin('x * y) = sin x 003 y * cos x sin y
3)
cos (-x ± y) = cos x cos y :? sin x sin: y
4]
tan (at * y) = (tan x ± tan y)/('l ^ tan x tan y)
5]
cosMeD"- y) * - cos y; sin('180°+ y) = - sin. y
3}
For small angles, sin x = tan x » x" sin 1" = X". arc 1*
7J
sin x t sin y = 2 sin(0x *. y)/2) coaCfa? y)/2)
8)
cos(ix -h y) + cos ('x - y) = 2 cos x cos y
Si]
sin 2x = 2 sin: x co3 x103
2 cos*x/2 * 1 + cos x
111
2 sinlx/2 = 1 - cos x .
12)
sin x = x - xs/3 ! + xy/5! - xV7! + x*/9 I 13)
cos x *1 - xY21 + xV4! - x«/8! + x«/8!
14)
tan x = x + xV3 + 2x715 + 17x"7315 + 32xw/2335 + 1332x"/ 155925 IS)
are sin x = x + x'/3I + 3xV40 +-5xVll2 + 35xV1152 + 33x"/2813 16}
arc tan x = x - x?3 + x»7o - xV7 + xw/9 - x"/ll +
17]
In the last 5 equations x is in -rr-measure. 3hould x be givew in sec
onds multiply by sin 1"
Plane Oblique Triangles,
sin A/a=sinB/b = sin C / c
lg)
a* « bv 4 ox - 2 b c cos A
jgj
tan(('A - B)/2) =((a - b)/(a + b)) tan ((A 4 B)/2)
, 23)
Area triangle = 1/2 b c sin A
zj\
3pherical Oblique 'Triangles.
sin A / sin a = sin B / sin b = sin C / sin c .
23)
cot B = (sin: c cot b - cos c cos A)/sin A
2S)
cos a = cos b cos o + sin b sin c cos A
27)
tanU'A * B)/2) = cotlC/2)cos«a - b)/2)/cos «« 4 b)/2)
2Q
Spherical 3ight Triangle.
tan A sin b * tan
ggl
Binomial
Theorem.
(a + b)w=
a- + m a^b * (*(• - l)/2!)iT-V<
3g\
Maolaurin's Theorem.
a'. = f(*) = (u^6+ (du/dxK'x/l!) + (
-K^a/dx) (ix"/nt)
33)
Taylor '3 Theorem.
u' = f('x + y) = u + (du/dx)(y/l1) + (dvu/dx*)(yV2!) +.
(<rn/dx")/(y/n!)
34)
Badius of Curvature.
B = - (i1 + dyVdxM(dxVd'y)<
35)
A.B.Clarke of the-Bnglish Ordnance 3urvey, gives the following values,
for the ellipsoid of revolution as found from the various degree meas
urements. These values were adopted by the 0.3.C.4 Geodetic 3urvey iu
1875 and the following tables which involve the ellipsoid are based up
on"3emi-major
this data. axis, a = 8378a)8.m4
log
a.804r-8983
semi-minor axis
b = 8358583.8
*
8.803 2238
eccentricity squaredev = 0.008738353
7.830 5023
One meter = 39.37 inches('Act of Congress).
The following formulas are in u3e.
e=(ti-e' =+ (a-a = cVl fr)Va
- e*= c/Vl
e"- bflVb
= ctl - e1) = c/('l 4 e,x)
rx= 1 + evsinvL
V.1= 1 4 e,vcosiL = rYU - &t
The following approximate values are given for the coefficients of ex
pansion for 1° P.the unit being 1/1 000 000 of the length.
Iron
3.5
Glass
4.7
Platinum
4.8
Brass
10.2
3teel
3.2
Zinc
16.1

Tabte N, Corrections for run of Hie micromefgr
"17
Coirec+ions some * grjQS r for Tn < 2.'^o". Opp o site sic ns 1 OI- rn > 7."so
a 0
(x
a
r
lo" 20"
50" 40* 3o' OO" lo'' Jo. ao" 40" So" OO' l0" »o" .so" y
Hi .05 .05 44 .04 .04 .01 .O3 .0» .02 .02 42 .01 41 .01 .00 .00 -rf—
0.1
9.1 .10 .09 .09 "Of .07 .07 .06 .05 .05 44 43 .03 02 41 .01 40 0.2
93 .I3 .14 .1 3 .11 .II .10 .09 49 .07 45 45 .04 43 42 .01 40 0.3
OA .10 .19 .17 .15 .15 .11 .11 .II 49 .08 .07 as .04 .03 .01 .00 0.4
0.5 .25 .23 ft .20 .18 •7 .15 .13 .1X .10 48 .in .05 .53 .01 40 0.5
9b .so 48 .25 24 .U .20 .18 .16 .M .12 .10 .08 45 .Of .02 .00 05
0.1 .35 .53 .30 48 .26 M .21 .19 .15 .M .12 .09 47 44 .02 40 07
IS 40 .37 .35 .32 .29 .27 .34 .21 .19 .15 .13 .11 .08 .O3 .03 40 0.9
99 .45 41 .39 .34 .S3 .JO .27 .24 21 .I3 .15 .« 49 45 .03 .00 0.9
14 .50 .47 43 .40 .37 .33 .3O .27 .23 .20 .17 .13 WO 07 .03 40 1.0
1.1 .55 51 .45 .44 .40 J7 .33 .29 .25 .22 .18 .15 .II .07 .04 40 1.1
U 40 .55 .« AO .44 .40 .35 .32 .28 .24 .20 .15 .12 45 .04 40 1.2
13 .55 .51 .55 .52 48 43 . 39 .35 .30 25 .22 .17 .13 .09 04 40 1.3
M .70 55 .50 .55 .51 47 .42 .37 .33 .28 .23 .19 .14 .09 .O3 40 M
I3 .15 .70 .55 .50 55 .80 45 .40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 40 15
\k .50 75 .59 .54 .59 .53 .48 .43 .37 .32 .27 .21 .15 .11 .05 40 IS
1.7 45 .79 .74 .58 .52 .57 .51 45 40 34 .28 .23
.11 05 .00 1.7
14 .90 .84 '70 .72 .55 .50 .54 49 42 .35 .30 .24 .17
.18
.05 40 1.8
1.9 .95 49 .81 .75 .70 .53 .37 .51 44 .38 .32 25 .19 .12
.13 .05 40
24 I.00 .93 .87 .80 .73 .«7 .60 .53 47 40 .33 27 .24 .13 .07 40 1"9
24
».! 105 .9» .91 54 .77 .70 .53 .55 .49 .42 .35 .28 .21 M .07 .00 2J
3I I.I0 M3 .95 88 .81 .73 .55 .59 .51 .44 .37 .29 .22 .15 .07 40 22
2.3 M3 1*7 1.00 .92 .84 .77 .59 51 .54 45 .38 .31 .23 .15 .08 40 2.3
M MO 1.12 144 .95 88 *o .72 .54 .55 .48 40 .32 .24 .15 .08 .00 24
25 M5 U7 108 100 42 43 .75 57 £8 ,50 42 .33 "25 .17 .08 .00 2.5
2.5 130 1.21 U3 104 .95 87 .78 .59 £1 .52 43 3S .25 .'7 .09 40 2.5
27 135 1*5 m 1.08 .99 .90 81 .72 .51 .54 45 .35 .27 .15 .09 40 2.7
28 1*0 1.31 111 lit. 103 .93 84 .75 .55 .55
.37 .28 .19 .09 OS 2.5
2.9 M3 135 115 1.15 105 97 87 .77 .58 .58 .47
.48 39 .29 .19 .14 00 2.9
3.0 150 MO 130 1.20 no 100 90 .80 .TO .50 .5O .40 .30 .20 .10 .00 3.0
40" 30" to" (•* 50" 5o" 4o" 30" Jo •O- 50" 3o" 40" SO"
1- 60" 50" a=
r
4'
a..3'
K
l.oo7frt
* Loq.W
Ut "ofparal fofMtrii L01 k
O ' iMjural.
0 00 111321 110557.2 6&4 6985 5 3O 17489 not 105904 110515.8 5.8047520 5.5419395
9555
7492 30 8599
5985
30 1315
9720
7729
524.1
5990
7502 1300 8485
557.5
1 00 1304
989*
7755
30
5995
7519
8255
30 1283
5330
7545 5.5020070
7543 H00 5035
5585
7003
X00 1X53
025 3
7905
7573 30 7798
7013
30 1115
0443
7510 1500 753J
5425
7970
3oo 1159
570.3
7025
0538
5035
30
7299
704O
7553
30 1114
0539
510X
KM
7035
5525
7704
572.7
7057
4 oo 1051
1045
5171
7751 30 5755
7075
30 0980
4"oo I1O900 110575.8 53047097 6801 7824 1700 10 5407 110553:3 5.5048 241 58021258
1475
5314
7894 30 5201
7120
30 OBIT.
5359
7971 1800 5905 574.5
1704
5 oo 071S
7145
579.5
1931
5455
30 0510
5054 30 5504
7173
5544
2155
5144 1901 5294 5553
700 0497
7203
5839
2404
8240 30 4975
5524
30 0375
7235
2549
5705
,9343 2000 4549 598.7
589.0
7270
8 0° 0245
5789
2900
7306
545X 30 4314
30 0105
8574
3155
9oo 9959 5947
5558 ZIOt 3972 711.6
7345
5951
3415
5590 30 3522
30 9804
7385
1000 I0O54I 1105*1 1 5 804 7428 58018819 2200 10 3254 1107250 5.8049048 5.6*23581
9139
3950
747 3
6954 JO 2595
30 9459
9231
4225
7520
3094 2300 2524 7388
II to 9289 508.1
9324
4504
9242 30 2143
30 910 1
755 9
* These quantities express the numberof meters contained trithin an arc of n.hicJi
the degree of latitude .named is the miJa,ie,thus,ttie quantity U0501.1 opposite latitude
10° is Hie numberof meters bctrreen latitude 9'ao'and latitude I0.3o'.

7*
Table in.t.Mefric Units)
la,jM
).ogT?»i
UqR„ lot Mparol
Ut. 'otporol I'ctMtrii LojAr
101754
24 oo
I10751.2 55049418 5.8024758 57 30 69957
5.8057454" 5B04 893O
9514
.3o 1337
5077 5800 9135 111379.5
9279
7582
2500 0O932 110758.0 55V4951* 65025370 30 8309
759 7
952SJO 03S9
5557 3900 7478 397.2
7811
9948
9711
26 oo 0119 753.S
9812
792 4" 55050305
J958 30 5542
Jo 99592.
5274 5«oo 4780 2. 414.5"
9914
8037
0544
5584 Jo 496"8
?70o 9157 799.0 5.805 0017
8148
0977
5595 51 «o .4110 4 3 IS
01X1
8258
1307
8514
jft30
7215" 30 3257
nO
8151
5357
1533
0227
0334
7537 5200 2400 4482
8474
.30 7905
I9S5
755 2 30 1340
8580 2275
044 3
itoo 7441 5.31.5
0552
5585
5190 5100 0575 .454.4
JO 5958
2590
3000 9548 8 1I0548 5 5.8050653 58025522 30 49805
5.8058789 6.80529OI
JO 5001
0775
8858 5400 8934 111480.3
5891
3X08
0885
5992
3510
3100 550 5 855.7
9197 JO 8057
9092
9538 55m 7177 495.7
Jo 5004
1002
3809
9583 30 5294
3%oo 4495 8632
inn
9190
4103
JO 3979
ZX33 55930231 5600 5407 510.7
4393
9287
3300 3455 901.1
0582 JO 4515
1350
9382
4575
0935 C7M 3522 525.3
30 2925
1457
4959
9475
3100 2357 919.*
1*9* 30 2724
1585
9567
3235
30 104*
1705
9558
5505
1551 58M 1523 539.3
3500 91290 110937.5 55051825 58032O12 30 40919
58059747 5.8055773
JO 0731
2375 5900 0012 1115529
1947
9834
5014
3500 0155 956 X
2059
2741 30 39102.
9919
5291
30 89593
3109 7000 5155 555.9 5.505 000 3
5542
219X
3700 9014 9751
2314"
0085
3479 30 7272
5789
30 84Z8
2439
3851 7100 £353 .578.4
70 29
0155
3800 7535 994.1
2«4
4224 30 3431
0244
7255
Jo 7235
2689 4599 72 to 4505 590.4
0321
7495
39ro 5529 1I10I3.3
2814
4975 30 3578
039 5
7719
2940 5354 7300 2545 £018
30 5015
0458
7958
55050539 ££058152
40M 85395 111032.7 5.8053057 55035734 30 31715
04,00
8351
30 4770
.3194
5114 74 M 0781 111512.7
5553
0575
3321
4100 4137 052.7
5496 30 29843
30 3498
0742.
8759
3448
5878 7500 8903 5229
893O
0805
4700 2553 0717
7262 3t 7951
3575
0857
30 3201
913S
3704
7545 7500 7017 5325
09X7
9314
0914
4300 1543
3832
0031 30 5071
30 0879
395 1
9487
5415 7700 5123 541.S 0984
104O
4087
9553
44M 0208 II I.I
8502 30 4172
1093
9814
30 79537.
4218
9158 7*00 3220 550.0
54051145 58059959
4SM 78849 iniio.g 5.8054347 58039574 30 22255
JO 8150
1195 5.8050115
4475
9950 7900 1311 III 557.8
0259
4600 7455 190.5
58040
346
3o
124X
4504
0353
30 5755
1X87
0394
0732 8000 19394 5549
4733
1330
47oo 5058 170.4
0524
4551
1117 30 5434
JO 5345
137 1
0545
4990
13"0* a100 74 72 5714
30
5509
0753
1410
1887
IBM .4528 190.1
5"! 18
0573
1445
3o 3904
5245
2270 8200 5545 577.7
2553 JO 4579
0977,
49oo 3174 209.7
H8I
5373
15I1
1074
55.01
3035 8300 3512 £82.4
JO 2439
3OOO 71598 II 1229.3 5.8055628 5.5043416 30 12544
5.805154 3 £5051154
JO 0952
3795 5400 1574" 111585.9
157I
1248
5754
1597
4"1 00 01OO 248.7
1325
5850 4174- 30 0705
1520
30 59443
5005
1393
4552 8300 9735 5907
SXoo 8580 258.0
1450
4928 30 5754
1542
5131
1551
1517
30 7913
526-5
5302 5600 7792 5938
1577
15£5
S3 00 7140 287.1
535o
5574 30 6819
15IO
JO £351
54-04
0700
1592
504 4"
5845 595*
1545
5400 5578 30&0
5527
5413 3o 4872
I7«5
5780 5800 3895 597.9
5749
1715
1579
30 4790
33oo 63995 HI 324.8 5.8055870 5.8047144 3o 2924
58051723
68051702
30 3195
74-05 59oo 1949 111599.0
5991
1719
1728
71 1 1
Sioo 2395 *43.3
7855 3o 975
1732
1729
30 1587
72 30
5223 9000
O 5993
n»
1733
5578 1
3I00 0774 3515
7348

Lot.
-B—-J—
18 oo
3o
■9 oo
so
20 00
So
21 00
30
22 00
30
ei 00
30
M 00
30
zs 00
30
25 00
90
27 oo
30
28 00
30
28 00
30
30 00
30
31 00
30
3X 00
30
33 00
30
34 00
30
35 00
JO
35 do
30
37 05
90
38 00
38
39 00
30
40 00
30
41 00
30
42 00
30
41 00
30
41 00
30
45 00
30
45 00
30
41 00
30

79
ToblelV. Logarithms of Factors A&C.p.E.F
Loq.F
Log.D. LojE.
L03.C
Log.B.
Loj.fl
d>ff r.= - 0.04 diff i" = - o.u diffi"==.o.to diffl""*o.o6 diffr-+ft©3 diff
8.509 5862 8.5122550 0.91615 2.1505 57117 7.1 3&
8.509 5785 8. 5122320 0 93088 2.1709 5 7579
8.509 3IOT 5.5122085 0.94 3 30 2.1605 5.744 3 7.7 55
8. 509 3527 6.5121547 0.95 544 2 1905 5.7508
8.509 554 5 5. 512150 2 0.95733 21995 5.7574 7.772
8509 5452 8.512 1351 0.97595 2.2064 5.7542
8.509 5577 5.512 1095 0.99O37 2.2170 5.7711 7.781
8.509 5290 8 512 0515 1.OOI5G 2.22 53 5.7760
8. 509 5202 8.5I205T1 Z.0I253 2.2511 5.7651 7.800
8.509 5112 8.5120301 1.02331 2 2411 £.7924
8.509 502O 8.5120025 1.03390 2 2485 5V79W 7 812
8.509 4927 8.5119747 I.0443 1 2.2557 5.5071
8.509 483b 8.5119455. 1.05455 22527 5.5145 7.825
fl.509 4737 8.3II 9174 1.05454 2.2594 5.5221
8 509 4519 8.511 8881 1.0745 T 22759 5.8100 7832
8.509 4540 5511 8584 1.08435 2 2822 58379
8 509 4419 8511 828 3 I.094O0 2.2882 5 8458 7.841
5.509 4117 5.5117971 1. 10351 2.2941 5.8539
8509 4234 8 511 7557 1 11290 23997 55620 7849
8.509 4130 8.511 7151 112217 2.3051 58702
S.5094024 8.511 7035 I.I3I3Z 2.3104 5.8785 7.855
8.5093917 8511 5714 1.14.037 2.3154 5.8870
8.5093808 5.5(1 5389 1 14912 2.3203 50955 7.551
85093599 8.511 50<l 1.15515 2.3249 5 904J
8.5093588 8.5115729 1.15592 2.1294 5.9127 7855
8.509 3475 8.511 5393 1.17558 2.3337 59215
8509 3553 8.511 5054 I.1841C 2.3379 5.9304 7.870
8.5093249 8.511 471 '5 M9255 2.34 1 8 5.9393
8500313'4. 8511 4158 1.20108 2.3455 5.9484 7.873
8.5093O18 8.511 40*o 1.20944 2.3491 3..9375
8509*901 5.511 3559 1.21772 2.3527 59557 7.875
5509 2784 5.511 3115 122S94 2.3551 59760
8.50925'5 5 6511 2959 123409 2.3592 5.9853 7.877
55092545 5.511 2600 1.24Z19 23522 59948
8509 242 5 &SII 2219 I.23024 2.3551 5.0043 7877
55092304 8.511 1875 125823 2.3578 5.0/40
5509 2182 85111510 1 255 17 2.3704 60237 7.877
5.509 2059 5511 114 2 1X7407 2.3728 5.0334
55091935 8511 0772 1.28 193 2.373O 50433 7875
85091812 85110400 1.28975 X.3772 5.0533
85091507 8.51 IOO27 1.29753 23792 50533 7 874
5.5091552 85109552 130 5X7 2.3810 5.0734
85091417 8510.9275 1.31299 2.3527 50535 7572
8.509 1 3 1 J 55100597 1.32057 2384 3 5.0939
65091 184 85108517 1.3X833 2.3857 5.1043 7.859
0.509 1057 8.5105137 1.33595 2.3870 5.1 148
85O90930 8.3IO7755 1.34358 23882 6.1253 7554
55090803 8510737 3 1351I7 23892 51350
85O90575 65105959 1.35873 2.3901 51467 7850
8509 0 5 4 7 8510 5505 1 355 31 2.3908 51575
85090419 85105220 1.37335 2.3914 51504 7.854.
85O90290 051O 5815 1.3514 1 2.39 1 9 5.1795
5.509015 3, A5105449 138891 2.3923 5.1905 7848
8.5090033 85 I0 5053 1.39545 2.3925 5.2017
85089904 85104577 1.40400 23925 5.2130 7.840
8508 9775 85104291 141153 2.5925 5.2244
850895'47 85103905 1.41905 X.3924 5.1359 7.832
85059518 85103519 1.42550 X.3921 5.2475
8.5089390 5.5103134 1.43414 23917 5.2592 78X4
3508915 1
5510 2749 1.44 159 239U 5.2710

Table ly. LoqorittiTns of factors
,50
Lo3C
Log*
LogB
lo3p
Lo3£
L03F
Lot
dt(fl'=
0.07
diffi'-ozi
d\ffi'-*o.4t
difft'.-oa
diffW=-i7
diff1"=«07
0 /'
48 00 8.5089133 S3I02J54 T44925 2 3904 72830 7.8 C4
30 85089005 8.5101981 1.4 5583 2 38 95 52950
49 00 85058878 55101595 745443 23885 5.3071 7.804
30 35088750 0.5101215 147204 2.3875 53194
SO 00 85088523 85I0O835 147958 23852 5.3318 7.7 92
30 8.5088'? 97 5.5100455 143734 2 3845 53443
51 00 8.508 a 571 83I00O75 149 502 2.3833 5.3559 7780
90 85088245 55099599 15027 3 25817 53597
a 00 0 508512.0 65099323 1570'48 2.3799 63825 7.7*7
50 85087995 5.5098949 1 515 25 2'3779 63956
5i 00 8508787 1 85098577 I.32505 2.3759 54088 7.753
30 85087747 85098X05 75339 3 2.3735 54221
« 00 05087524 85097838 A54153 2.37 1 3 5435* 7.738
30 8508750X 8 5097471 1.34977 23585 54491
35 00 85087381 8.5097107 issni 23551 54529 7.723
30 85087150 8.509574 3 1.55381 23535 5.4758
55 00 85087140 55095385 15739I 2.3503 5.4909 7706
90 8.5087011 5.5095028 155207 2.3572 5.5052
«7 oo 8508590 3 5.5095573 159025 2.3559 5.5195 7568
30 85055785 65095321 J 59557 2.350 5 5.5342
3t 00 550855 59 55094972. /50692 2 3459 5.5490 7.559
30 8308555"4 8509452 5 /51534 2.3432 5.5540
39 00 8506544 0 8.5094283 152354 2 3392 55792 7549
30 5508432.5 8.5C9394 3 1£3242 2.3351 55945
to OO 550852.14 5.5093507 1.54109 2.3509 6.610X 7.527
JO 8SO8 5103 85093274 154984 23254 55 251
51 .00 5508.5993 8.5092944 15585 9 2.3218 6.54*2 7505
30 8508 5884 5.5092518 1.5575 3 2.3170 55585
tx oo 85085777 55092295 157558 2.312.0 5.5750 7.551
30 55055571 55091975 1.58533 2 3058 5.5919
53 00 8505 555 5 85091551 1.59510 2.30 14 57059 7.555
30 8500545 X 550913 5 0 1.70449 2.2958 5.7263
54 OO osoesiio 85091043 171400 22901 57440 75.29
30 8.50852 5.Q 65090741 1.72555 22540
55 00 550851 3 9 85090442 17 3 34 3 22775 57519
5.7502 7.3BI
30 5.508505 1 55090146 1743 3 5 2.2714 5.7989
55 00 85054954 5.5089858 175344 2.2 547 58177 7471
30 85084859 5.5083573 175 359 2.X575 55370
51 00 55084775 55089292 177410 2.2505 68567 7.440
30 8508455"4 8508 9015 I.784S9 2.24 3 1 5.8768
55 00 85084593 5.508 8745 1.79547 2.2354 68972 740 5
30 85054504 8.508 8478 1.80545 22275 5.9181
59 00 85084417 8.5088217 181753 2.2192 59395 7.371
30 5.5084 3 32 8.5007950 182904 2.2107 5.9513
70 00 85084248 8.5087709 184058 2.2018 5.9035 7.J*3
30 55054155 8505 745Z 1.85255 2.1925 7.0054
.71 QO 5508408 6 8.5087222 185470 2.1831 7.0298 7293
30 55084007 0 5055985 1.87712 21732 7.0535
72 00 8.5083930 M 85055755"^ l£5984m 2155 0*) ^7.0784 7250
VW.Coi.r.echonjialonq\tu4£for differtnct\n arc.
M
(JOJH LOg.di{Terence
Logit) 1jg.diffcrence
Log.different lojiiw
3 87fe O.OOOO0OI 2385 4525 O.OOOOOXO 3035 4.732 00000051 3241
4.025
OZ 2.535 4 548
23 3057 4746
55 3255
4114
03 2523 4370
59 3.270
25 3079 4751
4177
04 2585 4591
27 3 100 4 774
53 3.283
0255
05 2774 4512
3o 312 1 4788
57 3 297
05
2.635
43517
4 511
33 3140 4801
71 3.310
4375
10 2 885 4449
85 5.158 4.813
75 3.322
4415
It 2 9*1 4 557
39 3176, 4.825
50 3.334
4.449
14 2.958 4584
42. 3193 4 834
. 84 3343
45 3 210 4849
4.47»
59 3358
15 2987 4.701
4.503
(6 3.012 4716
94 3359
48 3*25 4850

To ble v. Logarithms of R*
Latitude
Jff, »V
ss-.
Jo'
35°
40"
o' 5.802 51 580251 & 3028 5 5.80310 &80357 5 80 396
292
IQ
244
25I
335
355
400
a; i
355
282
>4
343
37»
413
311
300
340
370^
401
433
*»
40
3.41
34"1
377
442,
429
157
jo
385
394
41S
459
4.15
48X
60
427,
155
451
459
487
505
151
168
431
TP
495
510
526
80
185
189
3oo
51a
525
339
9o
318
.wo 495
531
,S44
3ol
Table vi.loqai.itfinis of m.
ut LajTn Lot Log.7n Lot. Log.771.
a /
O A
/< »0 1.4j0539 3P 00 140 548 420 00/ 140411 3*0 Oq/
24 04 1.40625 32 00. 1.40 530 44 00 1.404 II 55 00
22 09. 1.40512 34 90 I.403M 45 00 I.40390 58 cO
24 00 I.40S97 36 00 140491 45 00 1.40369 50 00
24 00 1.40582 38| Of 140472 50 00 1.40349 51 o9
28 00. 1.40555 40 00 140452, Si 00 140329 64 90

3O"
5o"
.55'
5.80434 .5 8047I 580SO&
474
509
438
51 5
448 483
SI5
455 495
485 su
Si'J
305
378
5,3O
£25;
562
344
.542
.5*7
572
555
555 '578
555
580
£69
Log/m
1.40309
1 40 290
1,40271
1402S3
1.10235
1402/9

Lot
555 00/
68. 00
70, 00
71 00

L03.TT1
140203
1.40 1 88
I.40 174
1.40151

ri
at
.t
ot
9t
t
t
oi
.t
Oi
t
oi.
00000 0.4i" 0.4735 090 07959 1.3S" 0 9438 180 09891 221" 0.9985
tf.05.54 050 05204" 0.95 0 8209 140 0.9323 J85 0.99 U 2 30 09389
0.1 1 25 0.56" 0.5533 1.00 0.8427 1'45 0.9597 1.90 0.9928 235"
01580 060 05039 1.O3 0.8524 13o 09651 195 0.9942 240 09991
09991
0.2227 0 45 06420 110 0.5802 155 09715 2jop 0.9.953 2.45" 0.99,95
0.2755 0.70 0.6778 IIS 0.8951 1.60 09751 205 09953 2.50 09995
0.3285 075 0.11 H 1.20 0.9103 1.55 09804
0.9970 2S5 099,97
037*4 0.80 07421 1,25 0.9229. 1.70 09818 2.19
2.15 0.9975
04254 0.85 0.7707 130 0.9340 175 0.9857 2.20
0.9p8l
Table iX.Corrections for inclination far four-TTie.tcr bar.
0°
I'
cor cor cor
Cor cor. cot. cor cor
fl.OOOOOl!0.00051 000244! 0.00548 0.00974 0.0001 5 |0. 00I4O
1000585 0.00753
00
51 248 554j 983
17 14 3 391 750 001242
I251
00
55 2J2 550
391
18 M5 395 759 1X51
00
57 2551 ,557 999
W 1.50 401
775 1170
591 250| ,J.74J 1007
0<r>
ill 153 407
1279
00
1015
H 154
22 IS5 412
789
1288
oi
M 269 3"85 Z024
25 159 411
7*7 1298
01
75 27J 592 lOiZ
24
Kl
804
422
1307
01
75 277 598. 1048
25
l«5| 4)28 91 1 1 3.17
01
II 2*2 504 '049
27; 159 433 819 1126
01
Bi\ 285 ill 1057
28 173 439 815 1316|
01
85| 290 511 1856
30
175 444 834 1345
01
M M3 524 1*74
31
150 450
541 1355
01
90 299
540 1083
Ml .455 549| 1354
33
03
93 504
537 1091
34 187 451 555 1374
04
9.5 308 543 1100
35 190 455 864 1381
04
98
(50 II09[
37 194 47X 87.2 1393
05 100
318 657 I117
a»
197 475 879. 140 3
os 101 312 553 112,5
201. 483 887. 1413
4i
Ofc 105
3X7 570 1135
4.x 205| 489 895 1422
07
108 312 577 1 14 5
44 205 495 903 I43X
07
III
335 584 1152
45 212 5o1 9,11 1442
08
m 341 590 1151
215 506 dial
48
09
M7 315 591 1170
49 2*0 $12 925 1452
1452
10
»'9j 351 784 1179
51 2X4 515 9*4 1472
II
1X2 354 711 "88
524 942 1482
"ll 2xej 530
II
IXS| 351 118 1197
351
950 1492
12
us 355 725 12!86
S7.
535
iei 1502
2»5j
111
1J
712 1215
371
240
512
«tl
955
1512
134 375 7391 1224j
14
CI 244 Slei 974 1522
15
137 381 745 1233

O.OO
M«j
O.10
015
020
075
030
OJ3
0.40

Table x PolycomcProjectio^s (Afctrictinits> .y
.Abscissas ofPeyeloped "Paraile
Meridianoldist
Ordinatcsofdc.
IS'
fHm evendeqrerf Long
3o"
Long
Long
long long.
Long. Lonqlnt
7417 8 148355 22253.4 29571 2 37089.0 445057 5
|37 00
3L3
740 1 5 145032 X2204A 29505.4 37008.0 44409.5 10 . 15.0
10 184951
7385.3 14770.5 33155.9 29541 2 35925.5 44311 8 15 29x
ft 5*9937
7359.0 14738 0 XX107.0 29475.0 ]35845.0 44214.0 20
3e 554 89 9
519
73525 14705X 220578 29410.4 35753.0 44115.5 25 812
.ft 739875
73351 1457X2 22008.3 293444 35580.5 44015.5 30 115.9
5« 924858
| 38 00
73195 145591 21958.5 29278.2 355975 439171 5
33
10 184993
7303.0 14505.0 XI9O90 29X1X0 35515.0 435180 10
20 359991
7X85.3 1457 2 5 21858.9 291 H 5.2 354315 [437178 I3 I3lI
295
34 554994
7X595 14 339 X 218055 29078.4 35340.0 43517.5 20 52.4
7252 8 14505.5 217554 29011 X 35X54.0 43515.8 25 819
40 74000.5
7x360 1447X0 217080 289440 35150.0 43415.0 30 1180
.A 92501.5
] 39.tfo
7219.0 14438.I 21557.1 28875.7J 35095.ll 43314.1 5
3.3
7X02 I I4404 2| 21505.3| 25800.4] 350 1 0.5| .4321x.5 10
10 (050X5
111
to 370055
7155.1 14370.2 21555.3| 20740.4 35925.5 43110.5 15 29.1
30 55509.1
7158.0 14335.0 21504.0 2557X0 35840.0] 43008.0 XO 529
7150.8 14301 5 21452.4 28503.X| 357540 42904.8 25 825
40 74013.2
St 925175
7133.5 14257 2 ?1400.8| 28514.4! 35558.0 42801.5 30 1 169
I .MOO
7115.3 14232.5 21349.0 28455.3 35551 5 425978
3.3
10 lososn
7099.0 14I9 8.0| 2)2970 28395.0 354? SO 42594.0 105
13.3
xo 370/ 2.0
70815 H 15 3.2 21244.8| 20 325.4 35408.0 -"724595 IS 299
30 555188
7054.2 14128.4 2119X.5| 202558| 353X1.0 423852 10
40 74025.1
7045.7 140934 21140.1 25185.8| 35X335 42280.2 25 532
032
50 92534.0
70X9.1 14058.2 21087.3| 20115.4 55145.5 42174.5 30 1190
|4100
70 115 14022.9 21034 3 25045.7 35057.1 42050.5]
33
10 /85090
59918 13987.5 20981.4 2797£« 34959.0 419525] 105
134
70 37015.5
£9750 1395X0 2O928.0 279040 34880.0 41855 0 15
30.1
30 55528.5
5950.2 13915.4 208745 |278328 34791.0 41749.2 20
535
40 74039.1
59403 13580.5 20020.9 X77512 ]34701.5 4(541.8 25 535
do 92550.J
59x24 13844.0 20757.X 27589 5 3451X0 415344 30 1X0.4
|4X00|
59044 13808.8 20713.2 27517.5 34522.0 41425.3 5
54
10 1551X2
50554 1 37 7x.8 20559.2 27 54 5.5 34432.0 413 18.4 10
134
XO 37 02 5.0
50503 13735.5 X05049 27473.2 3434 15 41209.5 I3 30.2
do 55518.1
50*01 13700.2 20550.3 27400.-) 34X50. 314 1100.5 20
538
5851.9 13553.8 20495.7 27327.5 341595] 409914 25 Oil
40 74052.7
.so 925556
5013.5 13527 2 20440 81 27 254.4 34055.O 405815 30 nog
5795.3 13590.5 20385.0 271510 S3975X 407714 5
34
10 10515.5
577553 13553.8 20330.7 27107.5 33884.5 40551.4 10
13.5
»0 37031.5
57 50.4 13515.6 20X75.2 270335 |33792.0 405504 15
30.3
JO 55548.2
5739 9 134798 20219.7 25959.5 33599.5 404394 20
539
40 74055.5
572 1.3 1344 2.5 20163.9 25555.2 33505/5 40 3278 25 543
50 925830
5702.7 13405.4 201 00. 1 25810.8] 3351 3.5 40215.2 30 1x1.3
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